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INTRODUCTION T ^7 '^ / &^ ^ r,„^, ~ 
The genosal conscensus of Indi«n e l i t e s is that oux soeUty 
during the past quairtas of a cdntuxy ha« unddxgone tram^ndous changes m 
£st a& i t s sQCisl ey&tesi puXiticai pol icies , plannings and ins t i tu t ions 
aid concerned* It is also argued that t r ad i t iona l values and att i tudes 
pertaining to various social^ po l i t i ca l , religious and eeonomSc issues 
and inst i tut ions nr® bding gradually replaced by modern values m4 
isttitudest Repld ^ d he^y industriali^sation especially after 
indepeodence has further given r i se to varied an# new occupational 
or>portunities which have played m icportant and decisive role in 
gearing or speeding up social a^<i economic mobility aniong th* members 
of mir society* 
This changing socio-economic structure of the society has 
profoundly influenced the att i tudes, interests indv-?li^s of our young#r 
generaftion s^ far as occupational preferences and other soc ia l values 
pert Alining to different social problems or inst i tut ions are concerned. 
I t is elso held t h ^ the cha^ng economic, p o l i t i c a l and adult 
educational systems have also piiyed a significant role in modifying 
the attitude of our youth, M the same time the sc ient i f ic and 
teehfiological education has, t o a great extent, successfully eradicated m 
certain misconceptions about a ntniber of social phenomena or pzeblems. 
with the emergence of rat ional thinking old values and at t i tudes are 
being gradually replaced by modern ones* This change t s values aK%4 
•ttftudes has a direct bearing f i r s t upon the individuals and second on 
the society at a whole. Changes in att i tudes 0n*i values are bound to 
initlafle changes in society* 
At 9 zasult o£ th is ttm t»«h«/lt>us pattern, opinions and «fttltucl«t 
sogar<31n9 f^iXy and (narrl«@e caste and cmt9 heisaxchy^ iDtascaatt 
relatSonSt choice of occupnation, philosophy of l i fe , hopes and aspirstioni 
undeigo change. The atudents may not like to take up horidltajry 
occopaftion und m^ not accept tjc-^itionaX ins t i tu t ions . They may be 
modern in one are^ of social l i fe in tern of new rights snd obligations 
and ra«!y seek to llgitinisrto the i r ac t iv i t ies in ssiother area of tradit?ona: 
values. 
m th^ light of the above contention i t wilibe vrorthwhii« to study 
the ch,-snginfj a t t i t u ^ s of our present young generation tow^^tds diffemnt 
soci^^l, cultural , economic, polit ic? '! , religious and other syst«nis or 
institutions* A knowledge about attituds! and att i tude change ca^ b» of 
some advantage to th«» social planners and th« society SG a whole because 
on the k»ist basis of such inforni«*tion i t would be po33ibl<i to predict 
the future direction or trend of social change. At t t e s»ne tim the 
knowledge of changii^ att i tudes may hejp the social planners in 
formulating no^ 'j or iuture social laws and leg is lirfc ions. 
This study is a modest atten^t to find out the changing atti tud* 
of the students* m a matter of fact the student of today are in a stjftt 
of Qontinoui i t ra^n. They want to aii^t to the modem ways of HH biit 
•laittlaniously they cannot afford to have a wholesale turning m^ ften 
i f adit Ion and old values. They are being thus to choice between the twe« 
All types of ttudants in the college (urban or rural , seheduleeast** and 
higher caste) cones in contact with each other and take part in the 
doiaege ac t iv i t ies and exchange* fhe views with each other, Tn thi« 
pxoetsa the i r pgltern of behaviour towards t r ad i t iona l ins t i tu t ion 
iifHl«x9o a change, ThiKjd«v»lop th«if ow^ i i<J»« about joint fwiily, 
east*, ^wsy ancT laliglon •tc*, and <i«v«lop thaif own philosophy of 
i ifa vth3eH may laad to mlabohavout and indiacSpline, Th» odueation 
in India la of such a typo that i t cannot anaure meisM>^ to atudnnta 
m4 eonsaquantly t^ay aia fzuatsated «nd axtzamaly ot i t ica l of tho 
govemmeat, itfilvaraity authority and the whole oducartional syatara. 
This Jteads to indiscipline araong th© ttodenta* 
^^^^ti^va <^ f stiKJy*. Th® pres(?nt empirical »tud^ of changing 
attitudo of students ia aliwd st achiwl*^ th© following objectivaai 
U To atudy th© arttitud© of tb@ coilego going students towards 
social, aconomlc* religious m^ pol i t ical 8yslem« 
2» To study tha changos that have taken place in their attitudes. 
3» To csseus the lapsict of mo^sn Values and chi^ges on the studenti 
4. To study v^ h t^her the students aje oriented towards modern values 
or r^e tl»y indifferent tu them. 
X To find out the areas in which th«y are adopir j^ mocJarn values 
9n<S th?? art as in ^ i c h they are attached to traditional bonds* 
The Banner in which they ore oiodaru or trsdJtJonal. 
Population under Investlqati|(pt Tiie survey data of th^ propo8«»d study 
it9 intended to throw light oa seteral unknown characteristics of the 
students of Shfi Varshany College, D«s« College a(\6 Tika Ham College 
affiliated to U^TA University. 
StiBftte PllP* '^ total number of stodonts to be studied for the 
piesent survey is predetermined on economic and tiaie consideration 
to be SQual to 300 roughly on« thi^d of each of the three collages of 
Allgafh affiliated to Agra University* 
The sasiple of 300 students, Doo students from every eelleget 
Wis so drawn that t^t^ was no reasons to apprehend a bias in the 
mm*Hm the unit of th» universe was so arranged that the •eleetieii 
^mm^ 9<ve aqru^isiidbilily e f selNMtien to 9^m unit in #ie m1»m 
Pivtt of a l l th tM s«par«t« l i s t s of th« students Q(ifoU««( in 
th« t h f t t eoll«9«s of Aligath (!•»•, shr i Vsfshnoy Coll#g#. IX3» 
QoIl«g» and Tika Ham CQII990) affil iat*^ to fiqt» Univairsity w#f« 
pxtpattt^* Aftdfwat^s ffom a table of fandooi numbaxd 100 
«lifftstnt*nuflDb««s wof« ^sawfi from tv#ry l i s t of th# studr#nt$* jit tach 
<i7aw» a fou£ <llgit ni^aber. not geoate^ than 9,000, was talc«n up. 
Thust these 300 numbers doslgnate^ those students whoni the 
questiontiaires were distr ibuted and relevant information v^ as obtained* 
The major tool for collecting data for the present study is 
questionnaire which includes questions partaining to the foliving artasi 
1« Identification data on each respondent* 
2* Family background of th@ respondents including thg ©due at Ion 
and income of t he i r parents, 
3» Attitude of students towards educational system, including 
exiSfflination system, 
4, Attitude of students towards faiftily, raarriage* including 
divorce and dowry system, 
3, .«fctltud© of students towards caste, untouchjAiility, status 
of woman and dressing pattern. 
6, Mtitude of students towards religion, po l i t i ca l and 
econoiRic svsteai, 
7 , ^^enbarship of p o l i t i c a l par t ies , 
Itie i s ^ r t a n t feature of the field work was that the 
investigatior had not fsced any problem of noii*availability of ttie 
Mspondents* Firs t , the students were very much hesitant to take 
the g uest ionn a i re , 
^ ^ the wofd diff«r«nt we a t an thai if one of the numbers comes up a 
••«ond tJine we dissegerd I t , thus as each choice we are selectliig 
ttom the fenaifiing tinselected elesents* 
Mo«t of tHam gisd that they we3» not good la academSc puifsulti h«nc« 
thty dtsiced that the questlonnaise should be hartdtid over to sotae one 
else* The investigator expiained to the students that the que^tlonneiie 
could ba gcbnlni^ teired to then only whoso nanes bad boen Included in the 
l ist for this surv&y* this questionnaire was not to be taken up as an 
examination ©s these tsioiro 00 ij%ht ox wrong answers to any of the 
question* The investigatoj! was mainly concduned tajith their opinion* 
The infojpsataons obtained «ouid be used strictly for the purposes of 
jfssearch and the responses would not be identified by nsraes* I 
requested the students to fec^ l freo and give their responses ffankly 
and honestly* *^ ith this sort of assurance they becatn^  reijdy to f i l l 
up the questionoair?* The respondents, in general, \i»ere cooperative, 
but especially the girls wera worn cooperative in cotrpsrision with 
the boys# 
Joint fanily is s t i l l popular aGK>ng ttie students. In spite of 
all the modern foices, v«hich aro working against tho ^olnt f*nily« 
However, a majority of the students thinks that the joint family is 
helpful in the develop'iient of personality and in solving the economic 
problems, m far as ecfiotional socurlty and development of modern 
ifttitudes «i<i concerned it is not so helpful* 
the students generally soiled on the parents for the selection 
of their spouses, but they felt they too should be taken into 
confidence* Self-arranged marriages or arranged marriages by parents 
were faveur«»d only by a few students* In the selection of a bride* 
groom* rospectable fmlly* education, f«ialth and Isipressiveness wers 
i»%i ttuddnts had 9lv9n thelx flfst pxefezcinct tc vjesltti and laipf*«slV'» 
mae»9* ^HQ In the aeUctign of « bfid, tnj^oxlty of the 9ttKi«nts|hjirf 
glv«n tliei» fl»st ptQiemnt^^ to a«lttcatioat •vwll^ 'wersQcl la hou»«lioI«i 
affairs' md they laid l i t t le mtiphnUm on charts, ^qoalixfed to do 
3ob* from rich f«iily*» 
tov© marrisgos w©r» discr«dlt©<J b«iCfl»sH» s«ch marriog^s w»ra oftop 
unseceefull and led to divorce or unhappy married life, Beeid^a, no 
s;jpport is aval lab b from parents in th« tim*? of difficulty and, also 
it Is net acceptable to the society. ^ few students f?vourinn «#lf-
arrang^ d marriages thought that they would bring bappin«»3c» adjustrotnt 
and h»lp to eradicate the parssctice of dowry as well as break the 
barrier of crste systooj. tfest of th? student© desired tli© practice of 
cbwry. Bwt, they could not resist themselves froa tnking dowry when 
iiii t«as given to ttiem without asking* However, according $o them it 
was pcsslbl© to abolish this practice by the Im* 
M far as divorce is concerned, (najorlty of the students are 
against it* They Justify it only in such circwnstsnces when all the 
efforts of maintaining good relationa betwsen the spouces have failed. 
the clalfn thafe the caste is fastly being abolished is true 
to the ttssults of this stui^« AccordIng to majority of the students^ 
there la no objection Is marrying outside the casft* m*^ to mix-tip 
with other ca«tes« They also would not like to work accoring fo 
the tiaditional occupation of their own casta. In their opinion all 
the caste should be placed on equal footing. As far as the scheduled 
castas art eoncsined, they hiwe syn^athy with theia. According to 
thm tNf tp t lca l pfivlltgts thoul^ b» giv»n to th© cwctwts of t ^ 3©w 
««•%•> airi^  t N 8Ch«cluldd Ci%t0 p®op3» should b^ t i l o^d to tak« iilmiasiiN 
on if! sei»>oIs and eolJl^99« 
Tht $tu<J#nts are nsof» inclinetS to«»a);<3s ibd •quality of aan sfii4 
mmn^ high®? education foi mmn^ and fwedom of woawn »qual to m#n* 
Fof iloterfiitfting th© factoi jee^oos^tol* fof «3<p««s8ing th» 
place aJ^ ^ position of a person in the 9ooSdty« laa^osity of th# studtnts 
©iqpgassed ttielr f irst prafsronc© to oducatton, foUo^ed by int»lllg«nc#» 
ag©! s@x, f^ i ly &n^ casts^ Ve;!^  fens ©tadsnts hs«cl given th«iij 
preferences to ir@l%icn, occu|>afcion ^d incorao. A X^ssg© nirabor of 
stw^tnti t$cognlss<3 that on© could tnenanct his/heu social status 
thiTOugh education and social geirvict* 1t>© otiJ^ir stutus'-linksd factota 
mm identified m wdomity in th$ thinking and living to put on 
clothas and to do tho maka•^ p accosting to fashion, to h® associated 
with some politScsl party ot social osgnnJsatJon, ^oifaciation of art 
and parfowaance of religion. But snolcing, drinking, fji^uanting 
cin«is« houses, i?®8tauri«ts and clt^s or ©xc»9siv« ftee-aiixlng with 
Opposite s®x v»fa not considered to be status icquiring uctivitias. 
As far as th t mo6»m or traditional drass^s ai^ conc*»rn#d, 
majority of th® students liked to waar, to sofw »xtent» Q»d«rn drassas 
and ac6o#*ig to thom tho 'hippism* is the evil influenca of wastatn 
civiiiration. 
According to aa^ority of ths studants, attaining adueation «ra§ 
A»«diad to 8«cure a highar status in ths soci»ty* Thsy wnze also of th» 
itimt that, to soina axtant, presant systeoi of adueation was dafactiva, 
and as such, i t is assantial that soma kind of chancjo should ba tiroii9¥il 
% 9m a4ucational systa^* Thuy ha^ ^ivafi tNiir o««w •pinion liboiil i t t 
Hit Hi^ofity of studtfits la l t that at^hasis was to ba ^fvtm to ifatcliMi; 
t ruest ion. The n©jit higtiest number m$& of thoss studonta who f»lf 
tti«t p£«rt-Jc3l education should be gfvan* ACcoKdlng to son)» oth^c 
students Hrtglish sitould h^ abolished, and f|f&SL^duc«tlon shouad be 
given to everyon»« 
As f9t as the examlnjtSon system is concerned, a large nuaber 
of students was 1ft favour of semester systesj* They fel t that in 
t h i s system students would always be busy in t he i r studiesi thus 
they would not get tSao to participet« in s t r ikes and ther^* would 
bo ms^/ ciiances to appear In th? exw^n^^tion. Thus, th-^ r® was no 
chanct? of fpilii^* sonxs fe l t th*t tisie t&»s not v^sjst'scJ «id t rue 
ability of the student was assesssd* on th^ controry thos* students 
who v^re in fmfour of mnui*i ©xflnln^tion. system, fa i t tha t i i th i s 
system students h ^ to rpneir in th;? exn'alnaticdonly caanf in a year» 
thus, they had much time to study And only int^Uf^O'^at atud^its w»re 
siblB to fare w*ll 5n thf> annuil examination syst'?'i^^ 
/»fero than the three fourth of students respondents were in 
favour of Hindi raediuu* According to them, the tnediua of s instruct Ion 
in thfj colleges should be Hlndl» only 15.34^ stutieuts ivere in f«\^ oU£ 
of Snglish medium. 
After studying the at t i tude of the students about econonic 
aspects of l i fe , i t can be said that xhe students are now more 
interested in the economic system of the country. I t also shows that 
th»y prefer the modem trend of soc ia l i s t i c pattern of the society* 
the majority of students ere of the opinion tha t to soi»e extent 
private property should be abolished and a l l the industies should 
be nationalised, m far as the economic development of th^ country 
it ^nc»tn»4, it i« |>o$3ibl9 only through th# dm/^hspmtit of small 
«ea]ti ifH)u9ti«$» 
•*i20 9 mtjoiity of th© students is satisfied to somt txtent 
with th« ineJystriel devslopajent of our country, u f#w studonta, who 
«xe d58satlsf3»d, f»«i th»t the fihortag* ©f power «od raw m«terl»l 
hospeiied the industrt-^ X devdlcpment. 
Studonto ar© also very anxious to bring iaout changes in the 
economic set qp of ths country* Th^ y have given thoir ovjn vl«t»s 
r^gstdSng th^ type pf change v/hich th#y w.^ nt* Highest percent.ig« it 
of T;«OS9 s"i.udentt who want mom 0|uitablB distribution of wi»aXth, 
and tho next highest porcantass Ss of those students who ^mt that th* 
bm'-c T^'^dQ of ev«r^ cititen should b© satisfied. 
m a$sas2Ti0nt of ocrupiitlonnl aspiritio^ sfiowu that th#» 
nj^o«Hy of tho students wanted jobs in Gov^ rnmint sectors* Th« n»xt 
highest nimbftr iw«« of tho»» ttudtnts who pr»fer»d the t^achin^ 
profession, A f^ v studonts lik» to go for trade or Industry* son» 
of the students \<9anted to become lawyers snC only %3^ were in 
favour of igricultore. This last group laanlfests tlio white-coller 
inhibition against physical labour* However, in this study othsr 
professions like medicine and engineering are not popular* Corapetittvt 
nature of admissions is a prebable cause of bringing down the level 
of asp if at ion in this respect* 
Todsy there is a great problem of uneinployraetit ie India* 
Thus, It {|>nears th.-st a Issg^ number os students are of the opinion 
that the right to get a job should be regarded as fundamental* 
Mi iaiporiant aspect of t h i s stud/ Is th«t , on th© on» hmnit 
stucbnts have a {«ith in God #id follovs i t to ieme •xtont ami, en 
t h t othef han«l, th«y f#«l thsrfc the leXlgion ho$ taken th# fofm of 
hypocracy to«i«v* Furttiar, i t is intarftsting t o obsew* that boys and 
g i r l s GoiK^Xetaly mo€^ >zn in dross, msnn^r and behavioua blindly 
follow the r i tua ls bofoso dtat t ing any o©v» work md requisition tha 
services of pr ias t , I'urthor, without sny question, th©y s t i l l 
profor to tikB constat of a pstost or p.-xidit bofoi© raarrisg#« Thay 
also prefer t o v i s i t tenpins and oth©r accred places of worship* 
PoXttlts a t t racts studtnts in general regardJs&t, of th« fact 
that only a small niiabsr of eti'c'ents b^conn neabGr of a cortain 
politScfil party* But for the fiitur© car^f^r A raijority of tiicn aspir® 
t o become a member of sora# pol i t ic91 pcirty* monq thtynj tho Oongrass 
is the gre.-^^st attraction follov/od by J -»n Csngh* It ^c?^^s that 
loftJst p^rt^c- do rot -Mract n?tny students, As fnr .is th«* likdfig 
for any po l i t i ca l p«»rty is cone?mad, isostly thp studonts Sivs in 
favour of Congrasr and Jan sangh* othor par t ies i t aro conpar^ivaly 
loss popular* Th© r«*»aon of lik<>ing th9 Congress is that i t b«liv«s 
in Democracy, socialism, an^ i t str«38«s on th" oaiiallty of p»opla 
froffl all ca»t«8 MM^ cro*»ds. The studtnts v»ho lik© J an Sangh f#«l 
that 39r\ Sangh has always given Sraportanc* to tha walfar^ of tha 
pi^l ic and honestly ibidod by i t s promStas* 
Hawvver* according to th© taajority of students, elections •!# 
faught in India on ths basis of raligion and casta* T-'ioy clio f«»l 
th«l po l i t i c a l Isacters should be l i tarate* 
/I 
A l«fge n\imb©r of stwd^nts »r« In favour of participation in 
studont unions* They f»$l t h ^ they can f u l f i l l th» ddmands of th* 
stufients md get oroper training for entering into po l i t i cs as thei» 
career* They also feoi ths t they can iciprove the condition of 
college adninistrjrtion, other students who are ageinst the 
participation in the union a c t i v i t i e s . h ^ e doubts j*>out t he i r u t i l i t y 
and regard them as wastage o£ time* f'fers than half of the students 
in saiJple recognise? tbo usefuln^sa o* th© Union for future training 
in polit ics* They also fesl that studgnt unions r<?c©ii/e encouragefflent 
m6 guiufifiC'S froti po l i t i ca l p iHlea and the consequances of which 
at& that to sow=» cxt'^nt student union po l i t i c s v i t i a t e s tfe» aca<^mic 
environment in collf»gos# In th i l»ct^ i<Hi5 of coll'^g^ unions, the 
•'bllity of the cmdidatss is cons'd«^rf?d the main qu^ility of a 
c;»ndidfflte* A b5g msjority of students fe-^l thH p o l i t i c a l l'»ad«rs 
are responsible for insinuating students to go on s t r i ke . According 
to them th'^re laust be representetJon of studants l i University Bodies* 
As far as the po l i t i ca l polices of our country are conc<9rned 
a madority of students are in fnvour o£ deraocrtfkic form of ^w*mmmKk 
governtnent af\(i they bellv* in sodalisoi 0iti securlariss* But to 
some extent, t iey h^ ave also agreed with tlK? government's policy of 
non-allgiteiGnt^ More thsn threo fourth of the respondentia are in 
favour of making ptoaibombs too* They feel tha t for the security 
of otir Country £^d to become a powerful nation in the world i t is 
necessary to make atom booibs* 
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Is defective. 
3.2A Are they in favour of ehancfe In the present system of education. 
3.2B Sugcrestion for the present educational system. 
3.3A Choice between annual examination system and semester system. 
3.3B Reasons for their likina of semester system. 
3.3C Reasons for their likina of annual examination system. 
3.4 Medium of instruction. 
3.5 Aim of attaining the education. 
4.1 Abolisliiag of private property, 
4.2 Factors en which the economic development of India is dependent. 
4.3 Nationalization of public and private industries. 
4.4A Are they satisfied with the Industrial development of India. 
4.4B Reasons for their dissatisfaction. 
4.SA Are they in favour of any chanfie in the economic set up of India. 
4,5B The tyoe of chanqe they want. 
4.6 The type of labour which Is Iqsortant in their opinion. 
^.7 Choice of professions. 
4.B Getting job as a fundamental right. 
4.^ The factors which are lii^ >ortant in ciettinq a job. 
5.1 Faith In religion. 
5.2 To whit ext«nt they practice It . 
5.3 Relt^lon ha* taken the form ef 
5.4 ^ person of relinious nature wHI he more hanpy !n future l i fe 
than ethers. 
5.5 \nj seienee which is opposed to religious thinkincr should not 
be taught. 
5.6 Faith In God makes the l ife meanlnoful. 
5.7 Would the students like to pefform rellflio«s rituals hrfore 
starting new work. 
5.P The consent of religion Pandits is necessary before marriage. 
5.9 All natural calamities are God's will to punish for evil deeds. 
5.10 Tt is a sin to kill a cow. 
S.llA Do the students like to visit temple and sacred places. 
5.11B How many times would they prefer to go to sacred places. 
5.12 Celeberation of festivals. 
5.13 The idea of God gives a sense of security, 
6.1/V Their Interest to become a member of a political party in future. 
6.IB The political parties towards wMch the students were inclined 
to tola. 
6.2A The hest political party. 
6.2B1 Showing the reasons for the llklnn of Cenaress Partv. 
6.2B2 Showino the reasons 4t the students regarding their liking for 
Jaaa Saagh party. 
^.2B. Showing the reasons of the liking for coamunlstst Swatantra and 
B.K.O,parties, 
6.3 Active participation of the students la polit ies. 
6.4 Taterest In contestina the election. 
6.5 The aspired position of the students to reach through 
elections. 
6.6 Eleetlens are faught In India on the basts of religion and caste. 
6.7 Political leaders should be edacatlon upto 
6.fi Reasons for participation In students union. 
6.9 Reasons for non-partlclnatlon In student union. 
6.10 Role of student unions as tralnlnq centres for political career. 
6.11 Political parties and their role In student unions. 
6.12 Student union spoils the educational environment In volTecfes. 
6.13 Desirable qualifies of a candidate In the election of student union, 
6.14 Who are responsible for econvatlng students to qo on strike. 
6.15 Student representation In university bodies. 
6.16 Democratic form of government. 
6,I7A Showing responses of students regarding socialism. 
6.17B Showing the reasons i f dlsllklnq socialism. 
6.IP Showing the resnonses of the students regarding a seeul'ar state. 
6.19 Non-aligned policy of the government. 
6.20A The attitude of the students towards making atom bomb. 
6.?0B Reasons for making the atom bMb. 
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CONCEPTUAL FRAME WORK 
A. INTRODDCTTON 
Hunan society from i t s very inception has been exposed to the 
inf luence of vnrfous forces . These forces are continously chancring the 
corapljrtlon of the s o c i e t y . Every new s c i e n t i f i c and technoloqical 
innovation is inevitably followed by one or the other alteration in the 
existing system of the society. Also a result of human endeavours to 
catter to the needs of time there are profound changes in social organisationi 
standards* attitude value and social system. 
Change is inherent in nature. The values norms and ideas of the 
society have changed in this country as elsewhere in the world. India has 
nassed through many periods (Vedasi Opnishad* epic» Smritiesi contact with 
Islam and West). Every period has exhibited change in socfaltpolltical) 
economic and religious order. For over a century and a half the traditional 
society of India with Agro-handicraft economyf feudal dynastic polity and 
coparcenary personal lawi has been subjected to a process of transformation 
into a capitalist corporate economyi a centralized and representative 
oolity and personal law leadino towards secular and uniform civil code 
for India. 
Ourino the nineteenth century the Britishers laid the foundation 
of a modern state. Btitish rule brought about radical and lasting change 
in Indian society and culture. They brought with them new technology! 
beliefs and values. The books and journals alonq with educational 
Institutions! made possible the transmission of modern as well as 
traditional knowled<Te to a larqe number of Tndlans. While India had its 
own educational system lonn before the arlval of the Britishers* ft was 
different from British Introduced educational system. Tt had been restricted 
to the UDDer caste children and transmitted mostly throuqh religious and 
traditional knowledqe. 
The present era Is experlenclnc) tremendous changes in all sphere 
of l i fe as well »s those of material fand non-materlnl culture* which in 
consequence lead to chanqe In our attitudes* values and norms* etc. The 
attitudes* which the new generation Is adopting are different from 
traditional views. 
In the social sphere changes have taken place in all the societies. 
The transitory and tenuous character of all patterns of social l i fe have 
become esoedally evident. This Is specially observed in the societies* 
that are being rapidly transformed from traditional to modern ones. The 
gap between the old and the new generation Is increading. Tn other words* 
there Is a conflict between the old and the new attitudes. The old 
custom* values* norms* relations and roles are changing rapidly. The new 
generation is specially trying to change them. A sociological analysis 
will easily prove that many changes have taken place in the society from 
which new habits* new values* new relations* roles and customs have emerged. 
Tn the economic sphere the industrial revolution of the 19th 
century influenced the lives of the people of India. Before the revolution* 
a Itirffe nart of Tndlan popolatlon Hved In vtUsgt. At that time th« 
system of transportation and coflmunlcatlon wer« not so well developed. The 
consequences of which were that the villagers thoutfht that they were the 
centre of nil socinl and pconomtc Hfe. The v!liases were self-snfficlent. 
But now we witness th# transition from relatively small scale units of 
produetiont such as family fIrms) small factories and commercial and 
lendinq enterprlsest operatlnn relatively restricted in local market to 
the more centralized bareaucrati zed and larger units of production. In 
the occupational system we witness continual development of new categories. 
New economic and technical system gave birth to more o<n»plex units of 
production. 
Religion has got a very important place In every society. In India 
it directly influences the l i fe and attitude of the people. Bat due to 
education) urbanisation and industrialisation* religion has also become 
slightly flexible. 
Similarly new types of political system have been developing. Modern 
societies are in some sense democratic or at least populistie. They are 
characterised by the decline of traditional legitimation of rules. Today 
the students are interested In politics and many other national and even 
International problems. These days the students seefc direct Involvement 
in DOlitiest whether they like It or not. Actually no one Is absolutely 
indifferent to various current activities. 
Our society Is In a sphere of continuous strain because of the 
deterioratino politiealf economic and social conditions of the eountry 
and we are urgently required to understand the realities and to aeeenMOdate 
them within our gocfal set-upt lest we miiy laq behind. It Is here that 
the twentieth c«itury will be chnrBCterlzed In different way by future 
social scientist! The aoe of mass soc1©ty"»"The age of Psyehoanalystle 
Rerolutlon", The most Important amonrr these Is the one of the Aqe of 
the new society. 
The students are the precious treasure of a nation. They reflect 
strentfthf hopes and ambitious of a nation. The students of today are the 
citizens and leaders of tomorrow and the responsibility of the advancement 
and profiress of the country rests on their shoulders. At no period of 
history have student been so much discussed and argued as is being done 
today all over the world. The students of India at the moment are facino 
rapid and all pervasive ehanqest and It hns posed a challange before themi 
what to aceeptf the past inheritance or to accept the elements of the new 
l i fe . Besides they feel thot their status-role set are disturbed and 
they find difficult in Identlfyino their position and functions in society. 
For a large nunber of students this Is a period of stress and strain, 
There is a marked agressivenessj the authority of adults and values 
established at home are challanged and q«estioned) constructIveness* 
inventiveness* here worshipi romance and adventure* tenstiveness and a 
sense of human syapathy are the main characteristics of this age. 
The students some times exhibit difficult emotional out burst and 
emotional instability. At one mement they are convinced that they are bom 
to set the whole world right. Rut often they are unstable and moody* 
fiohtinn against adult authority. 
There is a conflict of motives amono the students. On the ene hand 
they desire for indepeRdenee* self determfnatfon and participation In adult 
l i fe and on the other hand want security. So they want to hare both the 
ways and the parents often do not know how to administer the mixture of 
both. 
Tn the present society* the students are constantly experlencinq 
a certain kind of confusion of values all around them. There Is a vast 
difference between the values taufrht at home and in the scriptures and the 
values tauqht outside the home, throuqh the educational institutions^ the 
presst the radio and the polltlcaJ organisations* which lay emphasis on 
democratic values and social justice. Religion which apparently serves as 
a unltlno force has proved to be a dividing factor and much exploitation 
nnd cruelty have been perpetuated in its name. In such a confuslnq situation 
younq people are not prepared to listen to their elders' advice. Recent 
media of mass communication have brought them in closer contact with outside 
world. All this adds to the confusion. They have to pick and choose* relect 
ideas which they think are out of date and accept those which s t i l l seem 
Valid, Thus* on the one hand there is a pressure of traditional values and 
social institutions) deriving strength from scriptures* religious elites* 
and parents and on the other hand there Is a stress of modern democratic 
values reinformeed by science and technology. So everybody suffers from 
a diflema with reoard to various values with which aspiration are closely 
associated. 
The problems of attitudes and change is urgent and crucial today* 
oerhaps more than in previous periods of human history. Man's control or 
mastery over his physical envlroilment* especially hjs foreshortenino of the 
time required to exchnnge words* qoo6ni people and nilssllesf has created 
a new world. People differing drastleally In attitudes had to (jather 
whether they like It or not and whether for good or bad. At the same 
time* man's ehanqlng environment} both physical and soelalfdemands new modes 
of adoption. Attltudest problems of man's ^oiial doTelepment and his 
relations with his fellow beings have lonq been recognised as central or 
paramount In sociology and social psychology. Researches Into these 
problems have flourished for well over many decades. 
The Concept of Attltades 
Attitude Is one thnt usually refers to a learned Indlsposltlont 
evidenced by the behaviour of an Individual or group of Individuals to 
evaluate an object or class of objects In a consistent and characteristic 
way. Speeklnn more technically the terra refers to a wider range of 
behaviour all of which Is directed towards the same social object. It is 
a relatively enduring organisation of beliefs around an object* a situation 
predisposing one to respond la some preferential manners. 
Attitudes are mental habits acquired from social experience that 
predispose us to react to specific objeets» persons or situations In a 
definite way. They are the crystallzed habits of thought that we develop 
relative to social situation and that sets us to respond in a certain 
•anner. Oar attitude is eur psychological readiness to act* It is our 
fixed potential of behaviour towards objects or conditions of some specific 
type. The bthavieur we display ls« a response to our attitude so thatf 
1f we knew the attitudes of people and we can pretflct their behaviour. 
1 Andersont W.A. and Parker* F.B.: Soeletyi Its Organisation and 
Operation) I9(t4. 
Behaviour Is a dynamle resultant of many forces operatfnq simul-
taneously. B^nvlour Is also a funetlonf not only of the Immediately 
present stimuli and their nomenta'ry perceptloflsf but of more endurlnn 
disposition. The mdurinq orcianlsatlon of hlqher order of pereeotlonalt 
motlvntlonal and emotional factors are known as attitudes. A complete 
picture of a man's attitude towards various asoect can be predicted from 
his behaviour towards that aspect. Its opposite is also truei that ist 
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we can predict about bis attitude from his behaviour. 
The concept of attitude* althoufjh variously defined* is most 
commonly employed to designate Inferred dispositions* attributed to an 
Individual* according to which his thou(^ts feelinqs and perhaps action 
tendenfes are orqanised with respect to a psycholotfical object. The topic 
of attitude ehancie* thus* embraces the conditions under which such dispositions 
are initially formed and subsequently modified in the course of a person's 
transactions with the physical* social and informational environment. It 
Includes chanqes both in relatively superficial and specific matter of 
"oolnions" and in deep-seated sentiments or "Cathexes" that we are properly 
reoarded as constituents of personality changes that occur in the natural 
course of maturation and experience as well as those that result from 
exnosures to deliberate persuasion or propaganda. 
There has been however no single definition of attitudes acceptable 
to all who do research on attitude change. Thus* we have deliberately 
refrained from taking a tingle theoretical and definitional point of view 
in the present study. 
2 Kreeh* D. and Crytchfield* R.S.: "Theory and Problem in Social 
Psychology* W4P. 
Kr«eh and Cratehfield defined attitude as "an enduring organisa-
tion of notivationalf enotlonal* perceptional and cognttiTe* processes 
with respect to some aspect of individuals* world."^ 
Tljurstow defines attitude as "The intensity of positive or 
neqative effect for or againat a psychological object. A psychological 
object is any symbolf person* phrasei slocran or idea towards which 
people can differ as regards positive or negative affect."^ 
According to Allport "An attitude is a nental and neural state 
of readlnessf organised throuqh experienoet exertlnq a directive on 
dynamic Influence upon the individuals response to all objects and 
situations with which it is related. 
Guilford explains an attitude as "Personal disposition common to 
individuals but possessed to different degree wlieh impel them to react 
to objectst situations or propositions in way that can be called 
favourable or an favourable." 
Tfie attitude is originally a trial response* i .e.* interruptedt 
preparatory or substitutive behaviour arising within an incompleted 
adlustment respenscf bat i t may become permanent set of the organism. 
It ranges from concrete overt muscular response to that which is abstract! 
inner and has three central fnotions. 
^ Kreeh and Crntehfleldt R.S.: Theory and Problem in Social Psychology* 1049, 
4 Thwrstenet L.t.i "Comment"* American Joar. of Sociology* 1946* 39-40. 
5 Allport* G.W. Xttltudes. Inc.* Marchison Ed. Handbook of Social 
Psychology* Wercster Clark University Press* 1935. 
6 Guilford* J.P.* Psychometric Methods* McGraw-Hill* New York* 
1954. 
P i n t : It enables the sd.lnstlnq eroanfsm to take a sentory and 
pereeptual inventory of Its technique and thus to control subsequent 
adjustment behaviour. This control becomes Intellectual when the 
attitudes are abstract and symbolic. 
Secondt A competinq) contendinq or eooperatinq orqanismt pereefvinq the 
attitudes to another way so as to direct its own response for proteotinq 
or fuTtherinq its interests. 
Third: The attitude is used to indicate one's own intentions to other's. 
Thusf preventlnq aqqresslon and Ineludinq fear or cooperation. This 
function often operates on an automatic basis and in the human beinq it 
reaches to n very hiqh development throuqh the use of abstract thauqiht 
communicated throuqh spoken or written lanquaqe. The overt attitudes (^ ^^  
easily perceived but inner attitudes are difficult to detect.(Encyclo-
paedia of Social Sciences* 1930). 
The common element that runs throuqh most of the definitions* 
however* i s . . . "readiness to respond" to a situation. This readiness 
can refer to "mental attitude." 
Formation of Attitudes 
Althouqh it is afreed that attitudes and values are instilled 
early in l i fe and are most easily modifiable in infancy and adolescence* 
curriculum plannlnq in eolleqe and universities assumes that attitudes 
and values are modifiable at ane between seventeen and twenty-two or over. 
7 Trvin J. Lehman* "Seme Soeie-cultural Differences in Attitude 
and Values". The Jour, of Bdncational Psycholoqy* Vol.36* 1962. 
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Tt has also been demonstrated that the extent and degree to which 
attUades and values are modifiable depends upon a Tartety of factors* 
a n 
some of then being the nnture of the experience* the type of contact} 
the personality make up of the Individual* " the group's approval of neuj 
11 12 
attitudes and the subjects perception of the outcome. 
The forces which determine the formation development and pattern 
of attitudes are the Individuals wants* Information* group affiliation 
and personality. 
1. Individual's attitudes develop in the process of his want 
satisfaction. He develepes favourable attitudes towards objects and people 
that satisfy his wants and vice versa. He developes his attitudes in 
response to problem situations in trying to satisfy specific wants. * 
2. The attitudes of the individual are also shared by the information 
to which he Is exposed* information alone* however*Is rarely a deter-
minant of an attitude except in the context of other attitudes. New 
information is frequently used to form attitudes which are consonant with 
pre-existing related attitude^. 
fl Howard P.Siith* "Do Tatercultural Experiences Affect Attitude"* Jour, 
of Abnormal and Social psychology* 51(1955); F. Joseph: McGuigan* 
Tsychologlcal changes related to Intereultural experiences Psycholo-
gical Report 4* 1955. 
** H.F.O.James* Tersonal contact in school and change in intergroup 
attitudes"* iHtemational* social Sciences* Bulletin* 7* 1955. 
10 Betty Dewliaf* Some personality Factors in Tolerance and intolerance"* 
Jaur. of Genetic Psychol.*ft6* 1955* Robert* R.Bohlke* "Authoritarianism 
and attitudes of college students towards India"* Jour.Edu.Socio.34*19to. 
11 Morris* Rosenberg* Psycho. Depression and Educational Attitudes Student"* 
Student Medicine* 5* 1956. 
12 Daniel Kab Charles Maelintoc piing savnoff* "The measurement of Ego* 
Defence as related to attitude change "Jour.Personallty* 25* 1957. 
3. The (jroup affiliations of the individual also help in the formation 
of his attitudes. His attitades t«id to reflect the beliefSf values and 
norms of his group. To maintain his attitudes the individual must have 
the support of like minded persons. But the individual does not passively 
absorbs the prevailinn attitudes of the droup with which he is affiliated. 
Attitudes develop selectively in the process of want of satisfaction. 
4. The attitudes of the individual reflect his personality make-ap. 
The personality of the Individual however^ls not perfectly interfrrated 
system and the Individual may take over attitudes because of his loyalties 
to different* authorities and groups. 
B. METHADOLOGr 
The general eonseensus of Indian e l i t e s Is that our society 
during the past quarter of a century has undergone tremendous changes as 
far as Its social system pol i t i ca l policies* plannlngs and Institutions 
are concerned. Tt Is also argued that traditional values and attitudes 
pertaining to various social* polit ical* religious and economic issues 
and Institutlens are being gradually replaced by modem values and 
att itudes. Rapid and heavy industrialization especially after independence 
has farther olvea rise to varied and new occupational opportunities which 
have played an Important and decisive role In oearina or speeding up 
social and eeonemie mobility among the members of our society. 
This changing soclooecoBomie structure of the society has 
profoundly influenced the attitudes* interests and values of our yovager 
generation as far as occupational preferences and ether social values 
pertainina to different social oroblems or institutions are eeneemed. 
Tt Is also held that the ehancfind economic? political and adult educational 
systems have also played a 8i<p1f1c8«t role in modifying the attitude of 
our youth. At the sane time the scientific and technolociical education 
hasy to a qreat extent? successfully eradicated certain misconceptions 
about a number of social phenomena or problems. With the emergence of 
rational thinkinn old values and attitudes are being gradually replaced 
by modern ones. This change in values and attitudes has a direct bearing 
first noon the individuals and second on the society as a whole. Changes 
In attitudes and values are bound to initiate changes in society. 
As a result of this the behaviour pattern? epinlons and attitudes 
regardino family and marrlaoe caste and caste heirarehy? intereaste 
relations? choice of occupation? philosophy of life? hopes and asoiratlons 
undergo change. The students may not like to take up heriditary occupation 
»nd may not accept traditional institutions. They may be modern in one 
area of social l ife In term of new rlrjhts and obligations and may seek to 
ligitimate their activities In another area in terra of traditional 
values. 
Tn the light of the above contention i t will be worthwhile to 
study the ehangina attitudes of our present young generation towards 
different social? cultural? economic? ptlltieal? religious and other systems 
or institutions. A knowledge about attitude and attitude change may be of 
seme advantage to the social planners and the society as a whole because 
on the basis of such information it would be possible to predict the 
future direetten or trend of social change. At the same time the 
knowledge of chenglng attitudes may help the social planners in formulating 
new or future social laws and legislations. 
The Problem: 
This study Is a modest attempt to find out the changing attitude 
of the students. As a matter of fact the student of today are in a state 
of eontinaus strain. They want to adopt to the modern ways of life but 
simultaniously they cannot afford to have a wholesale turning away from 
tradition and old values. They are being thus to choice between the two. 
All types of students in the college (urban or rural* schedulecaste and 
higher caste) comes in contact with each other and take part in the 
college activities and exchange. The views with each other. In this 
process their pattern of behaviour towards traditional institution 
undergo a change. They develop their own idea about joint familyi caste* 
dowry and religion etc.» and develop their own philosophy of life which 
may lead to misbehaviour and indiscipline. The education in India Is of 
such a type that it cannot ensure security to students and consequently 
they are frustrated and extremely critical of the governmentf university 
authority and the whole educational system, litis leads to indiscipline 
among the students. 
Objective of StudT - The present empirical study of changing attitude 
of students Is aimed at achieving the following objectives: 
1. To study the attitude of the college going students towards 
soeiaU eeonomie* religious and political system. 
2. To study the changes that have taken place in their attitudes. 
3. To assess the impact of modern values and chandes on the students. 
4. To study whether the students are oriented towards modem values 
or are they indifferent to them, 
5. To find out the areas la irfiieh they are adopting modern values 
and the areas in which they are attached to traditional bands. 
The manner in which they are modem or traiitional. 
PoDttlatien under Tnyestioatjoni The survey data of the proposed study 
are intended to throw l i # t on several unknown eharseterlsties of the 
students of Shri Vsrsheny Colleqe» D.S. College and Tika Ram Collecre 
affiliated to Agra University, 
Sawnle Plant The total number of students to be studied for the present 
survey is oredetermined on economic and time consideration to be equal 
to 300 roughly one third of each of the three colleges of Aligarh affiliated 
to Agra University. 
The sample of 300 ttndents» 100 students from every eolleget was 
so drawn that there was no reasons to apprehend a bias in the result. The 
unit of the universe was so arranged that the selection process gave 
eqaiprobability of selection to every unit in the uaiverse. 
First of all three seoarate l ists of the students enrolled in the 
three colleges of Aligarh ( i . e .* Shri Virshney Colleget D.S. College 
and Tlka Ram College) affiliated to Agra tfniversity were prepared. Afterwards 
from a table of random numbers 100 different numbers were drawn from every 
l is t of the students. At each draw» a four digit number* not greater than 
f^OOOt was taken up. Thust these 300 numbers designated those students 
whom the questionnaires were distributed and relevant information was 
ebtained. 
* By the word different we mean that if one of th« numbers comes up a seeoad 
tine we disregard it. Thus at each choice we are selecting from the 
remaining unseleeted elements. 
Method ef Pita Collection 
The major tool for eolleetincr data for the present itody is 
questionnaire which includes questions pertalninq to the following areas:-
1. Identification data on each respondent. 
2. Family background of the respondents including the education 
and income of their parents. 
3. Attitude of students towards educational system* including 
examination syst«a. 
4. Attitude of students towards family* marriage* including 
divorce and dowry system. 
5. Attitude of students towards caste* antouchability* status of 
woman dnd dressing pattern. 
6. Attitude of students towards religion* political and economic 
system. 
7. Membershio of political parties, 
fi. Student participation in polities. 
Field Experience: 
The important feature of the field work was that the investigator 
had not ficed any problem of non^availability of the respondents. First* 
the students were very much hesitant to take the questionnaire. Most of 
them said that they were not good in academic pursuits hence they desired 
that the questionnaire should be handed ever to some one else. The 
investigator explained to the studmts that the questionnaire could be 
administered to them only whose names had been included in the l i s t for 
this survey. This questionnaire was not to be taken up as an examination 
as there were no right or wrong answers to any of the question, the inves* 
tigator was mainly concerned with their opinion. The informations obtained 
would be «sed strictly for tlie purposes of research and the responses 
would not be identified by names. T requested tbe students to feel free 
and give their responses frankly and hosestly. With this sort of assurance 
they become ready to f i l l up the questionnaire. The respondents* in 
genera If were eooperativet but especially the flirls were more cooperative 
in comparison with the boys. 
C. RBSPONDENTS 
A sample of 300 students was selected* one hundred from each decfree 
colleqe affiliated to Agra tJaiverslty. Out of the 300 responsents 150 
were males and 190 females. The birth place of the respondents was mostly 
in urban areas. Out of the 300 respondents IQO (63.33 per cent) were bom 
in urban areas* out of which 128 were females and 62 males* while the 
remalninfi 110 (36.66 per cent) were bom in rural areas. Among them W 
were males and 22 were females. However* their duration of stay in Aligarh 
varied considerably as is evidmt from the following table: 
TABLE No. 1.1 




0 > 6 
7 - 1 0 
10 to above 
No reply 
TOTAL 




























The social and economic characteristics of the resnondents are 
as follows:-
The aqa d<«tHbMt!on of RMpondgntg 
The afe qroap W-21 years eomprised a l i t t l e nore than two fifth 
of the total respondents. The r^oop between]S<>1() years age group eonstltotes 
another two fifth of the sample, n^ the age groop lQ-21 years out of 147 
(49.00 per c«»t) 86 are males and 61 females. While in the age group of 
16-lfi years out of 120 respondents! 75 are females and 45 are males. It 
shows that the percentage of males is higher In the age group of 19-21 
years than that of the girls» but in the age group of l6-lfi years the 
percentage of girls is higher than the boys. In other age>greups of 22-24, 
25-26 years the percentage of the respondents is very low. In the age aroup 
of 22-24 years out of 2fl (9.33 pe* cent) respondents 16 are males and 12 
are females. Among the age-qroups of 25-26 years all the 2 students are 
male. Tn the age-oroun of 26 years and abovof out of 3 (1.00 per cent)* 
Only one is male and 2 are females. Table No, 1.2 reveals this fact. 
TABLE 1,2 
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y\ __ V\c\\e- P — 'rewvaVe^  
ESMSAJUL' SO ^"' *» the religion of the students under study is eoneemed* 
all the 900 students belong to Hindu religion. There is not a single Muslim 
or Christian respondent who has fallen tn thfi sample of the present survey. 
Marital Status 
Out of 300 students 276 (92.00 per cent) respondents are unmarried 
while 24 (B.OO per cent) are married. Among 276 unmarried students 146 are 
females and 130 are males. Out of 24 married respondents 20 are males 
and 4 are fenales. Howerer) there is not a single ease of widower or 
divorcee (Table No. 1.3). 
Table 1.3 































The survey reveals th»t naximttn number of students belong to 
Baniya easte» l .e . t 111 (31 %) followed by Brahmintt i . e . , 47 (15.67 %), 
Kshatria 43 (14.33 %), Kayastha 37 (12.33 %), Punjabi 32 (10.67 %)t Jat 
30 (10.00 %). 
The table No. 1.4 relating to this aspect shows that the sample 
adequately represented the different social classes. Howeveri the number 
of one caste (Baniya) is higher than the others. 
TABLE 1.4 
















































\r — P«^w\a\^ 
The table 1.5 shows that out of 3r)0 respondents the fathers 
of 66 (22^.0 %) respondents have studied upto 1-9 elass» out of whtch 
47 are the fathers of male respondents* 19 are the fathers of the 
female respondents. But there is a very l i t t l e difference between those 
respondents whose fathers studied upto h i ^ school) Tntermeaiate and B.A. 
The respective figures of the female respondents are 42 (14.0 %)> 42 
(14.0 %)i 43 (14.33 %). However* the fathers of the female respondents 
are mostly graduates. The pereentaqe of Illiteracy is also quite high. 
The percentaoe of such fathers possessinq degrees of law and technology 
are low. 
TABIF. 1.5 























































Wether's educational standard 
Mostly the mothers of the respondents had studied upto 1-9 class 
or they were illeterate. Out of the 300 respondents the mothers of RR 
(29.33%) had studied upto 1*9 class* among thera 49 are the mothers of 
female respondents and 39 are the mothers of the male respondents. Out 
of 300 respondents the nambcr of Illeterate mothers Is B5 (2R.33%)f among 
them 65 are the mothers of male students 20 are th« mothers of female 
respondents. The pereentaoe of the Ri(^ School passed mothers Is also 
high. Out of 300 respondents the mothers of 85 (18.33 %) are High School 
passed. But the number of Tnteraediatey Hraduate and Postgraduate mothers 
is rery low. These figures are respectively 27 (9%)f 16(5.33 %)t 3 (1%). 
Table 1.6 represents this fact. 
Mothers 
I l leterate 
!-'> class 













































^ V\ - rAA\e, F" — fewvaVe-
Father's Occwnation 
Table 1.7 shows nostly the respondents belong to either service-
class fnmilv of to the business class. Out of 800 respondents the 
fathers of 107 (35.67 %) are engaged in service* among them 68 are the 
fathers of female studeits and 39 are the fathers of male students. The 
fathers of 88 (29.33%) respondents are doing same kind of business* out 
of which 61 are the fathers of female respondents and 27 are the fathers 
of male respondents. The aimher of fathers of the&« respondeats^are 
engaged in agriculture is also high. Their numbers being 84 (21.33 %)» 
out of which 59 are the fathers of male respondents and 5 are the fathers 
of female respondents. The percentage of Doctor* Encfineer* Lawyer* 






























































^ VA — V-zV-aVe- Fic_-*vva\e. 
From the data ft looks that most o f the students belong to the 
lower income groups. Oat of 300 respondents 139 (46.33%) students reported 
t h e i r fathers' income between Rs. 100.00 and 300.00* out of which 93 are 
the fathers of the male respondents and 46 are the fathers of the female 
respondents. The fathers of the W (29.67%) respondents are earwing 
an income between Rs. 400.00 and 600.00f among them 57 are the fathers of 
famale respondents and 32 are the fathers of male respondents. The 
pereentacre of ather income greops i s rery low. In the groap of 8 s . 700.00 
to Rs. 900.00) out of 300 respondents the fathers of 22 (7.33%)ropandents 
are earning between Rs. 700.00 and Rs. 900.00} mong them 12 are the fathers of 
femnle respondents find 10 are the fathers of male respondents. The fathers 
of only 1^  (6.3a %) respondents are earninq an income between Rs. 1»000.00 
and 1»200.00. Roweirer» very few fathers of the respondents are earninq 
between Rs. 1»900.00 and Rs. 1S»000. They are only 2» almost neqllqlhle. 
Tn this sample not a slnqle respondent came from a very rich famUy» 
ns no body reported that h!s family's income was above Rs. 1»600.00 per 
month. Comparatively* the family income of the female respondents was 
hinher than the male respondents. Table No. 1-B deals with this aspect. 
TABLE l.e 
Monthly Income of Respondents' Family 
->t 
100 - 300 
4 0 0 - 6 0 0 
700 - %0 
1000 - 1200 

























1600 and above > •> 
No reply - 22 21 9.67 
TOTAL 150 150 300 100.00 
f ^^  — wvave- ^ - PcvwaV -^
Receiwinq of Bdncation in School^ 
As far as their Education in schools was concerned) most tf the 
studentsi i .e.I ?06 (6P.67^) had received their education in urban areas. 
The next hiqhest number w««s of those students who had received their education 
in both the areast urban and ruralf their number was 57 (19%). Only 34 students 
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The Tvoe of Family 
1.9 













F- — f^«.w>aV-« 
The family has a significant influence on the making of an 
individual's personality. Persons brought uo in joint or nuclear families 
with a number of relatives of different ages often develop different 
attitudes to Aife and its problems from tliese who are born and broutjht up 
in the nuclenr families consistinc; of husbandt wife and children only. 
ThouOh it is s t i l l held that India is a land of foint familiesj yet the 
percentane of respondents born in loint families and nuclear families 
is to some extent* equal. The number and frequency is represented in table 
1.10. 
TABLE 1.10 
Type of FMi ly 
•*• n 
Joint family 91 















tA — vla.\e, F _ Pcwva\e-
TTifs table fndfeates that out of 300 respondents 163 (54.33 %) 
beloncr to fofnt family! amonq them 91 are males and 72 females. 137 
(4.^.67 %) resoondents are from nnelear family* out of which 7P are females 
and 59 are males. 
Chapter 2 
SOCIAL ATTTTDOBS OF THE STODENTS 
FAMILY 
Ftmily i s mneh too vniversal meng the Ins t i tu t ions of nan beeaase 
It i s found in a l l s o e l a t l e s whether primit ive or modern. Of a l l the types 
of fireups that affect the lives of individuals in soeiety* none tovehes 
them so intimately and persistently as does the family. It is the first 
•oeial group qe eneounter in our ineohate experience* and it Is the group 
with whiehi in one form or the other* we have the most enduring relation-
ship. Everyone of usf with statistically small exceptions) grows up 
in a family and every one of us too* with perhaps a few more exceptions! 
will be a member of a family for the larger part of bis l i fe . 
The familyt almost without question) is the most important of 
all groups and organisations that influence our l i f e . Kephart calls It 
as the most remarkable of all hwaan social Institutions and reiterates 
this when he says* "Basic to all types of social organisations la the 
famllyi the institution which eoneems itself with love» sexual relation-
ships) marriage) reproduction end child bearing) socialisation of the 
child and the various statuses and roles involved in kinship organisation. 
Little wonder that the family can be referred to as the Remarkable 
Institution.'** 
The structure and the fmctions of the family very from time to 
time and society to society. It is very difficult to give a universally 
acceptable definition of family. According to Maclver and Pac»e» "Family Is 
a group defined by sex relationship) sufficiently precise and enduring to 
1 Kephart) William M.: The P^mlly) Society and Individual) Houghten 
Mifflin Company) Boston) 1961) p.3. 
5 provide for procreation and upbrlnqlnd of children." 
Aeeordlng to B«rges0 and Lock family can be defined as "a group 
of persons united by lies of narrlageybloodi or adoption; eonstltntinfi 
a single household) interacting and conRonicatlng with each other in 
respective social roles of husband and wife* mother and fathert son 
and dauf^teri brother and sister and creating and maitttaiaing a common 
culture. 
In spite of the variations In i ts structure and organisations the 
family everywhere in the world performs important functions. On the 
one hand* It provides emotional satisfaction to the members and on the 
other* it makes possible the procreation of human generation. Its role 
as child rearing and socialising agencyt as a protector of individuals 
right* as an upholder and transmitter of moral and cultural norms and 
codes of conduct* are well appreciated and recognised. 
Fletcher summarised the main functions of family in modern society 
as follows: "It provides a way of regulating sexual behaviour* i t gives a 
legitimate basis for the procreation and rearing of children; It provides 
sustenance and care for its dependent members; i t is of primary importance 
as an agency of socialisation and of education and* thus* of transmission 
of culture* and It bestows titles* roles and duties on its members." 
The form of the family that existed in India is called 'Joint 
Family*. In India the jeiat family has endured for as long as any records 
exist. Even abeut 1*000 B.C.* in the time of the Mahabharata War* the 
% Maclver and Page* Society; Maemillan* New York* 1950. 
g Prabhu, Hindu Social Orgaaisatlew. <CUOV<LA 
Joint family existed more or less as it exists today. Neither the Muslim 
nor the British rule was able to modify the strueture of thfs most 
ancient institution of India. 
Aeeordinq to I. Karvei "A joint family is a (froup of people who 
generally litre under one roof, who eat food» cook in one kltchen» who 
hold property in common, participate In common family worship and are 
related to one another as some particular type of kindred.** 
Kapadia has stated that ''the basis of Hindu Joint family system 
was that the different members of it should dwell i/i the same house, take 
their meals and perform their worship together and enjoy property In 
common, 
According to I.P. Desai "we call that household a joint family 
which has greater generation depth ( i . e . , three or more) than the nuclear 
family and the members of which are related to one another by property, 
income, mutual rights and obligations." 
A person always gets the social, economic and emotional security 
in the Joint family. It was the duty and not charity of the elders to 
protect the interests of the weaker members of the family. It afforded 
full security to the widows, orphaas, sick, aged and unemployed members 
of the family. 
In spite of all this the classic form of the joint family is 
gradually weakening. New civilization based on industrialisation is 
disturbing the traditional Joint family. According to I.P.Desai: "The 
4 I. Kanrof Kinship Organisation in India. 
5 Kapadia, K.M., Marriage and Family in India, 1955, p. 5. 
6 Desai, I.P., Joint Family in India, f 47 
eliancjes that are taking place during the last forty yearst are sueht 
the very jelntness of the joint family Is believed to have been shaken.** 
While all types of modern forces are worklnfi against the Joint 
famllyt It does not mean that this Institution Is going to be disinte-
grated in future. The fact Is whatever researches have been conducted 
in this field Indicate that the roots are stf l l strong. There dre many 
educated people In urban areas who want to keep this institution alive. 
In 1990-32 K.T. lerehant conducted a research among the graduate and 
non-graduate students to find out the changing attitude towards family 
and marriage. Among non-graduates 569( were living in the Joint famllyt 
while among graduates 62% belonged to Joint family. Further* according 
to this stndyt the percentage of those favouring the joint family among 
the graduates and non-graduates was equal. On the basis of these facts* 
i t can be said that the modem education does not change the attitude 
of the people towards Joint family. Recently Professor K.M.Kapadla 
also conducted a research In which he interviewed 513 graduates, taeng 
them 57.3% belong to Joint family out of which 86% believe that i t is 
a best system* while only 9.1% were against I t . Kapadla conducted his 
research after the 20 years of Merchant's research. Comparing between 
these two studies* we find that in this period graduates' percentage 
living in Joint family dicreased to 5%* while the disire for living in 
this form Is Increased. The census of 1951 indlvates that the family 
with few members was increased. On its basis the conclusion was drawn 
7 Desal* t.p.* "SymposlM en Joint Family* Socloloalcal Bulletin TV* 
No. 2 (Sept.* 1955)* p.97. 
8 See JUi^ Indredevn* Bhartya SamaJ* pp. 93. 
9 K.M. Kapadla* 'Carriage and Fimily in Indlat^p. 260. 
that not only tn arban areas but In the rural areat also the disorganisa-
tion.of the joint family is increasing rapidly. Ihis conclusion was 
criticized by nany social scientists. I.P. Desai specially criticized 
the eeaelusion of the census report. Howeverf the modern forces are 
influeneina the joint familyi but it is s t i l l not unpopular among the 
educated pevple of the urban area. 
As f^r as the present study is eoncemedt four questions were 
asked to know the opinion of the students about joint family. The interest-
ing feature of the analysis is that majority of the students think that 
joint family is s t i l l helpful for the development of human personality. 
The data relating to this aspect is presented in table No. 2.1. 
TABLE 2.1 
Responses of the students regarding the joist family is 
helpful for the development of human personality. 
Helpful 
Do not influence in any 
way 



























According to i t 120 out of the whole sample think that joint family 
is hftlpfnl for the development of human personality. Out of 120 respondents 
ft I are males and 39 are females. The next highest frequency is that of 
these students who believe that joint family creates hindrance in the 
development of human personality. The actual number of students are 104 
(^4.67%) oat of Nhleb 31 are nales and 73 are females. 
SiMilarljry the majority of the students* ije.t 160 (53.33%)* 
believe^ that lotnt family fs helpful to solve the economic problems 
of the Individuals. Out of these Ite* 97 are males and 63 are females. 
The next hl^est frequeneyt i .e .* 104» (34.67%) Is of those students 
who think It help ful to some extent. Out of these 104 37 are males and 
67 females. The data relating to this aspect are presented In table 2.3. 
TABLE 2.3 
Responses of the students recfarding : Joint family Is 
helpful in solving the economic problem. 
Helpful 
Less helpful 
Not h e l p f u l 


























In comparison with it* there is a slight change in the c^se of 
Other two aspects IHP-joint family are consemed. The majority of students* 
I.e.* 143 (47.671() think that foint family* is to some extent helpful to 
provide emotional secHrltv to individual. Out of these 143* 54 are males 
and B9 females. The next highest n«nA>er of students* I.e.* 113 (37.67%) 
think that It Is fully helpful to provide emotional security. Out of these 
113* 72 are males and 41 females. The frequency and percentages are 
presented in table 2.2* as given en the next page. 
TABLE 2.2 
Joint family it helpfal In providing enotional 
teenrity 
Fully eorreet 




























The table no. 2,4 given below) deals with the opinion of students 
relating to the role of Joint family in accelerating the modem develop-
ment. Aecording to the present data the highest frequency of students* '•'^• 
139 (46.33%) think that foint family is » to some extent* great hindrance 
in modern development. The male and female distribution is 55 and 84 res-
pectively. 32% (the actual number is 96) think that i t creates hindrance 
in modem development. The male and female respondents are 50 and 46 
respectively. 
TABLE 2.4 






























Further* an attempt is made to find eat the opinions of the students l>v>^ ^ 
about the importance of joint family. The interesting feature noticed is that 
the studeats living in a Joint family are fally in favour of joint 
family and those who are living in nnelear family amongst them a few are 
in favour of it. Tables 2.5t 2.6* 2.7 and 2.ft indicate these opinions. 
TABLE 2.5 
Responses of the students livinir in Joint family or in nuelenr family 
re^rding the issue that Joint family is helpful for the development 
of human personality 
Helpful 
No influence 






















































Responses of those students living in Joint or nuclear families 
reqardinc the issue that Joint family is helpful in provinling the 
emotional security 
Fully correct 























































Responses of those students living In Joint or naelear families regirdlnti 

























































Responses of those students living in joint family or nuclear family by re-

























































Marriage is reqarded as one of the most Inportant social 
institutions of hman society, tt is tlirougli this institution that nan 
sustains the continuity of his race and satisfies sexual urges in socially 
sanctioned manners. It is a system of social sanction which brtn^p a nan 
and a woman together to begin family l ife by living in an intimate 
personal relationship as husband and wife^QMth the object of begetting 
and rearing children! maintaining a houshold and performing the duties 
of a householder. Marriage is as old as human historyi though its form 
differs from country to country and from society to society. 
According to Westermack» "marriage is a relation of one or more 
men to one or mare women which is recognised by customs and law and 
involves certain right and duties in case of both the parties entering 
the union and in the case children born of i t ." 
Thusi marriage is a universal institutions which satisfies the 
biological* moral and spiritual needs of human beings on the level of sex 
relation) household duties and love> of course marriage provides a 
consolation to hearts a peace to mind and cooperation as well as 
solidarity to l i fe . 
Traditienallyt the Hindu marriage is a sacrament and is considered 
sacrosanct also. "The aims ef Hindu marriage are said to be Pharwa> 
Praja (Progeny)? and Witi (Pleasure)* though sex is one of the functions 
of Mrriagei i t is given third placet indicating thereby that i t is the 
1 WestermarlTf B.t The Pature of Marriage in Western Civilization* 
W36. 
least desirable and last aim of marrlaoe... Marriage was not so much 
for sexy or for pro(ieny» as for obtaining a partner for the fulfltnent 
2 
of one's religious duties." 
Tn spite of severe attaek and changes that took place from time 
to tlmei the foundation of Hindu marriage has not been shaken but stood 
firm. Hindu society in all the divergent phases of its existence* from 
fedie times to the present dayyhas experienced diverse changes in social 
organisstionst in social relations and Its values and ideals* but marriage 
as an important Institution* has remaind unaffected. Education* indus-
trialisation* westernisation and social legislation* particularly the 
'Soeclal Marriage Act of 1957* and 'Hindu Marriage Act of 1955* have 
recently affected the nature of Hindu marriage to some extent. According 
to Kapadia: "An educated youni|Mn Is no longer satisfied with the prospects 
of a wife who is to be aequiseent slave of his desires and the begetter 
of children but looks to her for intellectual cooperation and participation 
3 
in pleasure and joys of life". 
Though the sanctity of marriage In the traditional sense has 
somewhat diminished* it Is not yet easy to break the marriage band despite 
the legal sanctions given to divorce for the first time In the history of 
Hindu society. The present legal pravislons give freedom to the marital 
partners to secure separation under certain conditions. The procedure for 
availing this relief under the legal provisions Is so complicated that 
people resort to divorce only in ease of grave crisis or maladjustment. 
2 Kapadia* K.M.* "Marriage and Family In India* " p. 167. 
3 Ibid. 
Tn most Instances they prefer to put up with the burden and it beeones 
bearable also when It fs value oriented and commands social prestlqe 
and approbation. HoweTerf tn modem times* it is urged that due to 
changed poHtienl and social conditions the system of the selection of 
spouse has undergone tremendous changes. In this eonneetiont many 
questions were asked to know the opinions of students regarding the 
selection of partnerst desirable qualities in a spouse* love marrtagest 
dowry and divorce. 
Selection of Partners 
Marriage is one of the most important events in one's life* and 
the selection of a suitable mate is the most essential factor for marital 
happiness, tn the part and to some extent even now marriafe« are generally 
arranged by parents without consultation with the raarrjring parties. U 
is possibly because they feel that the latter* being young* are too 
immature to hold or to exoress any opinion on the subject. At present 
most marriages are arranged by parents with the consent of the concerned 
boy or girl . 
To knew the attitude of the students regarding the selection 
of partners* they were asked about the method of selection of the partner 
they preferred. A majority of 222 (74%) of the respondents suggested 
that marriaoe should be arranged by parents. With the consent of the boy 
and the girls . Out of 222* 96 are males and 126 females. The next highest 
number of students* 50 (16.67%) thinks that marriage should be arranged 
by one's own choice out of which ?2 are males and lA females. Marriages 
aTranged hj parents without the ipease's consent Is not nueh favoured 
by the respondents in our study. Out of 300 respondents only 22 favoured 
that the marriage should be arranged exclusively by the parents. Among 
them 16 are males and 6 are females. The data relating to this aspect 
is presented in table No. 2.9. 
TABLE 2.9 
Reaponses of the students regarding the choice of spouses 
F Total Percentage 
Through ones ovrn choice 
Through the mutual consultation with 
parents 
Only by parents 
No reply 
TOTAL 150 150 300 100.00 
Tn other researches also we find that the first preference is 
given to the marriage arranged by parents with the consent of the boy 
and girl . The general atmosphere does not seem conducive to leire marriage. 
Tn a recent survey of students reported in an Indian Journal) i t 
was claimed that only Sfll^  of the students* largely of adolescent age 
believed that the parents should settle marriage with the consent of the 
concerned boys and girls and none wanted them to exercise this power 
disregarding the view of young mon or daughter. 2% wanted the youth to 
4 



































Margaret Cormaek studied this problem. 9te has reported as follow-
Inq regardind the opinion of students on the method of spouse-seleetlon/ 
Marrlacie 
In ny opinion marrla^ should 
be 
Arranged by parents with consent 
Love marriage* one's own choice 
Arranged by parents without consent  
Her study also gives the first preference to the system of 
arranged marriages by parents with the consent of the couple. In her 
study also the next hlc^est number of students thinks that the marralge 
should be arranged by one's own choice. 
Another study by Kulwant Anand conducted on girl students (age 
16 to Tf^ yearst numbering 250) of the Punjab (hlverslty also substantiates 
this vlew» when she says "Not much change is found in the Ideas of the 
girls regardlnd the selection and choice of future spouse. Previously 
the choice was left entirely to the par«its and the girl had no right 
to express her own preference. In her study 9PX of the students asserted 
that they certainly liked to have the consent of their parents. Ally. 
1 (0.0*K) did not think It necessary to have the consent of the parents. 
Attitude to Uve Marriage 
Another problnf question pertinent in this context was ««k«d» 
5 Cenaaekf Margerate: She who rides a peacockt p. n6. 
6 Anand Kalwanti "Attitude of Punjab Onlverslty women students towards 
marriage and Family". Indian Jour, of Social Work* Tol.26f No.lt 
April W65, pp. lP-90. 
"Whether love marriages are propei? In all only 94 students (31,33%) 
accept that the love marriages are proper. Among them 66 are boys and 
2R are girls . The highest percentage Is of those students who think 
that the love marriages are Improper. The actual number of studentst »»ho 
feel like thlsi are 16^  (56.33%) out of which 79 are males and 90 are 
females. 33 (11.00%) of students are uncertain in response to this question, 
The data relating to this aspect are presented in Table No. 2.10(A): 
TABLE 2.10(A) 






























In order to have a vivid understanding of students* attitude 
towards love marrlagest they were further asked why the love marriages 
were considered proper by them. 
33 (35.1%) students feel that throu^ love marriage one could 
select a partner of homogeneous ideas and of one's liking as such the 
couple could lead a happy l i fe . 24 (25.1%) students felt that adjustment 
was easier because the marriage partners are already aequainted with each 
other. Amengtt them 17 were boys and 7 girls. If both these responses are 
viewed together) it can be concluded that the love marriages make the 
process of adjustment in married l ife easier and this leads to happiaess. 
feme students believe love marriages may abolish the malpractice of dowry 
*y»tm and ctste »y$tm. Their figures are 19 (20.2%) ind Ifl (19.1%) 
respectively. This data Is presented In table 2.10(B). 
TABLE 2.10(B) 
Reasons for preferring love marriages 
B F Total Percentage 
1. To select a partner aveording to one's 
crnn choice leads a happy aarried l i fe . 24 9 33 35.1 
2. Adjustment is easier in this type of 
marriage because they frnow each other 17 7 24 25.1 
very well. 
3. Love marriage may abolish the nal-
practice of dowry system. 14 5 19 20.2 
4. Love marriage may break the barrier 
of caste system U 7 Ifi 10.1 
TOTAL 66 28 94 100,00 
A snpplementarv question was asked as to why love marriages were 
net the proper form. This question was applicable to l6^ (56.33%) of the 
sample who did not favour love marriage (Table No. 2.IOC). 
87 (51.5%) students* nearly one-half* felt that such marriages 
were often unsuccessful and lead to divorce* among them 34 were males and 
53 females. The second line of reasoning was that the selection was 
generally unsuitable* because people were blind in love thereby leadinf 
to unhappy conjugal l i fe . The actual number of students are 34 (20.1%) 
out of which 20 are boys and 14 girls. 90 (17.8%) studrnts thou^t Xhnt 
no support was available from their parents in the time of difficulty* 
among them 17 were males and 13 females. Some students believed that the 
love marriacres were not acceptable to the society} their number being 
IP (10.6%) out of which R were boys and 10 g i r l s . 
TABLE 2.10(c) 
Reasons for their d i s l ik ing of love marriage 
M F Table Percentage 
1 Love marriacres are often unsuccessful 34 53 R7 51.5 
2 and lead to divorce. 
2 This type of marriage i s not acceptable 
to the society R 10 IR 10.6 
3 No support is available from parents 
at time of d i f f icul ty 17 13 30 17.R 
4 The se lect ion is generally unsuitable* 
because people are blind in love and 
i t leads to unhappy conjugal l i f e 20 14 34 20.1 
TOTAL 79 90 169 100.0 
It is> therefore* evident that love marriages are not favoured on 
account of social and cultural reasons. 
Desirable Quality In a Spouse 
Tt is very essential to know tihnt the students seek in the ir l i f e 
partners. The success of marriage deoends upon the real isat ion of one's 
expectations from one's spouse. The extent of marital happiness relates 
to the extent that one i s able to sa t i s fy his /her expectations from his/her 
SDOuse and this determines adjustment and cordial i ty between the two. 
English and Pearsons have also remarked that satisfactory relations 
with the opposite sex is one of the four important problems of adolescence 
and early adulthood. Every young person has certain image or dream of his 
7 Eaglishf O.s . and Pearsony G.R.J.t Emotional Problems of l ivingt 
6«orge Allen and Ctewin Ltd.i Londoni pp. 27R. 
fnture spouse - the type of wife or husband one would like to have. 
Different people give importance to different qualities and their choice 
is usually influenced by their own baelrqround of education* work situationi 
social class* peer group* reference group* family* eonmunlty* etc. 
Tn Tndia* hitherto* very l i t t l e consideration has been given to 
the personal qualities and acquisitions of boys and girls, tn the past 
caste status* family background and financial position were the main 
factors In the selection of a spouse. No doubt these factors are s t i l l 
important* but emphasis has* to some extent* shifted to personal attainments* 
mostly educational and professional. 
Tn order to know the attitude of the students about the quality of 
bridegroom they were asked to rank in order of preferences. Our analysis 
show that great Importance was given to educational attainments. 161 students 
had given it as their first preference. Out of which 60 were males and 101 
females. 96 students had given their first preference to respectable family 
out of which 5B were boys and 2P girls. Other students had given their 
first preference to wealth the imoresslveness* their figures were 
respectively 20 and 10. Tt appears that only a minority was keen about 
these qualities (wealth and Impresslveness)* though a large majority of 
students had given their first prefetence to educational attainments and 
resoeetable family. 
However* there were quite a good number of students who had given 
their second preference to wealth and impresslveness. Out of 295 students . 
1?1 had given their second preference to respectable family out of which 
52 were males and 6^  females. 76 students had given their second preference 
to eduesttont anonq them 44 were boys and 32 girls . As far as other 
qualities were eoncernedf 57 male and41 female students had given their 
second preference to wealth and impressiveness. 
Tn the third preference* the ma)ority of students had given their 
preference to wealth and impressiveness. 122 students had given their 
third preference to wealth among them the number of males and females 
(61 each) was equal. The next highest frequency was of those students 
who had given their third preference to impressiveness. The actual number 
of such students was 84 out of which 39 were boys and 45 girls. Other students 
had given their third preference to respectable family and education. The 
preferences are presented in table No. 2.11. 
TABLE 2.11 




































Thus we notice that the majority of students had given their 
first pnd second preference to educational attainments and respectable 
family. Rowevert in comparison with the bojrsythe percentage of girls who 
had given their first preference to educational attainments was hi#ier. 
As far as the quality of respectable family was eoncemedf eomparitavilyt 
the nimibeTs of boys was higher than the girls . The majority of students 
had gfven their third preference to wealth and inpresstveness. This Is 
how wealth and ImpressIveness had not been given much welghtage by the 
respondents. 
Fnrthert the students were asked about the quality of a bride. 
Malorlty of the students had given their first preference to education. 
Out of 290 respondents 143 had given their first preference to education 
out of which 60 were males and B3 females. The next highest number of 
students was of those who had given their first preference to well versed 
in household affairs. Their total number are B3 and among them 34 were 
boys and 49 girls. 35 students had given their first preference to 
beauty out of which 2B were males and 7 females. Very few students prefl^ rred 
earning girls. 
Tn the second preference the majority of students had given their 
preference to 'wellversed in household'. Their actual number was 110 out 
of which 49 were males and 6l females. The next highest second preference 
had been given to educated girls (A8)t out of which 33 were boys and 50 
atrls. Further* 54 students had given their second preference to beauty* 
among them 34 were males and 20 females. However* very few students 
had given their second preference for earning girls . 
Third preference was given by many students to beauty. Their 
number was 127 out of which 53 were boys and 74 girls. The next highest 
nwHber was of those students who had given their third preference to 
wellversed in household affairs. The actual number of such respondents 
was 64 out of which 36 were males and 20 females. A minority of the students 
had given their third preference to earning girls (47) and educated 
qirls (36). Only 16 students had given their third preference for the 
qirls who belonged to rich families. The data relating to this aspect is 
presented In table No. 2.12. 
TABLE 2.12 
Responses of the students regarding the qualities of 
a bride 
Educated 
Qualified to do job 
Well-versed in household 
affairs 
Beautiful 











































A very important remnant of the traditional attitude to marriage 
is the practice of Tilak and dowry. These institutions have degenerated 
to such an extent that in fixing a marriage» the amount of dowry has 
become a prime consideration. These practices are no more a source of 
pleasure and happiness to both the families coming together; instead they 
have become a cause of anxietyi agony and distress for the brides* 
parents* particularly if their expected sons-in-law are educated and well 
placed. The parents of luch bridegroomes want to extract as much money 
as pessible from brides* families as a price for education and upbringing 
of their sons. With emanicipatlon of women and increasingly available 
opportunities for education to them* the cost of a dau(|hter*s upbringing 
and her edueatioa is soiiewhi|t higher than that of a bey. Added to i t is 
the ristnq expense of her marriage which is a crushing burden for an 
average parent. As a result highly talented and beautiful girls are 
often married to stupid fellows and are thus forced to lead a frustrating 
l ife which is a great loss to the individual concerned as well as to 
society and nation. Pressure of these customs is being felt by a large 
majority of people^ and much has been talkedf discussed and written 
about i t to the extent of enactment of a law by the Indian Parliament 
against dowry. Nevertheless the evfll is getting accentuated day by dayy 
people are caught i t itt and no body finds any solution of the ugly 
situation. 
Tn these cireunstancest the daughter always rmalns a burden on 
the parents and a source of great anxitty. Tn arithmetical tems» she is 
always on the debt side of the cash book whereas* her counterpart! the son« 
generally remains on the credit side. This situation leads to many 
psycho-social problems which were not relevant to thfs study* and hence* 
were not Investigated. 
In order to understand and assess the reaction of the students to 
dowry* a number of questions were asked. The first question was: Nhen the 
ether side denmds dowryin a girls marriage* then why vhould we not take 
i t when it is our turn? Ts it proper to say so in your opinion? The data 
relating to this question is presented in table No. 2-13. 
According to the above analysis out of 300 students 194 (64.67%) 
think that i t is improoer* out of which 87 are bofp and 102 girls. The next 
hiqhest frequency is of those students who believe that i t is proper to 
some extent. Their number Is 52 (17.33%) out of which 27 are males and 
25 females. Roweven 4R (16.00%) students think that it is proper. 
TABU 2.13 
Response of the students regarding the question: When the 
other side demands dowry in a girl marriage then why 



























In comparison to these responses there is a slight change in their 
opinion about another question, tfhey they were asked: "Is it proper to 
take dowry when it is given to them without asking for it." The majority 
of students thounht that it wns proper to take it in this circumstance. 
The actual number of student^* who were of this view» was 173 (57.67%)| 
out of which 92 were males and 18 femalest though 68 (22.67%) students 
believed that it was unproper. Rowevert 55 (18.33%) studdnts had not ftxpressed 
their opinion. The data relating to this question is presented in table 
No. 2.14. 
Bat the interesting feature is that when they were directly asked 
whether the dowry is to be continued or to be abolishedt a large number 
of studentst i.e.» 212 out of 900 (70.67%)t believe that it should be 
of 
abolished. 0ut/these 212 students 88 were females and 124 males. The 
TABLE 2.14 
Responses of the students to the questfon of taking the 






























number of saeh students who favoured this practice was very lowf almost 
negllqlble. Howeveri the next highest frequency was of those students who 
thought that some modification was necessary in this system. The actual 
number of such students was 77 (25.67%) out of which 54 were boys and 
23 girls. Figures revealing the total nature of responses are given in 
Tabde No. 2.15. 
TABU 2.15 
Responses of the students regarding the dowry system 
'"'o be continued 
To be modified 



























Voweverf when the respondents were asked as to whether i t was 
possible to abolish this system by h»gltlatlony the majority of studentst 
i .e.f 152 (50.669S) believed it was oossible to abolish this evil by law. 
,Lt6 SHv<^evsVb LWi,C(,'lD ^<s^^\- \WxV A vocwo >vcV c^.,>=»V3-\e \o fiUVbV (\<swjryj ^>jbV<Av\ 
Anion<f them ^^ were boys and SB qtrls as Is evident from table No.2,16 
Responses of the 





TABLE 2 .16 
students to the question of 






















The data relating to this aspect (dowry) indicates that the demand 
of the dowry is disapproved by many students. In other studies also we 
find that the dowry system is not lilted by many persons. In November 1955, 
the Indian Institute of Public Opinion asked a sample of over eleven 
hundred respondents whether they approved the dowry system or they thought 
i t vhould be abolished: 65% of the respondents fe^t that they did not 
approve of the dowry systemf and the same anisber said that it should 
be abolished. As might be exoeetedf the females expressed more disapproval 
of the dowry systwi than the males (76% girls did no%% approve of i t as 
against 60% of the males)} after al l , it is the dowry that often becames 
A 
a barrier to thiir marriage. 
Dr. Magaret Cormaek also collected inptrical data about dowry and 
fottid that 66% (6R% boys and 61% girls) thought i t was not the necessary 
and about one half (49%) thought that i t was wrong to give or accept dowry.A 
8 Goode, P.f "For an Account of Attitude to Dowries in the sample of 
people from Bangalore, See: Boss, "The Hindu Family in its urban 
setting", pp.260-264. 
ralcroscop!© minority of 4% opined in favour of i t . Rowevert the problem 
s t i l l remains unsolved. The gap between thiiking and practice has yet 
not been shortened. 
On the wholet the youth seem to be quite aware of the evil effects 
of dowry system as most of the students disapprove of i t . However» 
experience shows that this awareness often exists at the conceptual level 
only and when they actually face the challenget the 'greed* element 
Overpowers them and wins them over to the negative side of their thinlting 
on different pretexts.Nevertheless) one hearteninn fact is that the 
studaits* nowt do not seem to live in ignorance* and refuse to accept 
things as they are. The responses clearly indicate that they are alive 
to the problem. 
Divorce 
Divorce is not in much practice in India. People say that marriages 
are made in 'heaven' and human beings have no right to break the bond) 
how much they may have to suffer within it. Nmierous religious sanctions 
and leqal formalities were connected with it so that the couple could not 
breaM the marriage bond and the family remained stable. In Hindu society) 
even today a woman desires that she gets the same man as her husband in 
every subsequent birth) thus) making marriage an eternal relationship. 
Tn spite of lenal sanction given to divorce) very few eases of divorce 
are to be noticed in India. In the Wiett divorce is a regular phenomenaiL 
and net at all disapproved by society. With the loosening of religious 
controls) emancipation of women) and the influence of rational democratic 
thinking) marriages have become less stablet particularly in western 
countries. There are IneompatfbllUies in fflarrlagei people are not 
prepared to undergo emotional suffering and to remain tied to the chains 
of marriatfef and as a result a large number of divorces take place. Harriage 
is for the duration of happiness rather than untill death do us part" as 
Ogbum and Nlmeoff observe. In India It is not easy to break the 
marriage bond in spite of legal sanctions given to it for the flvst time 
in Hindu society. 
To know the attitude of the students to divorce many questions 
were asked. A large ntmber of students s t i l l believe that divorce Is only 
justified in the circumstances when all efforts of maintaining good 
relations between the spouses have failed: The data relating to this 
aspect is presented in table No. 2.17 given below. 
TABLE 2.17 
Divorce is Justidled only when the efforts of maintaining 
good relations between the spouses have failed. 
Agree 




























According to It out of 300 respondents 189 (63.00%) students 
agreedii^ hat the divorce was Justfeid only when the maintaining of good 
relations between the spouses had failed>out of which 88 were males and 
101 females. The next highest frequency was of those students who 
disagreed with this opinion. Ilieir aetual namber was 67 (22.33%)» among 
them 42 were boys and 67 girls . % (12.67%) students agreed to it to 
some extent. 
Similarlyt when they were asked that the divorce lowered the moral 
standardi a majority of the students agreed with i t . Their number was 
17R <59.83X)i out of which 92 were males and 86 females. There was a very 
l i t t l e difference between those students who m»4«t»*ffed that to some 
extent it was correct to express that the divorce lowered the moral 
standard and those who fully disagreed with i t . The nnnd>er and freqneney 
of those students who believed that to some extent it was correct was 63 
(21%)) out of which 31 were males and 32 females and of those who 
disagreed with it was S7 respondents (19%)* among them 26 were boys and 
31 girls. Table No. 2.1flf given belewf represents the data on this 
aspect: 
TABLE 2. IB 
Divorce lowers the moral standard 
Correct 




























Farther* a majority of the studentst i . e . t ISO (50%) feel that for 
out 
the stability of the society it is essential to discourage divoreet/of 
these ISO respondents)'subscribing to this vlewt A? are males and 67 
females. However* fl4 (^%) students are to some extent in faeur of this 
Opinion* out of which 90 are boys and 45 girls . A few students* i .e .* 54 
(1B%) do not agree with the view that the divorce should be discouraged* 
for the stability of the society* the among them 23 are males and 31 
females. The data Is presented in table No. 2.19* given below: 
TABLE 2.W 
Responses to the question: for the stability of the 
society it is essential to discourage divorce. 
W F Total Percentage 
Agree 
Agree to some extent 
Do not agree at all 
No reply 
TOTAL 150 ISO 300 100.00 
Caste 
The most important feature of Indian social organisation Is the 
caste system. The Indian society was traditionally a caste bound society 
and the entire social structure was thus stratified purely on rigid caste 
lines. The hierarchical nature of caste system was rigid and the position 
of each caste In the social scale was well defined and fixed. In this 
hierarchy the Brahmins enjoyed highest positions or privileges in the 
Indian society followed by Ksatrlyas* Irishes and lowest were the Shudras. 
Mobility from one caste to another or specially from lower caste to a higher 

















t^f . . i\  \ -f \ 
caste was rather an liaposibllity. It Is for such reasons that no comparable 
social indtlttttion Is to be seen anywhere In the world. 
The caste system* as a result of a number of faetorsi is claimed 
to have nnderqone profound modifications durinq the last few decades 
especially with respect to food habits* untouchability and occupational 
pursuits* etc.* which are rapidly disappmring and religious sanctions 
behind the caste system nre gradually fading out. 
In order to study and analyse the changing attitudes of the modem 
students towards caste system* it would be quite pertinent to explain and 
discuss in short the traditional concept of caste as It existed in the 
earlier past without which the study of caste dynamics would be rather 
incomplete. 
A great number of social scientists and sociologists have tried to 
explain the complicated and unique institution of caste by listing its 
fundamental characterittles. According to Risley* "Caste is a collection 
of farailes or group of families bearing a common name* claiming a common 
descent from a mythical ancestor* human or diving professing to follow 
the same hereditary calling and regarded by those who are competent to 
give an opinion as forming a single homogeneous.community - caste name Is 
generally associated with a specific occupation and that a caste Is 
almost Invariably endogamous* bat is further divided as a rule into a 
number of smaller circles each of which is endogamous." 
2 Button has commented that from the point of view of the individual 
member of a caste* the system provides him from birth with a fixed social 
1 Rlseley* H.H.* "The people of Tndia*" p. 67. 
2 Hatton* J.H.* "Caste in India*"19S5* p. 111. 
milieu from which neither weather nor poverty* success nor disaster can 
remove himi unless of course he so violates the standards the behaviour 
laid down by his caste that i t spins bin forth tenperarily or permanently. 
Re is provided in this with a peimanent body of associations which controls 
almost all his behaviour and eoiitacts. His caste chanallzes his choice 
in marriage* acts as his trade union* his friendly or benifit society* 
his eoeial club and his orphanage* it takes the place for him of health 
insurance* and i f need be provides for his funeral. It frequently determines 
his occupation* often positively* for in many castes the occupational 
tradition is very strange indeed* commonly negatively* since there are many 
pursuits* at any rate* in the case of all but the lowest castes which he 
cannot follow* or can follow only at the cost of ex-communication from 
the society to which he belongs. It must often happen that membership of a 
caste will take the place of attachment to a political party. 
The Baeyelopaedia of Social Sciences defines caste as an endogamous 
and heriditary subdivision of ethilie group occupying a position of superior 
or inferior rank or social esteem in comparison with such other divisions. 
N.K.Dutt refrains himself in defining caste* but describes i ts 
features* **members of a caste cannot marry outside it* there are similar 
but less rigid restrictions on eating and drinking with a member of another 
OflSte* there are fixed occupations for many castes* there is some hierarchical 
gradation of castes* the best recognised position being that of the Brahmans 
at the top* birth determines a man's caste for l i fe unless he be expelled 
forviolation of its rules* otherwise transition from one caste to another 
is net possible* the whole system turns on the prestige of the Brahmins. 
8 N.K.Dutt) Origin and Growth of Caste in India»p. 3. 
To denote another trend Professor M.N. Srlnlvat recently introdaeed 
the concept of Sanskrttfsatlon and Wettemlsation in the study of caste 
dynamics. According to him "the caste system is ftr from a rigid system in 
which the position of each component caste is fixed for all time. Movement 
has always been possible* and especially so in the middle regions of the 
hierarchy. A low caste was able* in a generation or twoj to rise to a 
higher position in the hierarchy by adopting vegitarianism and tootstalismt 
and by Sanskrttizing its ritual and pentheon. Tn short* i t took over* as 
far as possible* the cnstoms* rites and belief of the Brahmins* and the 
adoption of the Brahminie way of l i fe by a low caste seems to have been 
freqnent* thoaqh theoritically forbidden. This process has been called 
Sanskritisation...** 
As stated earlier many social scientists emphasise upon the features 
of caste system,Allowing* therefore are the feature of Hindu caste system. 
following* -thor g 
As given by Qiuryt* G.S.:-
h. Segmantal Division of society. 
2. Heirarchy 
3. Restrictions on feeding and social intercourse. 
4. Civil andreligious disabilities and privileges of different 
sections. 
5. Lack of tmrestrieted choice of occuoation* and 
6. Restrictions on marriage. 
6 
As mentioned by Hatten:-
1. A casta is an eadogaaous group. 
4 Aijrappan and Bslaratan* "Cociety in India"* 1956| p.73. 
5 (rhurya* G.S.* Caste and class in India* 1957» p. 1-27. 
6 nutten* Caste in India* 1953. 
2. There are restrfettons on eoimnensaality between nenbers 
of different eastes. 
t). There is a hierarchical qradlng of castest the best recognised 
position heina that of the Brahmins at the top. 
4. In various kinds of contacts* especially those conceived with 
foody sex and rituals a member of a hiqh caste is liable to 
be polluted by either direct or indirect contact with a member of 
a low caste. 
5. Castes are very commonly associated with a traditional 
occupation. 
6. A man's status is determined by the circumstances of his birth 
(i.e.t the caste in which he is b o m ) unless he is expelled 
from his caste for some ritual offence. 
7. TTie system as a whole is always focussed around the prestige 
accorded to Brahmins. 
7 
Aceordinq to N.K. Dutta there are some important characteristics 
of castesfsuch as:-
1. Restrictions on marriage. 
2. Restrictions on aeceptinn food 
^. Membership based on birth. 
4. Fixed oceaiiation 
5. Feeling of superiority and inferiority. 
The above stated facts present the traditional concept of caste 
when the Hindu society was ruled by the social philesephf of caste. During 
the last century or more* the complex institution of caste has undergone 
remarkable changes, ^t Is claimed that in modern times caste system ceases 
to exist as an stray social institution as it existed In the earlier times. 
7 Duttai N.R., Origin and growth of caste in India. 1 ?-3 
The main source which have weakened this Institution are manyi l . e . i the 
influence of Islamt the Impact of western education and culture) the reformist 
movenentsy the growth of egaiftanian ideas. The growth of nationalismy the 
role of political leaders and the part played by social legislationy ete.» 
in disintegrating the rigid structure of Indian saste system. Moreover) 
rapid industrialisation has also greatly facilitated the loosening of 
the caste system. The new socio-economic and political setup have also 
induced changes in the caste system. The notion of untoochability has 
received a deadly blow. The very preamble of Indian constitution solemnly 
claims that the people of India have constituted themselves into a sovereign 
Democratic Republic to secure for all of i ts citizens Justieey liberty 
and equalityt and to promote fraternityf Justice and equality> which cuts 
the roots of caste system. Article 15 of the Constitution states that:-
1. The state shall not discriminate against any citizen on the 
ground of caste. 
2. No citlten shall* on the grounds of caste be subject to 
restriction regarding the use of public well and tankst shops 
and restaurants. 
The practice of untouehability is forbidden. Further, the constitution 
of India declares that "untouehability is abolished and its practice i i any 
form is forbidden. The enforcement of disability arising out of untouehability 
shall be an offence punishahle In accordance with law.** Fnrthemoret the 
government has reserved the seats in every sphere of l i fe for the untou-
chables and Backward classes only with the aim of uplifting them. Conse-
guentlyi some social mobility In the caste system has taken place. Persons 
who are slightly well off claim to belong to higher catie than that to which 
tbey aetually belenq. Besides these some other faetors such as the 
inerease or development of ediicatfon» Industriest development of the mins 
of transport and eoimnnfoatfoR etc.» also proved to be fatal blow for 
Indian caste system. It is also generally argued that many functions 
which were once supposed to be performed by caste have been taken owftr 
by other bodies. "Hjere is general opinion that caste is fastly getting 
abolished. 
The aim of the present study is to verify Whether these claims are 
true. The first quettiony in this context was* whetheri in their opinion 
different castes be placed at an equal level. Out of 300 students 207 
(69.OX) think that different castes should be placed en eiiual leveltt among 
them 92 are males and 115 females. However 54 (1B%) students believe that 
the different castes should never be placed on equal level* out of which 
are 
41/boys and 13 girls. 36 students (12%) are either uncertain or silent in 
response) out of which Vy are males and 21 females. Table No. 2.20 indicates 
the percentage and frequency regarding this aspect; 
TABLE 2.20 
Responses of the student to the question: All the castes 
should be placed on equal level. 
Should be placed 
Cannot say anythiag 



























Another relevant question was whether they liked to work according 
to their caste. Mostly the students) i.e.» 119 out of the whole sample 
(36.67%) exoressed their opinion in the necrittve. 92 students (30.67%) 
were of the view that to some extent they would like to woilc aeeordinc) 
to their easte. Out of which 35 were males and 55 females. A few students 
(29%)» howerert felt that they would work aeeording to their castes. The 
data related to this question Is represented in table No. 2.21 given below: 
TABIE 2.21 
Responses of the students regarding their disliking of 
work according to caste 
Yes 
To some extent 



























Furthermorei they were asked whether they would like to mix up 
with other castes. More than half the students* i.e.» 194 (64.67%) replied 
In the afflrmativet out of which 90 were males and 104 females. The next 
hlclhest frequency was of those students who felt that to some extent they 
would prefer to mix ur» with other castes* their number being 91 (30.33%)f 
amont them 4P were boys «nd 43 girls. A very small minority (4.67%) tf 
students replied In the necratlve that they would not like to mix up with 
other castes. Table No. 2.2? shows the pcpreentages regarding this 
question as given on the next page. 
TABLE 2.22 
Responses of the stadents to the question thetr liking 
to nix op with other castes. 
Yes 
To some extent 



























Similarly^ when they were asked that some people pleaded that 
JVOV\ 
marriaqe should take place out of one's caste* what would be their attitude 
p 
towards this agitation. Out of the whole sample 114 (38%) students replied 
that they supported this stand. Amongst these supporters} 51 were males and 
63 females. The next highest number of students* i.e.* lOB (36%) kept 
silent on this matter. The remaining 75 students (25%) were quite opposed 
to this demand. The table No. 2.23* given below* clearly illvstrate this 
analysis. 
TABLE 2.23 
Responses of the stadents to marriage outside 
the caste. 






















The table No. 2.22 and 2.23 deal with the attitude of the students 
towards scheduled castes. When the students were asked whether the 
scheduled caste people should not be allowed adnlssion In schools and 
colleges without any diseriminationt mostly the students were not in favour 
of the opinion. Out of 900 respondents* 166 (5S.33%) respondents totally 
disagreed with this opinion* out of which 84 were malps and 82 females. 
However* 74 respondents (24.67^) agreed with this opinion that the scheduled 
caste people should not be allowed to take admission in any school and 
college only S3 students (17.67^) agreed to some extent* araong them 2S were 
boys and 28 girls. The statistics is evident from the table No. 2.24 given 
below. 
TABLE 2.24 
Response to the question wheth(>r scheduled caste people 
should not be allowed admission in schools and colleges 
Agree 




























According to the table No. 2.25* a majority of students felt that 
soecial privileges should be given to the moBbers of the low caste. Their 
number and frequency was 186 (62%) out of which 78 were boys and 108 girls. 
6o students (20%) felt that the special privileges should not be given to 
I M castet among them 37 were boys and 23 girls. Only 52 (17.3^) were 
uncertain. They replied that they could not say anything about this question. 
Among them 35 w«re nales and 17 females. 
TABLE 2.25 
Besposses to the questfon that special privileges should 
be <iiven to low-caste students. 
Should be given 
Cannot say any t h i n g 
Should n<tt be given a t 



























Thust on the wholet it can be said that the young students are 
generally against the caste system. If these responses are a true indeit 
of the students'Inner thinking} the trend is quite encouraging and hopeful. 
Status of Wemwi 
During the early Vedie period in India* a woman enjoyed a high 
status as she was considered a Goddess and was adored. With the development 
of the idea of private property* woman generally lost her independent status. 
Here physical weakness and other disadvantages gave an excuse for the 
assignment to her of a definitely inferior statust leading towards her 
further subordination and helplessness. She continued to fall lower and 
lower in her status t i l l the code of Maau summed up her position. Thusf 
"The father protects a woman in her childhood) husband during her youth 
and her sons in old age. A woman is never fit for independence." Even today 
most woment as wivesf look upon their role only in terms of preparing food 
with an eye on the badget* pleasing her husband and attending to his needs 
and rearing children with a proper respect for the elders. Dissatisfaction 
with her status* if any* has mostly been channelized into religious activities 
nnd only in the event of her interests clashing with those of her husbands. 
She expresses dissatisfaction. However* because of the efforts of social 
reformers like Raja Rara llohan Roy and Annie Besant there was some inqjrove-
ment in the status of women. With the advent of independence certain 
legislations have been passed which protect some of the women's rights. 
These include equality of sei before law* equality of opportunity for 
education and employraentt right to divorce»abortion and property. Despite 
these legislative reforms the status of i l l i terate woman has not changed 
much. 
In a recent study of urban middle class and educated working wives* 
Promilla Kapoor (1970) found that although the attitude to the employment 
of the housewife out of the home has significantly changed the attitude 
of the husband and the in-laws towards her role and status* her rights and 
privileges are s t i l l subjugated even in the urban areas and this is amply 
reflected in the fatalistic attitudes of married wcwen* the dominant male 
Opposition to women's taking real leadership of political dominance and 
in women's lack of desire to rise to top executive positions. 
As far as the status of women is concerned three questions were 
asked to know the opinion of the respondents. The student^ were asked 
whether they accept the equality between men and women. More than three 
fourth students (242* I.e.* B0?() accepted the equality between men and 
women. Out of 242 students 117 were males and 12S females. 32 students 
(10.671$) did not accept it totally. Among then 25 were males and 7 females. 
Howeveri 24 students (A%) kept silent on this point. It means that a majority 
of the students believes in the equality between men and women. The data 
relating to this aspect is given in Table 2.26 as below: 
TABLE 2.26 
Responses regarding equality between man and woman 
Agree 
Cannot say anything 



























The other related question is whether higher education be given 
to women. A big malorlty of the students replied in affirmative. Their 
was 
actual Bttmher/24fi (82.67%), out of which 103 were males and 146 females. 
38 students (12.67%) felt th*t to some extent higher edueatiow skould 
be given to women, among them 34 were boys and 4 girls. Only a small minority 
of ttudents did not aoree with this opinion. They were not in favour of 
hif^er education for woman as will be tvident from table No. 2.27 given below: 
TABLE 2.27 
Opinion regarding higher education for women. 
M F Total Percentage 
Tes 
To some extent 
Net at a l l 
No reply 

















As f«r as the freedom of women l i eoneerned* a majority of the 
students thinks that freedom should be given to women equal to man.But 
the percentage of favourable respondent students is low in comparison to other 
two questions* Wille more than three fourth students accepted the equality 
between man and womant and were in favour of higher education for womanf 
l i t t l e more than half studentSf i .e . i 160 (53.33%) believed that the woman 
should enjoy freedom equal to man^  out of which 56 were males and 104 
feaalesf while 109 (36.33%) students thought that to some extent freedom 
should be given to women equal to men. Among them ffi were males and 40 
females. Only 29 students (9.67" )^ did not at all agree with this view. They 
did not believe in the freedom of women (Table No. 2.20). 
TABLE 2.28 
Responses to the question : Should women enjoy freedom 
equal to men ? 
Tea 
To some extent 



























Society is a network of status positions and this eonceot is one 
of the most important tools of analytical sociology. The dittionary 
meaninn of status is : llie condition of a person that determines the 
natnre of the legal relations to the state or to other persons into which 
he may enter.. . position or rank in ralation to others (as In social order, 
eonmanlty) class or profession)* relative rank in a hierarchy of prestige.** 
The Dictionary of Sociology also defines social status as **A position in 
8 social group or in society. Relative positiouf rank or standing. Locus 
in the social scale of an individual or group.*•" 
Robert Bierstedt states* *'A status is simply a position In society 
or in a group. Every society and every group has many such positions and 
every Individual occupies many such positions.. . as manyt in fact* as there 
3 
are groups to which he belongs.** 
Criteria of status are many* as occupation! education} caste» 
dress* behaviour* possessions* age* sex* income* intelligence* etc. Every 
society has valued status criteria* and the valaat^lon is the result of 
social values prevailing in the society. Ancient society laid greater stress 
on noral and spiritual values and even on one*s birth and kinship. Modem 
society lays emphasis on one's occupation* Income* education* material 
possessions* etc. But the main feature of this study Is that a large 
number of students lay emphasis on education and Intelligence as a 
determining factor of the status of a person In society. But there are some 
students who have given more importance to the traditional factor* such 
88 age* caste* family* etc. than the above mentioned ones. 
To know the attitude of the students regarding the determining 
factors of a person's status* in the society* the respondents were told to 
arrange these factors in order of preference. Few students had not given 
their oreferences to all the factors4 The data relating to this aspect is 
oresented In Table No^  2.29. 
1 Websters* An International Dictionary of English Language* pp. 2230. 
2 Pairchild* II.P.(Bd). Dictionary of Sociology* pp.293. 
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According to the results qlven in the above table (2.29) the 
majority of students (70) had given their first preference to education 
out of which 25 were males and 45 females. The next hlffhest nmri^ er is 
of those students who had given their first preference to intelligence. 
The actual numbers of the students holding this view are 51| among them 
16 are boys anti 35 girls. Few students had given their first preference 
to Age* sext family and caste. The nunrtter of the respondents are to some 
extent equal. Respectively their figures are 39t 30» 28 and 29. The 
students who had given their first preference to age* amongst those 39 
respondents 16 were boys and 23 girlst while among those who had given 
their first preference to sex* 16 were boys and 14 girls. The number of 
male and female students who had given their first preference to family 
was IB and 16 respectively. Those who had given their preference to castv 
was 23 and 6 respectively. A small minority of students had given their 
first preference to religion} occupation and income. 
Tn the second preference also* a large number of students who had 
given their second preference to education} were 69 out of 2B9 respondents* 
and among them 26 were males and 43 females. 51 students had given their 
second preference to intelligence) out of which 17 were boys and 34 girls. 
Rowevert 37 students believed that in order of preference family sheuld 
get the second position) among them 21 were boys 16 girls. There was a 
very l i t t l e difference between those students who had given their second 
preference to aget caste and occupation respjicXixMiyt their numbers was 
29) 28 and 27 resoectively. A group of a small respondents had given their 
second preference to sex* religion and Income (figures ere 17> 16 and 15 
respectively). 
Mostly the students had given their third preference to occupation. 
The number of such students was 56 out of 2B9. They were 16 males and 
40 females. The next highest number wns of those students who had given 
their third preference to education.Their figure was 52 and amongst them 
30 were boys and 22 were girls . 47 respondents had given their third 
preference to aget among th^n 22 were males and 25 females. The numbers 
of those students who had given their third preference to intelligence* 
income} and caste were 24» 22 and 21 respectively. The distribution of 
males and females among those students who had given their third preference 
to intelligence was 13 and 11 and amongst them who had given their third 
preference to income it was 12 and 10 respectively. The malelaand female 
ratio among those students who had given their thtrd preference to caste 
was R and 13 respectively% Very f«w students had given their third preference 
to religion and sext their nwnbers were 17 and 14 respectively. 
Tn the fourth preference also the majority of students* i .e .* 45 
had expressed its opinion in favour of oceupatioai among them 25 were males 
and 20 femeles. Tlie next highest amber was of those students who had 
given their fourth preference to income* their actual number was 44» out 
of which 16 were boys and 2R girls. 39 students had given their fourth 
preference to intelligence* among them 19 were males and 20 feaales. 
However* the number of those students who had given their fourth preference 
to education and family was equal. Similarly an equal number of respondents 
(2f^ ) had given their fourth preference to Age» sex* caste* and religion. 
A aajorlty of the students had given thefr fifth preference to 
aget their number was 44 out of which 22 were males and 22 females. The 
next highest frequency was of those students who had given their fifth 
preference to family and occupation* the number of such respondents 
was equal *43 each). However} the number of such male and female respon-
dents differed. Amono those students who had given their fifth preference 
to family the ntaober of male and female was 16 and 27* and those who had 
given their preference to eecupation it was 24 and 19. But regaining other 
faetorsf such as incomei sexi caste»intelligence) religion and education* 
the frequency of respondents was to some extent equal. Their frequencies 
were 38* 30* 29* 23* 22 and 27 respectively. 
As far as the 6th position was concerned* tkere was a very l&ttle 
difference between those respondents who had given their sixth preference 
to income* age* family* intelligence) occupation* sex* caste* religion and 
education. (Their figures were 42* 3B* 37* 35* 30* 30* 29* 2B and 20 
respectively. 
Tn the seventh preference* majority of the students (52) had given 
their preference to sex* among them 24 were males and 2^ females. 39 
students had given their seventh preference to religion* out of which 14 
were boys and 25 girls. An equal number of students (36) had given their 
Seventh preference to caste and intelligence. Further* 31 students thought 
that i t order of preference age should get 7th position as the determining 
factor of status In the society. Also* equal number of students (27 each) 
had given their seventh preference to occupation and income. A very small 
minority of students had given their seventh preference to family (24) aid 
education (17). 
Few students had not ^ven their eifi^th and ninth preference. 
Roweveri amonct those students who had given their eighth and ninth 
preferences malority of the students had given th^ir eighth preference 
to caste (59 students) and ninth preference to religion (74 students). 
Among those students who had given their eighth preference to caste were 
5Q, Amongst then 29 were sales and 30 fenialest trftile those who had given 
their ninth preference to religion were 74't amongst them 40 were boys 
and 34 girls. The lowest number (9) was of those students tdio had given 
their eighth preference to education and ninth preference to age and 
education. They were also equal in number (7 each). As far as other 
factors were concerned their responses were) to some extent* equal. 
Indices of Status 
Certain b^aviour patterns are ptenliar to a social status and 
new status patterns call for new form of social behaviours. They pertain 
to personality qualities) social behavlouri social orientation) mode of 
behaviour* fashion and sometimes even such forms of behaviour which are 
popularly considered as vices* but they have become acceptable behaviour 
patterns of certain classes. Intimate relationship with men of status 
in society* association with political and social organisations and 
practices of religious rituals reflect social orientation of a person and 
are also good modes of attaining high status in the eyes of others. Personal 
qualities like education* appreciation of art* imitation of educated modem 
people in dress and dining* modem mode of living and acceptance of modern 
mode of thinfng are alsA new Indiees of status. Certain social ^lees and 
habits too have become popular amongst the youth as Indicators of one's 
status in society. i^d>11n<i in elubf drinking) in the company of friendst 
smoking* frank and uninhibited behaviour with members of the opposite sex» 
freqaentinn cinema houses and clubs are the modem patterns of status 
acquiring behaviour (Table No. 2.30). 
Of all these modes of status linked with behavionrt the respondents 
were asked to name the five most significant indices of status from the 
given l i s t . High education was considered most important by 2R2 (94%) 
studentst among them 13B were males and 144 females. 2SB (fi6i^ ) students 
reported earning fame through social service. Out of these 25ft students* 
136 were boys and 122 girls. Holding modern views was identified as such 
by 231 (T7?6) students. The number of male and female holding such views was 
lOP and 123 respectively. Living in modern style was also recognised by 
170 (56.5^) students as an important factor* among them 76 were males and 
94 females, f'o put on modern style clothes and to do the make up according 
to fashion was also emphasised by 130 students (43.3%) as prestigeou8*Ottt 
of which ftl were boys and 49 girls. About 127 (42.3*) stud«its felt to be 
associated with some political party or social organisation as an important 
factor in acquiring social status. The distribution of male and female 
respondents was 5g and 6ft respectively. Appreciation of art was identified 
99 an index of one's status by 95 students (31.6%)* among them 31 were boys 
and 64 girls . 55 (Ift.SX)ttndants also felt that performance of religious 
rites WAS an important factor in acquiring status. Social vices like smoking* 
drinking* frequenting cinema halls* visiting hotels* ate.* and free-aixlng 
with the members of opposite sex did not receive wide reeopltlon and* 
as suehf many of the respondents did not consider then sl^filfleant 
Indices of status. Perhaps these vices of modem civilisation have 
not yet (rained popularity as approved patterns of behaviour. Table No. 
2.90 gfvei below deals with this aspect. 
TABIF. 2.30 
Factors considered essential for achieving social status 
1. To put m clothes and to do the makeup 
accordlnfi to the fashion. 91 49 130 43.3 
2 . To go to cinema regularly 7 11 18 6.00 
3 . To have full information about film 
actors and actresses nnd to te l l It 
to friends 16 7 23 7.6 
4. Smoking 8 1 9 3.00 
5. To drink liquor and to use other 
intoxicants IS 1 16 5.3 
6. To vis i t clubs and hotels 14 5 19 6.3 
7. To have friendship with opposite sex 18 3 31 10.3 
8 . To earn fame through social service 136 122 258 86.00 
9 . To be associated with some political 
party or social organisation 59 68 127 42.3 
10. Religious formalities 17 38 55 18.3 
11. Apprielation of art 31 64 95 31.6 
12. Higher education 138 144 282 94.00 
13. To be modem in living 76 94 170 56.6 
14. To be modem in thinking 108 123 231 77.00 
Dytia^ng Pttti>P 
Certain aspects of social l i fe are relatively permanent while 
others often change. After a period of a long time one may find changes 
In man's clothes (b«sh>coat and the slack^shlrt taking the place of the open 
and closed varieties of the last decade) and strikinoj alterations in 
women's hair-dos and jewelleries. We would find l i t t l e ehanqe in the 
food>habit8 of the people (that wheat had not replaced rice in spite 
of ffluch propaganda) and that politics and prejudices continue to be 
the same. R.S. Lynd and H.H. Lynd made a thorouqh sociological study 
of an American community in 1925 and again in 1935. They did not find 
any significant change in the general cultural pattern of the community 
after a decade. Generally speaking* folkways mores and institutional 
ways are fairly peraanent. The things that change are fashion. The dresses 
which are fashionable in one year may cease to be so In the next. But 
•a out-moded dress may once a<pin come into currency in the course of time. 
To verify this statement the students were asked* what tsrpe of 
dresses do they prefer* traditional or modern* and to what extent. More 
than three fourth of the students* i .e.* 243 (^1%) liked to wear modem 
type of dresses. In other words* they wanted to wear what is fashionable 
at that time. But majority of them wanted to weflr it to some eitent not 
fully. The percentage of those students who wanted to wear it to some 
extent was 59.6B (145)* out of which RO were boys and 66 girls* and 
among those who wanted to wear it fully their number was 95 (39.09%). 
However* only 53 students (17.67%) liked to wear traditional type of 
dresses or they did not like to wear fashionable tjipe of dresses. Aiiong 
them a majority of students wanted to wear i t to some extent. Table 
Nos. 2.31(A) and 2.31(B) deal with this aspect. Tt means that the large 
number of students do not like to wear outmoded dresses. Although* to 
some extent* they want to wear fashionable type of dresses but they do not 
appreciate to be fully clad in i t . 
TABLE 2.31 (A) 


























and to what extent they want to wear 
TRADITTOWAL MODERN 
Total Percentage M F Tota1 Percentage 
Fujly 5 0 13 24.53 
To some extent 16 24 40 75.47 
No ans . . . 
46 49 95 39.09 
80 65 145 59.68 
2 1 3 1.23 
TOTAL 21 32 53 100.00 128 115 243 100.00 
In modern society a fairly large number of the youths from the new 
generation likes to follow Hippfsm. tn order to know the attitude of the 
students regarding Hlppismi they were asked to ejqpress their opinion. A 
majority of the students» i . e . i 100 (33.33%) felt that this attitude was the 
evil influence of western civillzatlont among them 51 were males and 49 
females. The next highest number^  was of those students (23.34%) who 
thought that the new generation had a desire for new experiences whatever 
i ts forms might be> among them 21 were boys and 49 girls. 63 students (13.35%) 
believed that this attitude was the false belief of the spoilt you^i the 
number of such respondents being 36 males and 27 females. Further) some 
students thought that this attitude was a sign of modemityt and the remaining 
24 students believed that this showed the new generation was fed up with 
the old tradition. Table No. 2.32 deals with this aspect. 
TABLE 2.32 
Attitude towards hipplsm 
This attitude is a sign of modernity 
This shows that the new generation is 
fed up with old traditions 
The new generation has a desire for new 
things whatever it form may be 
This attitude is the evil influence of the 
western civilization. 
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Conclusion 
Joint family is s t i l l popular among the students? in spite of all 
the modern foreest which are working against the Joint family. However* a 
majority of the students thinks that the foint family is helpful in the 
development of personality and in solving the economic problems. As far as 
emotional security and development of modem attitudes are concerned i t Is 
not so helpful. 
The students generally relied on the parents for the selection of 
their spouses* but they felt they too should be taken into confidence. Self-
arranged marriages or arranged marriages by parents were favoured only by a 
few students. In the selection of a bride-gvoemi respectable family* education* 
wealth and Impresslveness were the first considerations In the eyes of 
the students. However* very few students had oiven their first preference 
to wealth and inpressfveness. While in the selection of a bride* majority 
of the students had given their first preference to education * 'well-
Versed In household affairs' and they laid l i t t l e emphasises on char«» 
'qualified to do Job' or 'from rich family'. 
Love marriages were discredited because such marriages were often 
nnseeeefnll and led to divorce or unhappy married l i fe . Besidesi no support 
is available from parents in the time of difficulty andi also* it is not 
acceptable to the society. A few students favouring self-arranged marriages 
thought that they would bring happlnessf adjustment? and help to eradicate 
the practice of dowry as well as break the barrier of caste system. Most of 
the students 4eeT4«d the practice of dowry. Butt they could not resist them-
selves from taking dowry when it was given to them without asking. Roweveri 
according to them It was possible to abolish this practice by the law. 
As far as divorce Is concerned! majority of the students are against 
i t . They Justify It only In such circumstances when all the efforts of 
maintaining good relations between the spouces have failed. 
The claim that the caste is fastly being abolished Is true to the 
results of this study. According to majority of the studentsi there is no 
objection in marrying outside the caste and to mix-up with other castes. 
They also would not like to work according to the traditional occupation 
of their own caste. In their oplnlonWll the castes should be placed on equal 
footing. As far as the scheduled castes are concerned* they have sympathy 
with then. Aeeordinq to them the speclnl prlvlleqes should be given to the 
members of the low eatte* and the sehednled caste people should be allowed 
to take admission in schools and collecfes. 
The students are more inclined towards the equality of man and 
women« higher education for woment and freedom of women equal to men. 
For determininq the factor responsible for expressing the place and 
position of a person In the societyi majority of the students expressed their 
first preference to education) followed by 1ntelHqence» agei sex* family 
and caste. Very few students had given their preferences to rellglont 
occupation and income. A large number of studmts recognised that one could 
enhance his/her social status through education and social service. The other 
status-linked factors were identified as modernity in the thinking and living 
to put on clothes and to do the make-up according to fashlouf to be associated 
with some political party or social organisation* appreciation of art and 
performance of religion. Bat snoklngt drinking* frequenting cinema houses* 
restaurants and clubs or excessive free>aixing with opposite sex were not 
considered to be status acquiring activities. 
As far as the modern or traditional dresses are concerned* majority 
of the students liked to wear* to some extent* modem dresses and according 
to them the 'hipptsm* is the evil influence of western clviliiation. 
Chapter 3 
EDDCATIONAL ATTITODES OF THE STUDENTS 
EDOCATION 
The educational system of a country is far more pervasive* its 
impact far more inclusive) and its results far more spectacular than 
either its DOlitical* economic or social systems. In fact» so early a 
systemist as Plato was clear about this foundational role of education 
in the buildin(( of any nation. Also education in modern world is considered 
the main instrument of social change. Tt trains people for new jobs and 
skills and also inculcates in them* the values? attitudes and behaviour 
natternst suited to the new role they are expected to play. Similarly* 
economic qrowth is not merely a matter of physical resources or of 
trainina skilled workers —• It needs the education of the whole population 
in new ways of lifet thought and work. Education should reflect the needs 
and aspirations of the people* and it should help them to attain their 
desired goal. However* the system of education from time to time and 
aecordina to the needs of the society has also undergone changes. The 
earlier pattern of education which was based on religious foundations 
has been eomoletely replaced by secular and scientific educational 
patterns. 
Tn the process of socialisation educational institutions and 
teachers may be renarded as second powerful agencies. Next to the parents 
are the teachers who influence the life sentiments and way of thinking 
of the youth. They derive their Idealsi images and concerns from their 
teschersf class fellows and members of their peer group. The books* 
the curricular and even the para-aeademie activities of the Institution 
influence) and mould their objective values and attitudes. The teachers* 
attitude towards studentsitheir work and Institution in turn influence 
the students' attitude towards socletyf concern for societal organisations» 
and the social system. 
Ever since Tndia attained political independencet the function of 
education has came to be an important Issue for both the political and 
the academic discussions throughout the country. Some suggest a radieal 
overhauling of the whole educational system so that it becomes a serviceable 
instrument to achieve the new needs of the changing society in India. 
Others opt for a 'go slow' policy in this matter^ resting their argument 
on the fact that the education system has after all sustained the 
country's intellectual l i fe and academic culture which the nation can 
ill-afford to lose. The Hducation Commission ri<^tly observed: "The 
realisation of the country's aspirations involves changes in the knowlfidgei 
skills Interests and values of the people as a whole." It» therefore? 
emphasised the need of reorganising the educational system on new lines. 
Tt further stressed: "If this'change on a grand aeale' is to be achieved 
without violent revolution (and even then It would s t i l l be necessary) 
there Is one Instrunenty and one Instrument only* that can be used : 
BDOCATTON."' 
It is often argued that the present educational system is failing 
I Government of Tndia: Report of the Education Commission} 1Q66. 
(D.S.Kothsrl Chairman) pp. 4. 
in many respects. The students find that the educational Institutions 
have Htt le place for them as individuals. They are only the recipients 
of a few bits of information and are required to reproduce the same in 
the examination. The institutions and their teachers consider thnt their 
sole responsibility is to mark a stamp on their ftee (or back) as having 
obtained a decree of Bachelor or Master. The institution! by and largof 
are beino run on conraereial lines and despite the repeated cry thnt the 
institutions lack professional orientationt not much change has come 
about. The students got l i t t l e by way of Idealst aspirations etc. It is 
acclaimed that their studies are of l i t t l e relevance to their present 
and even future career. The examination system is most non-academic in 
the sense that i t emphasises only role memorisation^ a photoqrnphie 
reoroduction of what is in one's memory. In the Institution i t se l f the 
students have no say in the management of their affairs and in the deter-
mination of their curricula^. They feel that they are being driven from 
one end to the other. Many corrupt practices have also crept in admission 
procedures) teaching oractices and examination which have tarnished the 
face of the system* thou(^ this too was not very bright. These facts 
and features of the system have caused amongst students a sense of 
beino lost in the school and college. They revolt against the Irrelevant 
system of education and resist the authoritatioa dictates of teachers and 
administrators. 
Today student disturbances are the common features of the campuses 
of the educational institutions in India. These disturbances are the 
topic of discussions of scholarst pollticianst administratftrsi etc. It is 
repeatedly heard that the pattern of Indian eduentfon is wrong and It 
needs emerrfent reforreat^ont and this slodan has been repeated for at 
least half a century. But it is unfortunate that l i t t l e modifieation 
of the pattern has been done which is suitable to the needs of the future. 
There h»s been no basic change In the eurrfeula^ All discussions of 
eirolvinfr a truly national education system have reraalned merely sentiments. 
Tn this context students were asked: "Ts It correct to say that 
that the present system of education Is defective?" However» enly 49 
students (I6.33%)t out of which 36 were males and 13 females* fully agreed 
to this opinion that present educational syst«n was defective. But out of 
the whole sample l i t t l e less than three fourthj l.e.» 222 (74 %) agreed 
that to some extent the present system of education was defective. Among 
them the number of male and female respondents was 94 and 128 respectively. 
2fl students (R.33%) have not at all agreed with this vlewJ out of such 20 
stttdentsi 20 were boys and P glrlst as will be evident from table 3.1 
given below: 
TABLE 3.1 
Responses of the students to the question: To what extent do 
they agree that the present system of education Is defective? 
Fully agree 
To some extent 



























Farther) the students were asked: "Are they in favour of a change 
in the present system of edueat^on and ff yest what type of change do 
they want." The malorlty of students* i.e.* 207 (69%) replied in 
affermatlve. They wanted some type of change in the present education 
system* among them 115 were males and 92 females. 67 students (22.34%) 
were of the opinion that nothing could be said about it» out of them 19 
were boys and 48 girls. Only 24 students (fi %) replied in negative. 
Tn their opiniont it was not necessary to change the presoit system of 
education; the distribution of male and female respondents was 16 and 6 
respectively. 
As far as the tj^e of change is eoncemedf out of 207 students a 
majority of them» i .e .* 41 students* replied that emphasises must be 
given to technical education* The next hiflhest number is of students* 
i .e .* 36 felt that vocational-oriented education should be given to 
the students. 31 students expressed the view that ^inlish should be 
abolished. The next largest number of those students who believed that 
free education should be given to all studffits. Tlie actual number of 
these students was 30 and out of them 10 were males and 12 females. However* 
27 students felt that educatloii should be economical. Tn the opinion of 
some (17) students* education should be nationalised and there must be 
an understanding between teachers and students. The conclusions arrived 
«* in both the above paragraphs are supported by the Tables given 
below: 
TABLE 3.2(A) 
Responses of the students to the question: *'Are they in 

































Showing the responses of the students regarding their 
suggestions about the present educational systen. 
Emphasis must be given to technical 
education 
Emphasis on mora) education 
English should be abolished 
Education should be free 
Education should be economical 
Education should be nationalised 
Practical education should be given 

































TOTAL 115 92 207 100.00 
Another related qnestion in this context was "Iffiieh systen « non-
semester of senester - they think is proper in Indian context. Majority 
of the stttdentst i . e . t 1R9 (63 %)t 83 males and 106 females* were in 
favour of Semester system. 106 students (35.33 %) thou#t that annual 
examination system was quite sppropriate in the Tndtan context* amonci 
them 67 were boys and 39 girls (Table No. 3.3A). 
TABLE 3.3A 
Showing responses of the stadents regarding annual examination 
system and semester system 
























A supplementary question was again asked: "Why do they think that 
semester or annual examination system is appropriate?** Among those students 
who thought that the semester system was suitable for Indian context* 
majority of the students* i.e.* 40 (21.17%) replied that in semester 
system they would always remain busy In their studies* so that they could 
not get time to participate in strikes. The next highest number was of 
those stadents who thouc^t that there were many chances to appear in the 
examination due to which there was little chance to fail in the semester 
system* the actual figure for such respondents was 34 (17.98%). According 
to 31 students time* was not wasted in semester system. Other remaining 
students thought that In semester system there was eontiniious teaching 
and thas) true ability of the student was Jadgedt as is evident from 
Table 3.3B. 
TABLE 3.SB 
Reasons for their liking of Semester System 
H Total 
Time is not wasted in semester 
system 
Stndy goes eontinnously 
Students will always be busy in 
their studieSf so that they don't 
get time to participate in 
strives. 
13 18 31 
10 16 26 





True abi l i ty of the student i s 
known 
Helpful in i l lness 
There are many chances to appear 
in the examination) thats why 























ReweTer» out of the students who were in favour of annual examination 
system^ most of the students felt that in the annual examination system 
students had to appear in the examination only once in a year as such 
they had much time to study, ^ e aetual figure of the students who held 
this view was 38 (35.84%)» while aeeording to 37 students only intelligent 
students are successful in such examination system. The remaining 26 students 
thought that the annual examination system was more eeenomical as is evident 
from the table 3.3 (e). 
TABLE 3.3(e) 
jReasons for their likinci of annual examination system 
F Total Percentage 
Only intelle^nt students are passed 
out in the annual examination system 21 16 37 34.90 
Students have to appear in the 
examination only once in a year* 
so that they have much time to 
study 25 13 38 35.84 
Annual examination system is more 
economical 18 8 26 24.53 
No reply 3 2 5 4.73 
TOTAL 67 39 106 100.00 
After the attainment of Independence there hns been a great 
controversy over the medium of instructions in education. This problem 
has been discussed with great heat and emotions by educationists* politicians 
and professional persons. But this problem is yet not solved. T© know 
the attitude of the students regarding the medium of instructloBi they 
were askedt ''What in their opinion should be the medinn of iastruetion*^ 
More than three fourth of the students replied that the meditss of 
instruction should be Hindi ia colleges. The actual figure of the students 
who held this vie^was 240 (80%)» out of which 118 were males and 122 
females. However» according to a small minority of students? i,e.» 46 
(15.33%) the medium of instructions should be English; amongst them 25 
were boys and 21 girls. Only 12 students (4%) theuf^t that the regional 
languages should be the medium of Instruetieni as is evidmt from the table 
3.4. 
TABLE 8.4 































The students were further asked: "What is the aim of attaining 
education"? According to a majority of the studentst i .e .f 110 (36.67%)f 
4R boys and 62 girls* the aim of attaining the education was to secure a 
hic^er status. The next highest number was of those students who thouflht 
that the aim of attaining education was to acquire economic security. 
The actual figure of the students holding this view was 83 (27.67%)» out 
of which 46 are boys and 37 are girls. Miile according to 63 students 
(21 per cent) to understand reality is the main aim of attaining the 
edueatfont among them 24 are males and 39 are females. The remaining 
38 students (12.66^) that the aim of education is to become a good citizen, 
This is borne out of Table 3.5 given below: 
TABU 3.6 
Skewing responses of students regarding the aim of attaining education 
To i t ta in economic security 
To secure hlf^er status 
To understand reality 
































Aeeording to Majority of the stadeatsy tttalnlng education was 
needed to secure a hiqfier status in the society. They were also of the 
view that* to some extent* present system of eduention was defective* and 
^^ such* it is essential that some kind ot change should be brought in 
our educational system. They had given their own opinions about it. The 
majority of students felt that oiiphasis was to be given to vocational 
education. The next hicfhest number was of those students who felt that 
practical education should be given. According to some other students 
English should he abolished* and free education should be given to everyone. 
As far as the examination system is concerned* a large number of 
students was in favour of semester system. Ihey felt that in this system 
students would always be busy in their studies* thus they would not get 
time to participate in strikes and there would be many chances to appear 
in the examination. Thus* there was no chance of failing. Some felt that 
time was not wasted and true ability of the student was assessed. Gentrarily 
those students who were in favour of annual examination sjrsten* felt that in 
this system students had to appear in the examination only once in a year* 
thus* they had much time to study and only intellegent students were able 
to -tit^t well in the annual examination system. 
More than the three fourth of studoits respondthits were in favour 
of Hindi medium. According to them* the medium of slnstruction in the 
colleges whould be Hindi. Only 15.S4 % students were in favour of foglish 
•ediua. 
Chapter 4 
ECONOMIC ATTITUDES OF THE STDDENTS 
ECONOMIC ATTITODES OF THE STOOENTS 
Aeeording to Karl Marxi eeonomie structure forms the basis on 
which the superstructure of the society stands. Eeonomie needs are one 
of the basic needs of man. These needs are eoantinuously inereasing* 
and there is a eountinous demand for higher standard of living. Though 
H f e is not bread and butter alonet yet no life Is possible without it. 
Food) clothing and shelter are the basic needs of man and* as sucht there 
is an intense competition for economic status. 
The eeonomie aspect can be divided into two clear-cut categoriest 
(a) the system of production) distribution and consumption prevailing 
in a society and the philosophy or the values attached to the system) 
and (b) the nature of occupations or the choice of occupation. 
As regards the first aspect) the world is divided into two camps: 
one choosing the capitalist system of production based on free enterprise 
and laisseg fairet and the other) the socialistic mode of production) 
where the means of production are controlled by the state. Between these 
two systems) there is a concept of controlled economy or mixed economy 
in which we find cooperation between the private and the public sector. 
A society moves towards socialistic ideals but without regimentation. Today 
in every society) the state Is interfering to some extent. In this chapter 
an attemot shall be made to find out the attitudes of the students towards 
•eonomic idealegy or economic values. 
India has accepted democracy and socialism and the economic 
development of the country rests en these principles as well as on its 
operation in economic plannincf. Economic prosperity of the country 
depends upon development of agriculture or rapid industrialisation of 
the country. In the industrial field we have to think whether large 
scale or small scale or village and cottage industries should be 
established. At the same time we have also to consider whether public or 
private enterprise is beneficial to our society. Iliese are some of the 
burning questions that should be taken into account when one moves towards 
economic planning and wants to make the economy more sound. 
The Indian Constitution grants maximum economic freedom to citizens. 
Article 19 and 32 give citizens the right to own property andt thus* 
approves the ownership of private property. In changing situations of 
our country it is advocated that these provisions of the Constitution 
should be changed in public interest) because* according to them* the 
State must have a free hand to achieve economic development. The respon-
dents were asked to give their opinions on these problems. The purpose 
was to find out what do the respondents feel about our economic system 
and hew do they want to improve. 
Today in India we witness the transition from relatively small 
scale units of production such as family firms* small factories* commercial 
and banking enterprise operating in relatively restricted areas to the more 
centralized bureaueratized and larger units of production and distribution. 
In the present study an attempt has been made to know the attitude 
of the students towa'rds the present economic idealogy and to economic values. 
In this context the f irs t qaestlon that was asked i s : **To what 
extent do they afrree that the eeononie development of India i s possible 
only when private property is abolished**? Out of the whole sample only 
105 students (35^) fully agreed with this opinion! out of then 52 were 
boys and 53 g i r l s . Roweverf a majority of students* i . e . i 164 (54.67%) 
thought that the economic development of India was to some extent possible 
only when private property was abolished. Among then 79 were males and 
<^ 5 females. 24 respondents (8%) fully disagree with this epinion.Aeeordlng 
to them by abolishing private property! the development of Indian 
economy would not be possible} as is evident from Table No. 4.1 given 
below: 
TABLE 4.1 
Showing the responses of the students regarding the 
abolishing of private property 
M F Total Percentage 
Fully 52 53 105 35.00 
To some extent 79 ftS 164 54.67 
No 17 7 24 B.OO 
No reply 2 5 7 2.33 
TOTAL ISO 150 300 100.00 
The next related question i s : "In their opiniont on what factors 
i s India's economic development dependent*^ According to a majority of 
the students* i t e .* 155 (S1.67%)» the development of India is dependent 
on the development of small scale industries. The next highest number i s 
of such students who think that the economic development of India i s 
possible through industrialtsatfon. The actual figure of the students 
is 78 (269S), Aeeordlng to 36 students (I2^)» refomatlonof the taxatloa 
system* In the manner that the taxes are reduced would contribute to the 
promising development of Indian economy. Remaining 28 students (9.33%) 
feel that thfough the abolition of private property will mafce the economic 
development of India possible. The above analysis is based on the results 
given in the following table. 
TABLE 4.2 
Showing the responses of the students regarding the Victors on which the 
economic development of India is dependent. 
11»rough the development of small 
scale industries 
Through industrialisation 
Through the abolition of private 
property 


























150 150 300 100.00 
Nationalisation of the industry is a step towards socialism. In 
order to know the opinion of the students about nationalisation of 
industries* they were asked to give their views regarding this problem. 
According to a majority of the students* i .e .* 1T9 (59.67%) out of which 
93 were males and 86 fenuiles. Nationalisation of botk the industries 
ipublic and private) is necessary for the economic development of India. 
61 gtud«nts (20.33%) thought that nationalisation of private indastry 
was essential for the economic development of Tndlai among them 27 were 
boys and 34 girls. According to the remaining 57 students* (19%)) 
nationalisation of pnblie industries was necessary for the eeeaemie 
development of our eountryt as is borne out by the table 4.3 below: 
TABUE 4.3 
Showing the attitude of the students regarding the nationalisation of 
Public and Private Industries 
Nationalisation of public industries 




























Students were further asked whether they were satisfied with the 
industrial development of Tndia. Out of the whole sample more than half 
the students^ l .e.f 182 (60.67%) replied that they were satisfied to some 
extent) among thenl67 were males and 95 females. The next highest number 
was of those vtudents who were extremely dissatisfied with the industrial 
development of Tndia. The actual figure was 70 (23.33%). While only 4R 
students (16%)* 19 males and 29 females* were only satisfied with the 
industrial development of India. Table No. 4.4A reveals the stat is t ics . 
A supplementary question was asked to the students who were dissa-
tisfied with the industrial development of India. They were asked to give 
the reason for their dissatisfaction. However* the number of those students 
who were fully dissatisf ied was not h i ^ . It was 23.33% only. 35 out of 70 
students gave the reason for their dissatisfaction as the detrelopment of 
Industryf power and raw material were essentlnlt but in India there was a 
shortage of all these things hampering the economic progress making i t 
disappointingly slow in our country. The next Ifi students thought that 
on the one hand) fnport^s should not be encouraged from other countries 
and* on the other handy exports should be increased for giving an impetus to 
speedy mass production. According to further 10 students introduction of 
heavy industries many cottage industries had closed down and added serious 
unemployment to common man's per i l s . The above analysis i s based on the 
table given below: 
TABLE 4.4 (A) 
Responses of the students to the question: Are they s a t i s -
fied with the industrial development of India 7 
W F Total Percentage 
Satisfied 19 29 48 16.00 
Satisfied to some extent 87 95 182 *0.67 
Extremely dissatisf ied 44 26 70 23.33 
No reply - - , 
TOTAL 150 150 300 100.00 
TABLE 4.4(B) 
Reason for their Dissatisfaction 
M F Total Percentage 
Shortaoe of power and raw material 
W« import mere goods and export lessf 
as such our capital is draining out, 
Many cottage industries have closed 
down and It has increased memploy^ 























As far as a ehanqe tn the economic setoup of Tndta is eonserned 
the 8tu6ent8 were asked: '•Are they in favour of any change'^ If yesi 
then of what type"? More than three fourth students out of the whole 
sample replied in the affirmative. They were in favour of some change 
in the economic system of this country. Their actual figure was 250 (83.33%)» 
among them 130 males and 120 females. Rowevert only 40 students (13.33%) 
were not in favour of a change as.evident from the table No. 4.5(A). 
TABLE 4.5 (A) 
Responses of the students to the question: Are they in 
favour of any change in the economic set»up of India? 
Tes 
No 






















The students in favour of some change specified their opinions 
in the following manner. Out of 250 studentst 81 students wanted 
equitable distribution of wealth; among them 43 were males and 38 females. 
The next highest percentage was of those students who felt that every 
one ou|^t to get adequate food*clothing and shelteri their actual number 
was 55» out of which 31 were boys and 24 girls. According to 35 students* 
the emphasis was to be laid on the development of agriculture. Further 31 
students thought that importance should be given to the rapid industriali-
sation) among them 17 were boys and 14 girls. According to the remaining 
studentst more jobs should be provided and the enphasfs oti(|ht to be latd 
on the development of private sector and the denationalisation of Industry 
(see Table No. 4.S(B). 
TABLE 4.5(B) 
The type of change they want. 
Total Percentage 
Foodf ciothing and shelter for every one 
Development of agriculture 
Equltnble distribution of wealth 
Development of private sector and 
denationalisation of industry 
Rapid Industrialisation 



































Students were further asked: "Which type of labour is important in 
their opinion — mental or mannual"? Out of the Whole sample* for more than 
half students) i .e .* 203 (67.67%)* 104 males and 99 females* mental or 
intellectual labour was Important* while for 94 students (31.33%)* 49 boys 
and 49 girls* mannual labour had the prime importance. (Table No. 4»6). 
TABLE 4.6 
Resptnses of the students regarding the type of labour 
which in their opinion was important. 
F Total Percentage 
Mental or intellectual 104 99 203 67.67 
Manual 45 49 94 31.33 
No reply 1 2 3 1.00 
TOTAL 150 150 300 100.00 
Clielee ef Oecttpatlon 
One aspires to attain Material wealth by taking to some occupation 
or profession. Hie primitive nan was concerned with food and shelter 
only and» therefore* took to hunting, tjiter on he discovered animal 
rearing and agriculture as more rewarding means of food procurement. 
Gradually men came to desire diversified goods and services* besides 
seeking political power gnd the pleasure of the consumption goods. To 
ensure proper inflow of goods and services a division of labour in society 
was effected. Tn India* this division of labour embodied In 'Varna-
Ashram* Dharma concept became rigid and because of the varying social 
Importance of different occupations these occupational classes also became 
hierarchical in character. When the occupational classification became 
rigid* i t gave rise to present caste system. In a hlerarchioal caste 
ordained society occupations were distributed amongst different castes 
and one was destined to follow the occupation of one's own caste. One could 
only aspire a level of high achievement in his caste occupation but 
had l i t t l e choice to ehange over to another vocation. Occupations too 
were less varied and with diversifications of occupations* diversification 
of caste also took place. 
In the modem Industrial society not ohly the varitles of occupations 
have increased* but the chanaes of occupational mobility amongst members 
of a caste have also multiplied, Caste is no more a closed groi^ from 
occupational point of vlvw. In the traditional society there were no or 
l i t t l e aspirations about occupational mobility but these have become an 
important reality iBflueneing man's mind and behaviour In an industrial set up. 
Tndfan yoatli are progressively takinq up the ehallanqe of nodem 
Industriallsfl) and it is bound to influence their eeononie and occupational 
aspirations. Tt will) probiblyt create high material aspirationst arouse 
temptations for material status symbolst and motivate them to take 
eeonofflicnlly rewarding and socially prestigeous occupations. This chapter 
also deals with this area of social change. 
The respondent students were asked to state what occupation they 
wanted to have infuture life after completing their edneatioo. Government 
services were desired by many of the students. Out of 300 students 100 
wanted to become government officials. The iiext popularoecupatlon seemed 
to be of teaching as 92 students (30.66%) wanted to take It ttp» among 
them 99 were boys and 53 girls . It appears that teaching was the most 
popular profession among girls. Howeveri business was less popular as 
only 32 students (10.66%) wanted to take to i t . Profession of law was 
chosen by 24 students (ft%) only among them both boys and girls were 12 
each. 16 students (5.34%) wanted to become farmer} they includecllS boys 
and 3 girls . Professions like engineering and medicine were although 
eonaidered prestigeousy occupations but fewer students chose them. Tn all 
6 students wanted to enter into either of these professions. The interest* 
ing feature of the investigation on this aspect was that 16 girls 
either did not want to serve or they were not certain about what to 
decide for their future. This reflects on the persisting feminine 
attitude of the Tndian women. 
The above analysis is supplemented by the Table 4.7. 
TABLE 4.7 
Showing the responses of the students regarding 




























































As far as getting a job as a fundamental right is concernedt more 
than half of the students* i.e.» 210 (70%) thought that it was essential 
that every Indian citizen should get a Job as his fundamental right, 
among them 9B were males and 112 females. While according to 72 students 
(24%) it was appropriate to some extent to get a Job as a fundamental right* 
only 11 (3,67^) students were not en favour of getting a Job as a fundamental 
right* amenq them 10 were boys and only one gir l . . TaMi No. 4.6 In this 
regard represents the total uature of responses. 
TABU 4.8 
Responses of students regarding getting a Job as a 
fundiMieNtal right 
W f Total Percentage 
Fully appropriate ^8 112 210 10.00 
To some extent 87 85 72 24.00 
Not at all 10 1 11 3.67 
No reply 5 2 7 2.33 
TOTAL 150 150 300 100.00 
The students were further asked: '^at are the factors which are 
important in getting a Job In these days**? Mostly the studentst i .e .* 
96 had given first inportanee to the patronage or reeonmendation ot 
Influeneial persons* while I05 students had given second and 64 students 
third importance to this factor. Only '31 students had given i t the fourth 
position in importance. 
The next highest number is of those students who had given first 
importance to ability. According to them if one had a true ability* he 
would get a Job according to his qualifications. The actual figure of 
such students was 94. Further* 105 students had given it the second 
position in importance and 59 gave it the third position. Fourth position 
had been given by only SB students. 
71 students had given first importance to getting a Job through 
relationship. Howevdr* 52 students had given it the second position in 
importance and the third position had been given by 98 students. 77 students 
gave it fourth position in importance. 
Remaining 39 students had given first place of importance to 
lack and 28 students had given it a second place. Third and fourth 
positions had been given by 75 and 146 students respectively. 
It shows that according to a large number of students* it is 
through the efforts of influeneial persona and also the ability of a man 
by which a man gets a Job* and these are the two main factors in this 
regard. However* some students have given the importance to the kinship* 
relationship and luck. In the second place also the hi^est number Is of 
those students KIIO have given inportanee to ability and recommendations 
of Influeneia} persons as a factor responsible for getting a Jobtwhile 
the students had given tli#|y third and fourth preferences to kiashipf 
relationship and luck. Table No. 4.9 given belowf deals with this aspect, 
TABLE 4.9 
Showing the responses of the students regarding the factors responsible 
for getting a Job. 
By luck 
By abi l i ty 
By relationship 
Through the efforts 




















































After studying the attitude of the students about economic aspects 
of life» it esn be said that the students ore now more interested In the 
economic system of the country, tt also shows that they prefer the modem 
trend of socialistic pattern of the society. The majority of students 
are of the opinion that to some extent private property should be 
abolished and all the industries should be nationalised. As far as the 
economic development of the country is concerned* it Is possible only 
through the development of small scale industries. 
While a majority of the students Is satisfied to some extent with 
the IndnstrUl development of our eountry* a few studentsi who are 
distatfsfledf feel thnt the shortage of power and raw material hampereiik 
the Industrial development. 
Students are also very anxious to bring about changes in the 
economic set up of the country. They have qtven their own views regard-
ing the type of change which they want. Hi^est percentage is of those 
atndents who want more equitable distribution of wealthf and the next 
highest percentage is of those students who want that the basic needs 
of every citizen should be satisfied. 
Ai assessment of occupational aspiration shows that the majority 
of the students wanted Jobs in Government sectors. The next highest number 
was of those stud^ats who prefered the teaching profession. A few students 
liked to go for trade or industry. Some of the students wanted to become 
lawyers and only 5,34% were in favour of agriculture. This last group 
manifests the white-collar inhibition against physical labour. However^  
in this study other professions like medicine and engineering are not 
popular. Competitive nature of adnissions is a probable cause of bringing 
down the level of aspiration in this respect. 
Today there is a great problem of unemployment in India. Thus* it 
appears that a large number of students are of tfre opinion that the right 
to get a Job should be regarded as fundamental. 
Chapter 5 
BEL16I00S ATTITUDE OF STUDENTS 
RSLIGTON 
Tn all soetetles religion has been a part of boman culture. Tbougb 
relicflon is universal) but It differs from society to society. Religion 
in common parlance means worship of the sopematural and sociologically 
i t refers to relationship between man and supernatural being. Religion 
i s one of the earliest institutions of mankind and has regulated human 
behaviour and conduct) position in society and even their social inter-
action. From the very beginning men have stood in awe and wonder before 
the majesty of nature. They have pondered over birth and felt dreaded 
at the prospect of death. Men are always aware that l i fe weit on before 
them and will go on after them. Consequently» in all human societies men 
have collectively shared a sense of awe and reverence for something that 
seems to transcend the ordinary and mundane* an ultimate that is beyond 
human kin. A sense of the sacred seems to emerge from this collective 
experience of men* one consequence of their effort to understand what 
cannot be explained by categories of thought that apply to the ordinary 
and mundane aspect of l i fe . 
This ineohate sense of saeredness takes concrete form in objects 
and images that became saeredi whether these are persons* animals or 
natural objects* human artifacts or symbolic expressions. The sacred also 
become^ conveyed and expressed for the living in ritual* where behaviour 
gives objective form to mood and feeling. A division between the sacred 
and the profane* diaracterises a universal human response and the collectively 
shared symbolic form that this sacred aspect takes is rellffion. 
Emile Durkheim defined religion as a "unified system of belief 
and practices relative to sacred thingsi that is to sayt to things set 
apart and forbidden...*** which beliefs and practices) he notes* **tulte 
those who share in them Into a single moral eoimiunity.** But a comparison 
of religions in all known societies soon reveals that systematic belief 
or theology Is not a mlversal component and} thus* not a basts for 
defining religion. In contrast to the Christian concern for belief and 
dogmaf many other religioifs are characterised by an emphasis upon ritual* 
with the meaning of that ritual* often being quite Imprecise and varied* 
seem to be the most universal aspect of religion. As the most universal 
element of religion* ritual is a set of acts of symbolic expression 
concerned with the "Dltimate" and the "Transcendental"* as these manifest 
themselves In human experience. Therefore* Interpreting ritual as symbolic 
suggests that what Is universal is not ritual but the symbolism of the 
sacred through ritual is probably the most common form of this symbolic 
process. Religion* thwi* can be defined as "a set of symbolic forms 
and acts which relate man to the ultimate conditions of his existence. 
The lack of any systematic belief Is a typically characteristic 
of the religions of primitive people. Where the major religions of modern 
societies are concerned* however* a systematically articulated belief that 
becomes an orthodoxy Is a significant dimension of religions* and being a 
1 Emile Durkhlme* The Elementary forms of the Religious l i fe . Trans. 
Jtseph Ward Swain (New York: Free Press* 1947)* p. 47. 
2 Robert Bellah* "Religious Evolution". American Sociological Review* 
29 (June* W64)* p. 359. 
eonseioas belierer in a eommttnlty of believers i i an iaportant aspect of 
the religious experience. It is notable that those who withdraw and cease 
to be fflembers of the religious group are tfefined as non-believers who 
have "lost their faith". Modern man clearly sees religion in term of a 
primary emphasis upon belief. 
The Tndian culture Is largely based on religion. In Hindu society 
religion from birth t i l l death directs in all spheres of social relations 
and influences the attitudes and behaviour of all the members of the 
society. 
In Hindu society religion is all-pervasive and the concept of 
'Dharma* is akin to the concept of role in modern sociological terms. 
Every person in sociological parlance performs certain roles} and in the 
Hindu social system he performs "Dharma". 
However* 'Dharma' has become akin to religion and row in i ts 
restrictive sense applies only to man-6od relationship} mode of worship) 
performance of rituals end adherence to practices and norms set by 
religion. It shall not be irrelevant to say that the domain of religion 
i s becoming restrictive and the secular logical aspects of l i fe are 
becoming no concern of religion. It has deteriorated only to activities 
aimed at pleasing the mystical God or Gods and perhaps attainment of 
salvation or a place in heaven. 
Observance of rituals and practices was an important indication 
of status in the traditional Hindu society and i t is s t i l l so in our 
modem society. Religion was necessary for society* for i t welded people 
to{;ether by their sharin i^ of a eogmon coneeDtlon of the stored. Religion) 
In shertt wns socially mifying. Reli^ flon is also pereeired as a 
mlversal aspect of himan society by providing noral cohesion; i t is the 
Integrative and legitimising institntion. This theory of integration of 
hnman society by religion rests largely on the observation of primitive 
and other traditional societies) where the sharing in a common religion 
by all the members of that society seemed to bring the symbolism of the 
sacred into support of the more mnndane^aspeets of social l i fe . tx>ais 
Sehneider quotes F.B. Manuel that even skeptics and atheists in the 
eighteenth century recognized that "religion was a mechanism which 
inspired terron but terror useful for the preservation of society..."^ 
Tn short) religion was regarded as a useful means for the discipline of 
the masses and an effective control of the working classes. 
Though religioB has integrated the society) but i t has also given 
rise to the disintegration and disorganisation. Today in many societies 
the religious conflict has become a greet social problem. In the middle 
ages many religious wars were fought. In India too the fifjhtlng between 
two groups following different religions is so frequent that its elaboration 
would be useless. 
As a result of raold scientific and technological innovations) 
hif^er education) new ideologies) and changing economic and political 
structure) etc.) the place and importance of religion la our society is 
under transition. People no doubt attach value to their respective 
3 Louis Schneider) '*Prob]em in the sociology of Religion** in Robert 
E.L. Faris (ed)) Handbook of Modern Sociology (Chicago Rand McNallyK) 
p. TBS. 
rell^onst but at the same time other social institutions equally have 
place of importance. 
To know the attitude of the students towards religiont many 
questions were asked. As far as faith in religion is eoneemedt majority 
of students* i.e.* 156 (52Y) have faith in religion* among them Bl are 
males and 75 femalesi whfle 132 students (44%) have faith in it to some 
extent. The distribution of male and female respondents is 59 and 73 
respectively. Only 11 (3.67%) students have no faith in religion. These 
facts are evident from table 5.1 given below: 
TABLE 5.1 
Faith in Religion 
M F Total Percentage 
Fully 81 75 156 52.00 
To some extent 59 73 132 44.00 
Not at all 10 1 11 3.67 
No reply - 1 1 0.33 
TOTAL 150 150 300 100.00 
Further the students were asked* "In which category will they 
continue the practice of religion or in other words to what esjtent will 
they follow their religion". Mostly the students* i .e .* 140 (34%) replied 
that they would keep themselves in that category who practise or follow 
religion to some extent. The next highest number was of those students 
who had faith ^n religion and followed it strictly. Their actual figure 
was 102 (34ff). 32 students (10.67%) were of the opinion that they would keep 
themselves with those people who considered that the ebservenee of religion 
was Impossible in Modern society. RoweTerf very few students replied 
that they had neither faith in reliqion nor they observed itt and they 
practised religion only to the extent to which it was beneficial and 
left it out when It becane useless for than. The actual number of 
such respondents was only 5 for the former and IS for the latter. The 
following table B.2 gives the analysis of responses. 
TABLB 5.2 
The responses of the students regarding to what extent they practised 
religion 
M F Total Percentage 
One who has faith in religion and 
follows i t strictly. 
One triio practises/follows to some 
extent 
One who considers to observence of 
religion as impossible in modem 
society 
One who neither has faith in religion 
nor he practises i t . 
One who observes religion only to the 
extent to which it is beneficial and 
leaves it out when it become useless 
for him. fi 7 15 5.00 

















TOTAL 150 150 300 100.00 
Similarly* they were asked* "Whether they agreed that religion 
had taken the form of Hipoeraey". 102 students (34%) agreed fully with 
this sufgestient but the majority of students* l . e . t 143 (47.67K) agreed 
to some extent that religion had taken the form of hypocraey. Only 52 
students (17.33%) totally disagreed with this opinion. Tt means that a 
ncjorfty of students thinks that to some extent the function of religion 
has changed in the present society* as is evident fro« the table 5.3 
given below: 
TABLE 5.3 
Religion has tekan the form of hjrpoeraey 
t 
Fully agree 




























Tn this context another related suggestion was "whether man of 
religiojs nature will be more happier in future life than others". Out of 
the whole samplet the reaction of half of the students was that not fully 
but to some extent religious minded people would be more happier in 
future than others. Their actual figure was 151 (50.3310. Only 9B students 
(32.67%) agreed fully with this opinion. While 47 students (15.67?!^ ) 
replied that ft was totally wrong to say that man of religions nature would 
be more happier in future than others. The following table No. 5.4 
illustrates these points: 
TABL£ 5.4 
Men of religious nature would be more happier in futnre life thanothers. 
y^^^, Parcentioe 
Fully agree 
























Fiirt)i«rr the students were asked "ivhether any sefenee which Is 
opposed to relicjlous thinking should not be studied". Majority of 
students* i.e.f 118 (39.337t)» 49 males and (fi femalesf agreed *to some 
extent*. The next highest iinmber was of those students who fully dis-
agreed with the suggestion that any science which was opposed to religious 
thinking should not be studied. The actual figure of the students was 
W (30.00%) among than 53 were boys and 46 girls . There were only 7B 
students (?6fl5) who fully agreed with this opiaon. In their view any 
science which was against the religious thinking should not be taught 
in the colleges and elsewhere. Among them the number of male and female 
students was 47 and 31 respectively. Table 5.5 given below deals with 
this aspect. 
TABLE 5.5 
Any science which is opposed to religious thinking should 
not be taught. 
Agree 




























There is a 8li(^t difference of opinion as regards other questions. 
When they were asked whether "faith in God makes l ife meaningful"? a majority 
of ttudentsy i.e.* 153 (50.57!() agreed with this view. Among then the 
number of male and female students was equal. However) 122 students 
(40.67%) expressed their opinion that to some extent faith in God nade 
the l ife meaningful. Anong them the number of male and female respondents 
was 60 and 62. Only a small minority! i .e.* 22 students totally disagreed 
with this opinion. The table No. 5.6 given below is indicative of 
these points of view. 
TABLE 5.6 
Faith in God makes the life meaningful 
Agree 






















Again the students were asked: **Hould they like to perform religious 
rituals before startinq ailnew work"? Nearly three fourth) out of the whole 
Sample replied that they would prefer to perform religious rituals before 
starting any work. The actual figure of respondents was 239 (79.67%)} out 
of which 110 were males and 129 females. In contrast with It only 60 students 
(20%) would not prefer to perform religious rituals* as Is evident from 
the table No, 5,7 given below: 
TABLE 5,7 
Responses of the students regarding their liking to perform 
religious rituals before starting a new work? 
Would prefer 
Would not prefer 
No reply 













Another related qnestion asked was *Vrhether in their opinion} 
the content of religious Pandits is necessary before marria^**. The 
fflajority of studAitst i .e .* 170 (56.67%)f B3 males and P7 femalest replied 
in affirmative. The number of students who did not agree with this 
sugqestion was 12<> i4S%)i among them 66 were boys and 63 girls. Table 
5.R given below deals with this aspect: 
TABLE S.8 
Showing the responses to the question whether the consent 
of Religious Pandits is necessary before marriage. 
Yes 
No 






















Further} the student respondents were asked* "Do all natural 
calamities which take place are due to God's will to punish for evil 
deeds"? The majority of students} I.e.* 102 (^4%) replied that i t was 
quite correct to say that all natural calamities were due to God's will 
to punish for evil deeds. Among them the distribution of male and female 
respondents was S2 and 50 respectively. While 96 students (32%) were 
uncertain or gave no response. However} 93 students (3IX) felt that i t 
was quite wrong to say that all calamities were due to the will of God 
to punish for evil 4eeds. Table No. 5.9 gives the statistical distribution 
of responses to this suggestion. 
TABLB 5.9 
All natural calamities are due to God's will to punish 
for evil deeds. 
Quite correct 




























Another question asked from the students in this context was "Ts 
it a sin to kill cows?" More than three fourth of the students replied in 
the affirmative. According to then it was a sin to ki l l cows. The actual 
number of such respondents 2fil (93.67%)> out of which 137 were males and 
144 females. Only a small minority of students* i .e.* 18 (6^) had a negative 
reply. The following table 5.10 gives the analysis: 
TABLE 5.10 
Responses to the question : It is a sin to kill a cow 
Yes 
No 





















It was further considered relevant to know whether the students 
like to visit temples and sacred places. More than three fourth of the 
students 276 (92.009 )^ liked to visit temples and sacred places. Among 
them 134 were males and 142 females* while only 24 students (8*^ ) did 
not like to visit temples or any ether sacred place. Table 5.11A deals 
with the agpeet. 
In tMs context a supplementary question was asked: '*Tf they 
liked to visit temples and sacred places then how aany times?** Amongst the 
stadents who liked to visit temples and sacred places* majority of them were 
uncertain as far as their vis i t to temple was concerned. The actual figure 
of these students were 79 (28.629()f out of which 35 were boys and 44 girls. 
However* 74 students (26.BI%) like to visit temple once in a week* among them 
34 were males and 74 females. The number of those students who liked to visit 
temple once in a day was Bl (18.4S^). While 31 students (11.23%) feel that 
vis it to a temple once in a month was enough. Further* 21 students (7.6^) 
preferred to visit temple twice in a week. Only a small minority of students* 
i .e .* ^ (3.27«) would like to visit temple twice in a day. The table No. 5.11B 
clearly Indicates this analysis: 
TABU 5.11A 
The fiesponses of students regarding their liking to vis i t 
a temple or a sacred place. 
Yes 
No 
No r e p l y 
TOTAL 
Row many t i m e s 
Once i n a day 
IWiee i n a day 
Once a week 
TWiee a week 







« • «•> 
150 150 

















































In response to the next question about the eelebar»t!on of 
festivals! the students attached not only the religious value but social 
values as well to i t . Tt is generally observed that a large nnnber of 
peojkle who do not believe In religion much celebarate the festivals like 
Diwali» Roli and Dushera. Thereforet in the responses of the students to 
the question "{fliat type of festivals they celeberate". We notice that 
they all eeleberate the religious festivals whether they are religious 
or not. Tt is evidently indicated in the following table No. 5.12. 
TABLE 5.12 
Showing the responses of students regarding their eele-






























The table indicates that a najority of the students celebrates 
Deepawali. The actual figure of such students is 271 (93.33%}t among them 
125 are boys and 146 girls. The next highest numbert i,e.» 263» is of 
those students who eeleberate Holi. The percentage of these students is 
87.66.r«rther 251 students (83.66%) celebrate Dushera. 
The last question aslced from the students was "Does the thought of 
God give them a sense of security**? The majority of studentst i . e . i 207 
(69%) agreed with this opinion that the thought of God gave them a sense 
of security. Among these students the number of males and females was 98 
and 109 respectively. Howeveri 77 students (25.67%), 39 boys and 38 girls» 
did not fully agree with this opinion. Only 15 students (5%) totally 
disagreed with the view that the thought of God gave them a sense of 
security! among them 13 were males and only one was a girl. Table No. 5.13 
given below represents these responses: 
TABLE 5.13 
The thoucjht of €od gives a sense of Security 
Agree 






















An inq>ortant aspect of this study is that) on the one handf students 
have a faith in Q>d and follow it to some extent a»dy on the other handf they 
feel that the religion hns taken the form of hsrpocracy today. Further» 
it is interesting to observe that boys and girls completely modern in 
dressf manner and behaviour blindly follow the rituals before starting 
any new work and requisition the services of priest. Furtheri without 
any question* they still prefer to take consent of a priest or pandit 
before marriage. They also prefer to visit temples and other saered 
places of worship. 
Ciiaptet 6 
POLITTCAL ATTITODES OF THE STODBTrS 
If 'nodernizatioB* Is the central tendency of our times* ft is 
•Politlciaation* that provides its driving force. India had asopted a 
democratic pattern of government and the success of this cherished system 
depends on intelllaent participation of her people.PeopIe can participate 
intelligently only when they are politically educated and enlierhtened and 
-rnavxoe'-cVr't-
possess ability to understand political intricacies and man^ votrrs in differmt 
capacities as voters (followers)* active workers and leaders. Usually 
the common man does not have marked political aspirations and few men of 
talent and intellect like to involve themseoves in active politics* probably 
because most of them consider politics a 'dirty' game. Resultantly* political 
activity falls into the hands of mediocres* who are often not sufficiently 
educated and experienced to understand the process of democratic functioning 
and to work in various capacities. For a democracy to function sueeessfully* 
i t is highly desirable that youaq people are suitably oriented in polities* 
democratic processes and get practical training and experience by working 
in different positions and capacities. Some may have aspirations to become 
professional politicians and political leaders and to reach prestigeous 
positions at national and international levels, "niis is desirable not 
only for the success of democracy* but also for bringing about social 
change* progress and prosptrity in the country. 
Virtually in all the under-developed countries* students have played 
an active role in polities. In India the students hnve played an important 
role In the nationalist novement and today they eontlnue to be polttioally 
active. Tn order to anderstand the background ot political attltodes of 
the students* they were asked whether they were associated with any 
political partyt if so then with which party. The data shows that only IB 
(6%) students were actually the members of one polit ies! party or the 
other. The interesting feature is that not a single girls student was a 
member of any political party. As many as 282 (94%) students* an over-
wbeliilng majority* were not associated with any political party. 
Out of those IR students who had political affiliations 9 were 
members of the Jan Sangh* 6 of the Congress Party and 3 of the Bhartiya 
Kranti Dal. 
Since most of the students in the sample were not involved in active 
politics* their interests in politics could not be assessed from the above 
figures. They were further asked whether they would like to become members 
of any political party In future. Out of 2P2 students 141 (50^) students 
had a desire to become members of a political party* among them R2 were 
males and 59 females. 13<> students (49.80%) had no desire to become a member 
of any political narty* out of iriiieh ftO were boys and ft9 girls. It shows 
again that in comparison to boys girls are least interested in Joining the 
political party; (T«b1« t.KA). 
TABLE 6.1(A) 
Responses of students regarding their interest to become a 
member of a political partyin future 
Yes 
No 






















The next relevant question in this context was which political 
parties they would like to foin in future. The Congress was the greattest 
attraction followed by the Jansangh. The Swantra party was the least 
popular and Conmnnist Party also attracted a few. Other leftist partiest 
like the C.P.M.* did not attract the students. H showsf contrary to the 
general belieft that the students have balanced progressive political views. 
They are neither reactionaries nor radical lef t is ts . The data relating to 
this asoect is presented in table No. 6.1(BI given below. 
TABLE 6.1(B) 









































To know the attitude of the students towards the political partiest 
they were asked again as to which party was the best in their opinion and 
why. The majority of students> i.e.t 94 (31.33%) thought that the Congress 
Party was the best party. The ratio of male and female respondents was 
equaly i.e.t 47 each. The next highest nomber was of those students who 
considered the Jan San<^ as the best political party. The actual figure was 
84 (28%)t out of which the distribution of male and female respondents was 
again equali i.e.t 42 each. It showed that there was a very slight difference 
betw«en those students who considered Concrress and JanSangh as the best 
poHtienl parties. Aecordino to other studentsi the best party was B.K.D. and 
C.P.T. There nimbers were 22 and 0 respectively, Howerert 33 students (11%) 
called 
felt that there was no party in India which could be/the best One. According 
to them* the workers of the political parties were selfiyh and once when 
the parties rtot into power they forgot all their promises. Only 15 students 
(5%) had expressed no opinion either they were uncertain or they wanted to 
show their indifference. Table No. 6.2(A) is the representative of these 
resnonses and their results. 
As far as reasons for their views were eoncemedf according to such 
students who considered the congress party as the best political partyt 
majority of students felt that the Congress Party always believed in 
Democraeyf socialism and secularism. Out of the students who thought that 
Jan Sangh was the best party* majority of isen gave the reason that this 
party had always given importance to the welfare of public. A few students* 
who liked B.K.n., replied that B.K.D. was a party of farmers and this party 
had always tried to Improte the condition of the small scale industries 
nnd agriculturists. The CemiBBist Party was preferred because the aim of 
the party was to bring about socialism and equalitarianitm. About the 
Swaatra Party* it was claimed thnt i t always worked in cotformity with 
its own rules and was ll>old enough to express its views. The data relating 
to this aspect is presented in Tables Nos. 6.2 (fUl)* 6.2(B-2)* and 
6.2(B-3). 
Further* the students were asked: *11ow far do they agree that the 
Students should not take an »»t««-l part in politics"? Only 90 studmtsOOlO 
TABLE 6.2(A) 













































150 300 100.00 
TABLE No. 6.2(B-1) 
Showing reason for the liking of Congress Party 
Total Percentage 
Congress is supporter of 
backward class 
Congress i s a stable party 
among a l l other pol i t ical parties 
Ceaivress i s the ruling and has 
mere administrative experience 
than other parties 
Coatress rules on the basis of 
equality 
Congress believes in deffloeraey» 
socialism and secularism 
Congress i s the best pol i t ical 
party among a l l partiest and i t 
Mts a large public supnort 
































47 47 94 100.00 
TABLE 6.2(B-2) 
Showln«l the resDonses of the sindents regarding their Hkin(| for 
Jan Saa^ Party 
Jansan^ always stood flm on its 
Promises 
The rules and regulations of Jan 
Sanf^  Party are better than other 
parties. 
Jan Sanfih Is an honest party 
Jan Sangh has always qiven Importance 



















42 42 84 100.00 
TABLE 6.2 (B-3) 
Showinq the reasons for liklnq the CoflmunlstfSwatantra and B.K.D. Parties 
W F Total Pereentaqe 
The aim of the Cosrnianfst party is to 
te l l about socialism and the theory 
of equality 
B.K.n.is a party of farmers and this 
party has always tried to inpro*e 
the condition of the small scale 
industries and aqricultists. 
Leaders of the Swantra Party work 












TOTAL 33 39 100.00 
acnreed with this opinion* anong them 50 were males and 40 females. RoweTer* 
majority of the studentst f .e.t 132 (4^) were of the opinion that to some 
extent students should not take an active part in polities. 75 students 
(25%) did not a^ee with this opinion. They thonght that students should 
take an active part in polities out of such 76 students 45 were boys and 
30 girls. Table No. 6-3 presents these responses and results. 
TABLE 6.3 
Showing responses of students regarding aetive parti-
cipation of the students In 
politics. 
H ¥ Total Percentage 
Fully agree 
To some extent 
Not at all 
No reply 
TOTAL 150 ISO 300 100.00 
Politics and elections are closely linked with each other In a 
democratic social order. A person through his work* service* and sacrifice 
can become a social worker* a social reformer or even a leader* bat one 
cannot become an MIA* ffi.P. or a minister an less he is capable of contesting 
and winning elections. Amongst our respondents the majority of students 
was Interested In contesting the elections. Out of 300 students 163 (54.33%) 
were interested In contestino elections. Among them 9n were males and 66 
females. Comparativt^Iy boys were more interested In eontemting elections 


















Showing the responses of students regarding their 

























Those interested in elections were asked to identify the position 
they aspired for themselves. Oat of the total respondents 66 students 
(40.49%) were interested in the offices of the student unions» among 
them 40 were males and 26 females. In all 50.34% wanted political positions 
as legislators and minitters. 49 students (30.0B%} desired to become 
chief minister or prime minister and l.B4% (3 students) aspired to become 
only minister. Among those students who were interested in becoming a 
chief minister or prime minister the number of male and female respondents 
was 26 and 23 respectively and among those who wanted to become only 
minister} 2 were males and 1 female. The status of V.L.A. or M.P. was 
desired by 30 students (lR.42f) out of which 21 were boys and 9 girls. Very 
few students wanted to get into Panchayatst Zila Parishads and City Corpo> 
tions. The table No. 6-5 clearly indicates this trend. 
TABIF. 6.5 
Showing positions aspired by the students to achieve through elections. 
M F Total Percentage 
Secretary or president of students' 
ITnion 40 26 66 40.49 
Members of the Panehayat or Sarpandi 2 - 2 1.22 
(Centd.) 
Member or Prtsfdent of Zila Prashid 2 - 2 1.22 
Member of Hayor of Mnnietpal Corporation 2 * 2 H22 
M.L.A. or M.P. 21 9 30 IB.42 
Minister of State or Centre 2 1 3 1.B4 
Chief Minister or f>riiBe Mtnfster 26 23 49 30.0B 
Any other 1 - 1 0.61 
No reply 2 6 B 4.90 
TOTAO P8 65 163 100.00 
Students were again asked} "tilhether in India the elections are 
faaght on the basis of religion and caste." Mostly* the respondents* i .e .* 
133 (44.33X) thouqht that in India the elections were generallyfanght on 
the basis of caste and rellcrlon. Amonq them 67 were males and 66 females. 
42.67% (12P students) respondents were of the view that such considerations 
were not the absolute factor} but worked only to some extent* while 36 
students (12%) did not agree with this suggestion at a l l . The following 
table No, 6.6 Is indicative of this trend. 
TABLE 6.6 
Showing the responses to: Elections are faught in India 
on the basis of religion and caste. 
Fully agreed 
To soMe extent 



























Sinilarly} the respondents were further asked whether it was 
necessary that a political leader should be educated? The maierlty of 
students was tn favour of educated leaders. Thetr actual nnsber was 296 
(098.671$). Only 4 students (1.33%) thouffht that i t was not neeessarjr that 
a poIUleal leader should be educated. Bat when a supplementary question 
was asked: llow far the political leader should be educated?** the majority 
of students* I.e.t 97 students were of the opinion that they should have 
the capabity to understand the work aecordlncf to the office they held. 
However* they did not mention any particular aeademle qualification for 
such leaders. The rest 198 students* mentioned the aeademle qrade which 
they considered necessary for a political leader to possess. 79 students 
thou(|ht that postgraduate degree was necessary for a political leader* 
out of which 9f were males and 40 females. 64 students were in favour of 
graduation and the remaining 55 students though that the degree of high 
school or Intermediate wns quite sufficient for a political leader. The 
data regarding this aspect Is given In table No. 6.7 as below: 
TABLE 6.7 










































Wltl) the ffrowing awareness of the tisportanee of students* 
partfelpatfen and need of co-earHeuIar aetfvittes in edueatfon* the 
desirability of or^antslnft student associations and unions was felt in 
all edueational institutions during the British period. Many of the 
profiressiTe British educators emphasised the need of establishing 
student unions in schools* colleges and universities. The unions In the 
befrinnin(< were meant as forums for orqanlsinq synposiat debates and 
discussions en educational problemsi academic lectures to supplement class 
teaching* and cultural activities. The realization of the student power 
by many of the progressive political leaders during the 1930s led to the 
establishment of the first national students association called the Students 
Federation. From thencof different political parties started exerefsing 
influence on this orqanisntion and throughit tried to direct the working 
of the college anions. U was originally sponsored by national leaders* 
including Jawahar Lai Ndiru* bat ultimately it came to be controlled by 
the Conmanists. The Pro-Congress student workers inrroeaoed another 
organisation* called the All India Students' Congress* in the 1940s. Reeog> 
nising the imporMace of mobilising opinion amongst the student body* some 
of the sectarian political organisations like the Hindu Mahasabha and 
the Wnslim League also organised student wings in the universities. 
With the increasing popularity of politically metivited students* 
students* organisations the character of the college anions also became 
agitational and they started sponsorlno students* demands. The students 
associated with political parties started using the union platform for 
premetien ef their political ideology and soon these became real sysAiels 
of ttadent power. After the eotnitry fplned Independeneef the need of 
«n InstttntfoB for the training of youth in methods and prattlees of 
deneeratic participation beeome all the mere arffent. The national leaders 
felt the danfrer of introdaeing polltiea in stad«it organisations and 
agreed to a eode of conduct prohibiting political parties fron 
intetferenee in the students* affairs. Mahataraa Gandhi was not in 
favour of students* i^rtieipatfon in polities wen when the country had 
not gained freedom. In a letter addressed to the General Secretary of 
All-Tndia Students* Federation, he had disapproved of students* partici-
pation in polities. He wrote to him ''Students cannot afford to have 
party polltlcst they may hear all parties* as they read all sort of 
boolcst but their business is to assimilate the truth of all and reject 
the balance. That is the only worthy attitude that they can take. Power 
polities should be unknown to the student world. Immediately they dabble 
in that class of work* they cease to be students and willy therefore* 
fail to serve the country in its crisis." The Congress was the first to 
respond to the principle and the All-Tndia Students Congress was disbanded 
thenceforth. Other political parties did not follow the suit. A 
Natianal erganisatlen called the National Dnion of Students was set up 
in 19S2 also. The latter organisation l»ts not yet been able to exercise 
any held on studeats. Different political parties continue to have their 
studeats' wings and influence functioning of the unions in schools and 
eelleges. 
1 Gaadkli To the Student; p^. 122. 
The National Bduoation Commlsslont popalarly knowa as Kothari 
Cemmisstonf reeoamiended the establishment of anions in colleges and 
vnlversittes and reiterated their role saylngt "Student aniens represent 
an inportant way of provldiaq student participation in vnirersity l i fe 
outside the class room. Properly organisedi they help In self-govenment 
and self-diseiplinei provide a healthy outlet for students* energies and 
give the students useful training in the use of democratic methods.**^ 
Tedayf the objectives of the college and university unions 
are to organise co-cnrrieular activities* promote student welfaret 
agitate for their dennnds and train them in democratic participation 
these laudable objectives do not in reality represent the actual functioning 
of unions. Those interested in the game of politics do participate In 
unions* whereas rest with purely academic Interests and career motives 
rerely want to involve themselves in I t . . 
In order to assess the students' interest in Unions* they were 
astred whether they were participating in unions in their institutions. 
Out of 300 students* 1^ students (59.34%)* HI males and 67 females* 
replied that they were participating in the activities of student 
unions. Only 119 (39.66%) students* 3B males and Bl females* did not 
show any interest in taking part In union activit ies . 
The figures laqsly that more than half of the students were 
interested in student unions. Boys* In comparison to girls* were mere 
interested in taking part in the aalen aetivit ies . However* there was 
3 Gavemment of India: Report of the Education (^nmission* 1966 
(D.S.Kothari* Chairman)* pp. 295. 
considerable difference regardlnq their fanctloninq. Reneei It «•« 
considered esjsentlal to ask the students about tbelr reasons for partt-
eloatlon and non-partlefpatlon in union activit ies . 
All the ITB stitdentSf partieioatlnfr in the activities of the 
student unionst were asked : "Wiat were the reasons which motivated them 
to take interest In anion activities'^ They ^ave varied reasons in 
answer to it which are shown in the table No. 6.A q1v«i below: 
TABLE 6.P 
9iowin(f reasons for participation fn student unions 
H F Total Percentage 
To Improve the condition of eollene 17 12 29 16.29 
adknlnistration. 
For Aaintainincf unity and cordial 
relations amonqst students 24 15 39 21.91 
To fulfil the desire of the students 40 22 62 34.84 
To get the knowledge of entering 
polities 30 IB 4B 26.96 
No reply - . -
TOTAL 111 67 17R 100.00 
It Is evident that majority of the respondents (62 students) 
partielppted with the object of to fulfil the desire of the students. 
%ong them 40 are boys and 22 are g i t l s . 
The next were those who partldipated with the puroose of a«qulring 
experience for entering Into politics and so they used student unions as 
tnintitfi firottBd and as a platform for thefr future leadership. Their 
actual Bomber was 4Rf out of which 30 were males and IP females. 39 
students took part for maintaining unity and cordial relations amongst 
students. 29 students wanted to brinci about improvement in college 
administration. 
IVfo trends were visible from the above table No. 6.B. A large 
majority of the students was motivated for participation in the union 
activities from students* welfare point of viewf while others were 
participating for their own galnsf which could be social or political. 
114 studentSf out of 119 non-interested in student unionst gave 
the reason for their attitude as lack of interest (table 6.9). 
A larfe number of students ( i .e .* 44 students) considered 
participation in student wnions as sheer waste of time and energy and 
a hinderance in studies. Among them 14 were males and 30 females. 31 
students* 9 males and 22 females* attributed their nen-partlclpation 
to their personal limltatlonsf such as lack of ability and interest. 
Some (19 students) thought that when no one listen to their voice 
what was the use of taking part in such activit ies . Aaenst them S were 
boys and 14 girls. A small minority thought that such participation 
adversely affected teacher-student relationship which veme times lecL 
to disharmony in academic l i fe . 
A popular notion is that the student unions often serve as a 
training ground for those who want to enter into active polities in 
their future l i fe . Several leaders of today were active student leaders* 
TABLE 6.9 
RMton for nen-ptrtfefpstidn in tttident «Blons 
M F Total Pereenttfre 
It 1g a wattage of tinof enerty» 
hafpen study 
Laek of ability and interest 
When no one listms to oar voiee 
is the use of taklnq part 
































though s(»ne of the latter had to bid qood-hye to polities for entering 
into other positions of gain. It was relevant in this context to know 
students' point of viea on this question. Out of 300 respondents! 217 
students (72.33%)* 123 males and 94 femalest thought that participation 
in anion aettvlties provided useful experience for entering into politics. 
Only 73 students (24.33%) expressed a sidDtle negative opinion in this regard! 
anong th«rn 26 were boys and 47 girls. Table 6.10 given below shows the actual 
nature of responses. 
TABLE 6.10 
lowing the pinions about the view that student unions 


























It Is evident that nost of the ctudent* recognise the usefulness 
of laions for future trafafnq In political career. 
Tbe stttdffits were further asked: "Whether student aniens received 
any encouraqement or guidance from political parties." More than half of 
the stud«itsi i .e . t 180 (60%) 9fi males and 82 females were of the opinion 
that studdnt onions got the guidance and encouragement from political 
parties. 106 students (1 .^3^%)» 50 males and 56 femalesf had a negative 
Opinion. The above statistics clearly proves the popular belief that 
political parties have a strong hold on student unions and they use students 
as instruments to achieve their own politi^alt and sometimes selfish endSf 
as win be evident from the table 6.11 ftiven below. 
TABLE 6.11 

























Another related qvestlen asked was: Whether student miens 
vitiate the educational eavironment in college and schools. Only 50 
students (16.671 )^ were of the opinion that student unions vitiated the 
educational enviomment In celleqest out of which the ratio of male and 
female respondents was equal> while majority of students* i .e .* 178 
(50.33%) f«it that to some extent student unions vitiated the atmosphere 
of th«» rollegetimonq them fi4 were boys and 94 girls. The remafninq 6fi 
students (22.67%) qave the response in neqetfve. The frequency and 
pereentsqe are presented In table 6.12 which Is as follows: 
TABLE 6.12 
Student union vitiates the educational environment 
In college. 
FuHy 
To some extent 



























The next question In the series was: At the time of voting in the 
elections of student nnionst which of the qualities or traits of the 
candidates are kept in mind." Out of 300 respondents 180 students (to*^)* 
75 males and 104 females* replied that they gave importanee to the ability 
of the candidates. The next number (47) was of those students who» at the 
time of the electioni keot the behaviour of the candidate in their mind. 
Amongst these 47 stud<>nts 30 were boys and 17 gfrit. 31 rtndents (3I.339i)i 
22 males and 9 femalesf considered the conduct of a candidate at the time 
of castlno the vote in the union election to be an essential quality. Seme 
21 students (7%)* 14 males and 7 females attached importance to the general 
popularity of the candidate. As far as ether qualities are concerned) very 
few students considered th em as important at the time of voting. 
ThuSf we notice that personal qualities of the candidates «re given 
pr«ferenee over pelltieal or other factors »uch as caste or religion. It 
shows a marked change In the ideological content of the young g^erntion In 
relation to qualities of a candidate at the time of the election. Table 
6.13 represents the findings In this regard. 
TABLE 6.13 
Desirable qualities of a candidate at the time of election 
of students* union. 
Rellglen 
Caste 



















































Furthert the students were asked: "Between teacher and political 
leaders who are responsible to encourage students for strikes". Out of 300 
students 14 had given their own reasons which were resoonslble for encouraging 
students for strikes. Most of the students* I.e.* 205 out of 2B6) thought 
tha t the polltleal leaders were responsible for agitating the students 
to Qo en strike* out of which 11B were males and B7 females. W\{\9 7B students 
(2610 felt that the teediers encouraged students for strikes. However* those 
students who gave their own reasons for strikes emphasised factors such as 
pevertyf enhanced fees* frustrating educational system* etc. Table No. 6.14 
presents these responses. 
Tt means that t\\e large ntnnber of students feel that the polftfcal 
lenders and parties are responsible for encourpa^ng students to go on 
strike which ultimately spells the peaceful atmosphere of the educational 
Institution* as will be wident from the table No. 6.14 given below. 
TABLE 6.14 
tiho are responsible for encouraging students to go on 
strike 





























The youth do not have faith in the older generation and they want to 
share in policy making processes and administration of all the institutions 
and organisations of their country. They want to have active participation 
in the policy formulatlan of educational pragnaomes and its acbainistratlve 
bodlest in the university court* in the board of management. Mien the 
stndentt were asked: ''Ts the student representation In the aniversity bodies 
necessary**? Mere than half the students of the smple replied that in their 
opinion student representation was necessary in the uniterlity bodies. The 
I 
actual figure of these students was 165 (55%)t out of which 97 were males and 
6n females. The next highest number was of these studentsi i.e.* 112 (37.S3%) 
who agreed that to some extent there should be the representation of students 
in the UBifersity bediesf amongst them 41 were boys and 71 girls. A very small 
•inortty of 17 ttiidents (5,67X) did not afrree with this view. The table giren 
below is clearly indicative of this analysis. 
TABLE 6.15 
Student representation in university bodies 
Fully 
To soae extent 



























Indian political system is democratic in nature and for which socialism 
is i ts objective. Although there are many forras of qovemments existinq in 
the world* but the Indian Government has adopted the Democratic form of 
6ov«»mnent. Pure deraoeraey is feasible where population is so limited that 
direct contact of every person is possible* but it is not possible in ywo^CTVN jorrvt ,^  
Democraeyi hence it bears a representative (government. Here people elect men 
to represent them in the leQislatnresi because democracy it "of the people* 
by the people and for the people". The bases ef Democracy are rationality* 
freedom and equality. As freedom ef religion is a part ef the heritage of 
Democracy* India has declared itself as a secular state divinq full freedom 
ef religions beliefs. 
To know the attitude of the students towards nemecraey* they were 
asked to express their opinion on the sagcrestion that: "Democratic form of 
Government is the best of all forms of governments". Aeeording to the majority 
of fltudeatsy i.e.f 190 (63.33%)f out of which 1)0 were males and BO femalest 
the general opinion was thnt the best form of government Is democratie. 
While 93 students (31%) felt that to some extent Democracy was the best 
system. Only 13 students (4.33^) disagreed with democratic form of government, 
The table No. 6.16 illustrates this analysis. 
It shows that a majority of the students is in favour of democratic 
form of government. A very small minority of students totally dlstgrees with 
this type of government. However* the students who disagreed with democratic 
form of government were asked to tell which system of government they thought 
to be most appropriate. Very few students were able to express their views on 
this question. Out of 13 students* only 3 students thought that dictatorship 
was the best form of fovemment and 2 students were in favour of theocratic 
state or form of government. , 
TABLE 6.16 
Shewing the attitude of the students regarding democratic 
form of government 
M F Total Percentage 
Fully agree 
To seme extent 
Not at all 
No reply 
TOTAL 150 150 300 100.00 
As already stated* socialism is a social aim of Indian government. 
The adverse effect of capitalism* which most modem govemm«fits have sought to 

















democratic soelallsts or social demoents believe that the capitalistic 
system can be ehancied by legislation and without violence. They favour 
state ownership and operation of the principal mantifaeturin«i) minlnq and 
transportation services. Ownership and democratic control by the people* they 
believe? is a proper function of collective or state authority. Socialists 
of this type favour permission for private enterprise in the retail trade> 
services and some other sectors of the economy. State planning howevert 
is regarded as a proper function of the government and a dominant factor in 
determining proper role of the state. 
In the light of these facts? the students were asked: "Does in their 
opinion? the welfare of Indian people l ie in soelalitm". According to a 
majority of the students?!.e.? 143 (47.67%)? PO males and 63 females? the 
welfare of Indian people lies in socialism. But? 116 students (38.66%) 
agreed that i t was possible only to some extent. Among them 44 were boys 
and 72 girls. Only 35 students (11.67%) did not at all agree with the opinion 
that the welfare of Indian people lies In socialism. Table No. 6.17(\) presents 
the responses in this regard. 
It means that iMJorlty of the students agree with the government 
policy of promulgating socialism in India. But those students who disagreed 
with this opinion were asked to give their reasons for their stand point. 
Out of 35 students 15 criticised socialism because i t i t the public would 
not take interost in the proper functioning of economy and? as such? ecenemle 
condition of the people would deteriorate. 10 students thought that alsolute 
Socialism would never e<»ne in India? consequently? the eapatilists would take 
advantage of this situation and by aeenntilatinq wealth will beeone richer 
day by day. Hewevert 10 students qave no response. Table No. 6.17(B) 
represoits the faets In this relation. 
TABLE 6.17A 
Showing responses of students for the preference of 
soeiallsn 
Fully agree 
To some extent 
Not at all 
No reply 
TOTAL 

















150 150 300 100.00 
TABLE 6.17 B 
Showing the reasons for discrediting socialism 
Public will not take interest in the 
working and) as such* the economic 
Conditions of the people would 
deteriorate. 
Absolute socialism will never come 
in Tndia. that is why eapitilists 
will take the advantage of i t and 
concentrate on accumulating wealth 
No reply 
TOTAL 
















To know the attitude of the students regarding the reference of a 
secular statet they were asked: "Do they like a secular state*** out of the 
whole sample more than half students replied in affttmatlve. Their actual 
number was 1Q2 (64%)i out of which 116 were males and 76 femalet. Contrary 
to them. 100 students (33.3^) replfed in ne^atfve as they did not believe 
in seealartsm. Aoong them 32 wer8 males and 6B females. Table No. i . l $ 
qiven below shows the results related to these responses. 
TABLE 6.18 


























The main principal of Indian foreign policy is non-alignment. Late 
Pandit Jawakar Lai Nehm gave the world the doctrine of non-aligaraentf which 
was affirmed at the sitiMit meeting of the non-aligned nations in Belgrade 
in 1961 and endorsed by the leaders of all the free African states at the 
Addis Ababa Conference in 1963. Ind a^ wanted to be neutral* thus* she did 
not Join any block of the Big Powers. Abiding with its eoavietiont when India 
signed a treaty with the D.S.S.R. in 1971» a mention to this fact was made 
that India is and will remain a non-aligned country. 
To know the opinion of the students about the policy of non-alignment 
they were aslred: "Oo they agree with India's policy of aon-aliqnment.*' A 
majority of the studentSf i . e . t 155 (51.67%) agreed to some extent with this 
foreign policy. Among them 70 were males and AS females. Only 8R students 
(29.331K) fully agreed with this policy. Out of these students 49 were boys and 
f^ 5 girls. While 40 stndmts (13.33%) totally disagreed with India's policy of 
thef« 
non-allqnment. Amon9/respondents 24 were males and 16 females. Table 
No. 6.19 gfven below presents these results. 
TABLE 6.19 
Showing the responses of students regarding Indian Govem-
ment's policy of non-alignment. 
Ful ly agree 
To some extent 



























As far as the nuclear weapons are concernedf students were asked: 
"Do they agree with the view that Tndia should make atom bombs?" Out of 
300 respondents more than three-fourth agreed that India should make atom 
bonbi. The actual figure of respondents was 231 (77%), out of which 125 
were males and 106 females. But 63 students (21%) agreed that to some extent 
It was needed. Among them 22 were boys and 41 girls. Only 4 students (1.34%) 
totally disagreed with this suggestion. Table No. 6.20(A) illustrates this 
polAt of view by presentlmi the quantitative results. 
Students were further asked to put forward their reasons for favourlno 
and opposing the manufacture of atom bombs by India. Among those students 
who agreed that India should make atom bonbsf the mafority of students* i .e .* 
91 (39.391!) replied that i t was necessary for the security of our country. 
The next highest number was of those students who said that to become a 
world power it was essential to make atom bombs. Their actual figure was 
52 (22.51%). Other 35 students (15.15%) felt that when there was always 
a danger to our country* there was absolutely no reason for not raakinn It . 
!^ 1 students (13.43%) believed that when other countries were makincj aton 
bombs why should we not make It . Renainlnq 22 students (9.52%) thou^t 
that it was a symbol of scientific advancement. Table No. 6.20(B) given 
below lllustrntes these results. Hovrevert of those 4 stud&its who dlsaqrved 
with the eplnion that India should not at all make atom bombs* felt that 
It would Increased the feeling of conflict between India and other western 
countries. Apart from thtsf i f India would oandfaeture atom bomb other 
defeloplncf countries would.also follow the suit resulting in an increase in 
the tension between these countries in the sub-continent. 
TABLE 6.20(A) 
The attitude of the students ragar^ng the manufacture of 
Atom Boob 
Fully agreed 
To some extent 




























Seasons for manafaeturliig the atom bomb 
M P Total Percentage 
For the security of the country 
When there Is always a danger to our country then 
what Is the reason against not making It. 
To become a powerful country In the world 
When other countries are making atom bomb 
why should wenot go for i t . 
It is a symbol of scientific advancement 






















Polttlet attracts students in general regardless of the fact that 
enly a small enmber of students become member of a certain political party. 
Bat for the fnture career a najorit y of them aspire to become a member 
of some political party. Among them the Congress is the greatest attraction 
followed by Jan Sanf .^ It means that leftist parties do not attract many 
students. As far as the liking for any political party is eoneemed» 
mostly the students are in favour of Congress and Jan Sangh. Other parties 
are comparatively less popular. The reason of liking the Congress is that 
i t believes in Democracy? socialism! and it stresses on the equality of 
cUUi 
people from ave castes and creeds. The students who like Jan Sangh feel 
that Jan Sangh has always given importance to the welfare of the public 
and honestly abided by its promises. 
Rowevert according to the majority of studentst elections are 
faught in India on the basis of religion and caste. They also feel that 
political leaders should be literate. 
A large number of students are in favour of participation in 
student unions. They feel that they can fulfi l l the demands of the students 
and get proper training for entering into politics as their career. They 
also feel that they can improve the cendition of college administration. 
Other students who are against the participation in the Onion activities 
have doubts about their utility and regard them as wastage of time. More 
than half of the students in SMple recognise the usefulness of the Onion 
for future training In polit ics. They also feel that student unions 
reeetve eneonraQement «nd ffu^dsnee fron political parties and the eenseqveneet 
of which are that to some extent student unfon polities vitiates the 
academic environment in colleges. Tn the elections of eo l lep anionst tbe 
ability of the candidates is considered the main qnallty of a candidnte. 
A big majority of students feel that political leaders are responsible 
for insinuatinq students to go on strike. According to them there must 
be representation of students in University boAfts. 
As far as the political policies of our country are concerned) a 
majority of students are In favour of democratic form of government and 
they believe in socialism and secularism.Qut to some extentt they have 
also agreed with the government's policy of non-alignment. More than 
three fourth of the respondents are in favour of making atom bombs too. 
They feel that for the security of our country and to become a powerful 
nation in the world it is necessary to make atom bombs. 
Chapter 7 
CONCUJSION 
Trtdftional ts well at modern soeletles show that they eonstUute 
a eontlnatm with tradition at one end and medemltv at the ether. Host 
societies are In some form of transition today. But this is not just a 
matter of 'chanerinQ with seasons* so to speak. Certain phenomena must 
take place and It is a slowt dlffieult passage from tradition to modernity. 
The problem of relationship between tradition and modernity is of 
very great importance in the Indian context* since here in our country we 
have a rich traditional inheritance of value systemst ideas* imaffes* 
synribolst thoughts) by which today we find ourselves confronted with a 
^ 
new set of all characteristics that constitute modern society. 
Indian society might be termed as a developing society* it has 
deep rooted traditions* but it also aims at becoming modern* so that the 
Indian society is passing through a period of transition. The old traditional 
and modem attitudes are working side by side* and this creates a dilemma 
in the minds of the Indian people. On* the one hand* there is a deep 
influence of the age old traditions* yet they are the powerful determinants 
of social action. On the other hand* modem influences which have come 
in the form of western education* new political and administrative system* 
new eeonemy and industrialisation* growth of urban centres and scientific 
attitudes are also playing a very important role in bringing about changes 
In our attitudes and views. 
Especially the Indian youth who constitute a large part of our 
population and who will influence the society of tomorrow and determine the 
destiny of the nation^ today they live in a itate of eonpiusloa because 
in their times they are passfnfi throuqh a traasittonal period. In ether 
words* they are compromising between tradttionalisra and modernity. On the 
one hand) they are adopting traditional views andt on the other hand» they 
are trying to accept the modern way of thinking. 
On the basis of the present study we can say that some l^ ind of 
changes are taking place in the attitudes of the college going students* 
relating to their soelaly religious) political and economic spheres of l i fe . 
However* in some spheres of life* students are favouring traditional 
institutions and attitudesi whilo in other spheres* they are adopting 
modem attitudes. Thus* they are neither absolutely traditional nor exactly 
modem. 
Changes in Students* Attitudes Towards Social Aspects of Life 
Joint family is considered as a traditional type of family. Tn the 
modem society we find only nuclear type of familyt where only father* mother 
nnd their children live together. But in this study generally we find 
that the Joint family is s t i l l popular among the educated people. On the 
whole the studetns are in favour of Joint family. According to the 
majoritv of students* Joint family is helpful in the development of 
personality and in solving the economic problems of the meabers of the 
Joint family. And to seme extent* not fully* joint family is also helpful 
in giving the emotional security to i ts members and again* to some extent* 
It creates a hinderanee in the process of modem developments. However* 
there Is net much difference of opinion between the male and female students 
in this regard. As far as the helpfulness of leint family in the development 
of personality and emotional security is concerned) there is a difference 
of opinion between male and female students. According to beys* Joint 
family is helpful in the development of personality and in givlnf} emotiraal 
security to its members. Bat according to girls Joint family creates 
hindrenee in the development of personality and only to a l i t t l e extent it 
is helpful in giving emotional security to its members. However) the 
interesting trend Is that these students who are living in the Joint family 
aret of eoursebwfavour of Joint family while those who are living in nuclear 
family arc not fully in favour of lolnt family. It means that they do not 
want to go hack to the Joint family system again. 
Traditionally) parents select the l ife partners for their children 
while the spouses hawa no say in this matter. But in modem society young 
generation demands the right of selecting a l i fe partner on its own choice 
for marriage. Today in India we find thnt students are neither traditional 
nor modern. They are s t i l l faithfull to their eld bonds. Henco) l i t t l e 
less than three fourth of the responding students) both boys and girls) 
favour the selection of the spouses by their with a consideration for the 
consent of the eene(>med boys and girls. The students) by and largo do 
net demand self-seleetlm in marriage. Only a small nmaber of studmts 
likes to marry according to its own choice. Only few students desire to 
deoend en their oarents for the choice of their spouses. As far as the 
self selection is concerned the number of beys is higher than the girls. 
Love marriages are very common in modem society. But In this study 
the majority of students) both boys and glrlS) are against this type of 
VA? 
marriage. The greatest of draj^ aek of love marrtacfest In their optniont 
Is that they are generally nasneeessfal and frequently end into divorce 
or unhaopy married l i fe . Another drawback is that no support Is available 
from the parents in difficult days while It is also not acceptable to the 
society. In contrast to this* the small number of students* favourlnq lore 
marriades feel that adjustment is easier because both of then are familiar 
with each other which becomes a promise for a bapfiy conjugal l i f e . Some 
favour such marriages due to social reasons that the practice may obliterate 
the malpratlce of dowry and thus lessen the worries and financial burden 
of the parents. Tt also breaks the barrier of caste system. Few students 
have also abstained from expressing their opinion about love marriage. In 
comparison to girls* boys are more interested In love marriages. Mostly 
the girls are against such type of marriages. 
Howevpr, in the past* the bridegroom belonging to respectable or 
wealthy famll'ffnr'^ sas preferred over other by the parents of the daughters. 
But now the situation is somewhat different. In this study mostly the 
students have given their first preference to education followed by family 
background* wealth and ImpressIveness. Tt means that to some extent 
traditional factors like family background* and financial position are not 
mneh emphasised now. Tn this respect* there is no much difference of opinion 
between male »nd female students. 
Tn the traditional context the selection of bride was based on tbe 
bride's skill in household affairs. Generally people preferred such brides 
who were either were well versed in household affairs or were considered 
charming and beautiful. People also preferred the good family background of 
of tbe hrfde. Bnt* now) tbe erttaria Is gomewhat changed .Mostly the 
students have given their first preference to educated girls followed by 
girls'skil l In hoas<^old affatrst while they lay l i t t l e emphasis on beauty 
and charfiiy family bnetgronnd as well as girls gualifleatlon for taking up a 
job. TB this studyi the unique feature is that the students have althou^ 
preferred an educated girls on an uneducated onet but they shown l i t t l e 
appreciation for a working girl . 
Dowry system is an evil gift presented by the past to the existing 
society. However* in this study it appears that a large number of the 
students are against this custom. Generallyf both boyi and girls do not 
approve of these customsi and in this sense they are to some extentf 
progressive. Buty the^  students cannot resist themselves from accepting 
dowry i f it is offered to them without demand. As far as the continuationi 
modificntion or abolishing of dowry system Is coneemedt the majority of 
studentsa are in favour of the abolition this malpractice. However» girls 
are* comparatively) more In favour of abolishing this system than the male 
students. According to the majority of boys* it regnres some kind of 
modification. They also think that by legislation and its strict enforcement 
i t is possible to abolish dowry system. 
In the traditional Hindu society divorce is not in practice. Once 
the couple is married* there is l i t t l e chance for seperation if the 
narriaqe proves unhappy. It Is said that marriages are made in the Heaven* 
as such* people have no right to break the bond* no matter to whatever 
extent they suffer In this sacramental union. But* today the legal sanction 
has been given for the first time to the Hindu society. If people find 
adjustment Inposstbleyttiey need not continue, the marrlatre bond. Irrespective 
of the legal tanetlont dlvoree Is s t i l l not so frequent in Hindu society 
as i t could have been. In this study also the Majority of students are 
against the divorce. They think that divorce lowers the aoral standard 
and* for the stability of the 80ciety» It is essential to discourage i t . 
nowevert these students justify it only in the conditions that all efforts 
for maintaining good relations between the spouses fail and no solution 
except divorce becomes practicable. In this matter the views of boys and 
girls are* to some extent* simllart 
Caste system Is the most striking feature of Indian culture. In the 
past as well as* to some extent* in the present society* it has its roots 
in the minds of Indian people. Traditionally it is said that one who does 
not follow and uphold the dictates of the caste system* he is doomed to 
loose status in the next l i fe . And caste is considered as a powerful 
regulator of social mobility* and behaviour. But now* there is a general 
Opinion that caste system is fastly loosing its prominence and hold in the 
Hindu society. In this present study it appears that the majority of 
Students are against the caste system. They do not like to marry within 
their ofrt! castes. In comparison to boys girls are more in favour of 
marrying out side their castes. Boys are divided in this respect. So 
far at miitlng with other castes is concerned* a large B«9i>er of students 
i s in flavour of free mixing with persons belenginn to different castes. 
They also do not like to work according to the traditional oecuoatien of 
their own castes. Students* both bofs and girls* feel that* tn their opinion* 
all tlie eattet should be placed on equal atatat. 
In the traditional Hindu soeletyt apart from the four readily iden. 
tifiable castes placed in a hi^ rarchyi a fifth distinct group Is called the 
'untouchables or outcastesS who are not only outside the pale of Hindu 
society but fom its bottom ranfty and are rigidly bound by the caste system 
rules. Butf nowf the Indian Constitution has ont>lawed untouchability. In 
the Constitution it is laid down that untouchability has been abolished 
and its practice in any form Is punishable under law. Nowt the attitudes 
of the people towards untouchability are fastly changing. According to this 
8tudy» i t appears that students have a sympathetic attitude towardt scheduled 
castes. They think tlet the special privileges should be given to the members 
of low caste people and they should be allowed to take admission in schools and 
college. In the traditional society} children of the scheduled castes were 
not allowed to attend the classes with the children of high castesy but now 
situation is not so. 
From traditional point of view wonen have a position inferior to mia. 
She does enjoy rights equal to man in many spheres of l i fe as politiealy social} 
domestic and reereatien. Howevery modernity is symbolished by equality of 
Sexes and participation in wider social l i fe by women. In this studyy majority 
of the studoits are In favour of equality between men and women as well as 
higher education for women. In response to the question} to which extent 
freedom is to be given to womeny majority of the students are in favour of 
giviuQ freedom to women equal to that of men. But the boys in comparison 
with the girlsy agree only to some extent. "Htey do not think that the freedom 
to women equal to that of men la Justffiedt while the 9frl studentt are 
all for women's enanetpatlon and eqnal r l ^ t s with men. 
Soetal statusf as « pesitfea fa soeietyf i» laflaeaeed by a variety 
of factors - social) eeonomte and political^'^^raditionally rellgiony caste* 
famllyy aqe and sex have been the detetmlninci factors of a person in a society. 
But now the eritaria of social status are slowly and gradually ehangind. 
In thejbresent stady* aeeordin f^ to the majority of students* edueationlia the 
main deterraininq factor of social status of a person in the society* 
followed by intelligeneei age* sex* family and caste. Very few respondents 
have given their first preference to religieny occupation* and income. 
Tn the traditional society* performance of relicrious rites was 
considered as a factor which enhanced the social status of an individual. 
But* in these days* the factors of achieving high status in a society are 
net fixed and rigid* they are changing with the demands of the developing 
society. According to a majority of the students* education* outstanding 
social service* holding modern views* modern way of life* fashionable clothes 
association with some ptlit ieal or social organisation* appreciation of 
arts and performance of religious rites are considered Impertaat tndiees of 
status. However* smelting* drinking* frequenting cinema houses* restaurants 
aqd elubs* or free mixing with the opposite sex are not recognised by the 
'espendents as indicative of high status in the society. In this regard the 
Opinion of male and female students are* to some extent* similar. 
Traditionally* in India* the dresses of mm are Dhoti Kurta and Topi 
while Sari is for women. But the dresses of a country are always ehangable. 
Now the pantt coat and ti« hare taken the plaee ot Dhotff Knrta and Topi 
and to some extent sari Is replaced by salwari kurta> pant and amxi. Hewerery 
aari has not absolutely dissappearedt i t is s t i l l a popular dress In India. 
Tn this study more than three fourth of the students* both boys and girls* 
liked to wear modern type of dresses to some extent. 
The recent trend in modem society is Hippism. A good number of 
modern youths likes to adopt Hippism. But in this study the opinion of 
the majority of boys and girls is not favourable and they attribute i t to 
the eril influence of Western eivilizttion. Some other students are of 
the view that i t is in a vogue because the new generation has a desire for 
new things whatever its form may be. According to some students* the attitude 
i s a sign of modernity and i t shows that new generation is fed up with old 
traditions. 
Chano#>« in Studitnta* Attitudes Towards Educational System 
The earlier pattern of education* which was having religious 
foundations has been completely replaced by secular and scientific educational 
pattern. In the traditional societies* students used to read under a Guru 
who was regarded like God. They learned only religious books. Women were net 
allowed to gain the benefit of education* they were compelled to live and 
•anage their homes. But now* the educational pattern has completely changed. 
Kdttcation has become more pragmatic and Aamoeratic. Women are now attaining 
liigh education. They are studying with the beys on equal footing. In spite 
of all this* coeducation is considered wrong by traditional minded persons. 
Today i t is considered that education is the main instrument of getting a job. 
Howevert present edaentfon sjrstem is different from the traditional one. 
Yet it it not fully eapable of meeting the needs of the modem youth. Tn 
this present studyy mostly the studentsi both beys aniiyigirlsi felt thatt 
to some extent* nresoit educational pattern is defective. Seme modification 
in i t is necessary to make it efficiently suitable for the present require* 
ments of the youncj generation. "Hie students have given their own saggestieas 
in this reoard. According to the majority of students emphasis must be given 
to the technical education. The next highest percentage is of those students 
who feel that practical education with a vocational specialisation is 
inevitable in the present circtmstances. Seme of them are of the opinion that 
English shoald be abolished. According to a few students education either be 
made free or i t should be more eeenomica). A few students feel that education 
should be nationalised. 
Furthermore) students are somewhat more interested in the semester 
system. According to a majority of the students in the semester system* 
students will always be busy in their studies* thus* they will not get time 
to participate in strikes. The next highest percentage is of those students 
who consider that there are many chances to appear in the examination* so 
there will be no chance of failing. Seme feel that time is not wasted in 
semester system. However* according to some other students* la semester 
systsn* the true ability of students eswiet Jvdged. Those students who are 
interested In annual examination system feel that students have to appear 
in the examination only once in a year* so they get much time* to study and* 
as such* only intelligent students are able to become successful in the 
examinations. 
Medlom of instruetion it the foremost problem tn higher education* 
which has received attention in the present society. Tn this stndy nore 
than three-foarth of the students ere of the opinion that Hindi should be 
the medium of instruetion in the eolleges> and university) while only 15.34% 
of the students are in favour of English uediom. Very few of then want the 
retfional lanfiuages as a medium of Instruetion. 
The criteria of attaining education has now changed. Today it is said 
that through education people can attain their desired goal. According to a 
majority of the students* they are attaining education to secure a higher 
status in the society. The next highest number is of those students who are 
attaining education for the economic security. According to softe other 
students they are achieving education only to understand the truth and to 
become a qood citizen. 
ctiapggf h $tutfgi?tg' AttUw^gy f^twar^ g^ ^c9npn?U Agp^fil 
Economic system is most important in a society* because i t determines 
the life-pattern of the people. Thus* ft has been a subject of pereanlal 
interest for people to think ever the ways throuqh which economy should be 
developed. Tn the present study the students have shewn their interest la 
the present economic system of our country. A larfpe pereentncpe of students* 
both boys and girls* believes that economic development of our country Is 
possible threuoh the develepment of small scale industries. Simultaneously* 
the oreater percentacre of students is of the opinion that nationalisation of 
all types of Industries is essential for economic development.lt shews that 
they prefer the modem trend of socialist economy in which the state will take 
over all the projects so that they can be used for the benefit of all the 
people. 
India* after independeneei stracfciled hard to introdttee Indnstrlali-
zation. The mafority of boys and girls are satisfied to some extent with 
the industrial development of our country. Only 23.33% of the respondents 
are too laueh dissatisfied with the present Industrial process. Those who 
are dissatisfied) have given different reasons for their dissatisfaction. 
A majority of them thinks that the shorten of oower and raw material has 
hampered the industrial progress. 
fiowever* the studmts are very enthusiastic to bring about changes 
in our economic setup. It is obvious ieeause In spite of economic development 
In certain directions) India is s t i l l facing acute economic cris is . The 
standard of living of Indian masses is poor and per capita income is low. 
Thus* a very hioh percentage of students is in favour of changes in economic 
set up. An interesting feature of the students* attitude in this respect 
is that the hiohest percentage of them wants economic development in order to 
establish an egalitarian society. The next highest percentage of students 
wants that the basic needs* i .e.* feed* clothing* and shelter* of every 
eitisen are to be fully met. 
It is an established fact that* in the past* specific functions 
were prescribed for different castes* and this arrangement greatly simplified 
the problem of ecruDatlona] training for the young ones* who had hardly any 
choice to make In this sphere. He followed the traditional heriditary 
occupation. But today these ristrictions have disappeared and all occupations 
are open to a l l . The educated yenthi today Is free to the extent that he 
Is not governed by the consideration of caste and family In the selection 
of occupation. Tn this study the students generally prefer ^vemment 
services. The highest percentage of students likes these services while 
the next hlf|h«ft percentage prefers teaching profession. But as far as the 
choice of tceupatlon among male and female students Is eoacerned* the 
majority of male students Is In favour of government servlcesi and mostly 
the girls students are interested In teaching profession. The important 
thing to note Is that only a small percentage of respondents likes agriculture. 
It shows that the students like white collar Jobs. 
Tndia Is facing the problem of un&nployment which has greatly 
hampered the progress of youngesters and creates a sort of frustration 
among them. This is perhaps the reason why a large number of students thlnksf 
that the right to get a job should be regarded as fundamental. 
The analysis of the responses shows that the studmts are now-a-days 
more interested in the economic system of their country. They are enthusiastic 
to change It according to the needs of the society. In traditional set m i t is 
generally believed that the menev that a man earnst and facilities and 
amenities that a roan enjoys are subject to luck or chance and/or as a result 
of his actions In the previous births. But« modern Indian youth thinks that 
the earning of a man deoends muchupon h#s own efforts. The more he will 
work the more he will get. This is the reason that they think in their own 
way to Improve the economic condition. At present i t is thought that our 
eountrv Is committed to socialistic pattern of society. It seems that the 
yomff generation is also iiapressed by this because they bav* fareurable 
opinion towanis the nationalisation» enconrafiement of pnblle enterpriset 
equal distribution of wealth as well as rifiht to get a job. In this pers-
pective their attitudes nay be considered as nedern. 
Changes in Students Attitudes Towards Beliqious Aspect 
Tn the traditional Tndlan soeietyt religion has been an attribute 
of man at every staffe of his cultural growth and la every period of his 
history. Religion controls the behaviour of man and gives them solace 
whenever they are in difficulty. Tn the most primitive societies and in 
highly stabilised and trsditionalized hinher culturest religion tends to 
be mainly a conservative force. Tt isf as i t were* the balance wheel of 
the society which prevents i t fron departing from established ways. Howeveri 
today due to many reasons religion in our society is under transitlont but 
the importance of religion has not diaereased in the modem age. Tn this 
study the majority of students* both boys and girls* have expressed faith 
in relioiea. They think that faith in 6od makes l ife meaiingful and the 
idea of God gives a sense of emotional security. They thint that the men 
of relinieus nature will be more hanpy.ln future life than others who do net 
believe in religiei . But* on the ether hands* they think that today religion 
has become m«re dopiatic and tends towards orthodoxy. 
Rewever* as far as the practice of religion is concerned* according 
to the ma fority of students* they practice or follow it to some extent. The 
next highest awiber is of those students who fellow religion stridly. Seme 
of the students feel that observenee of Religion is impossible in modem 
society. While very few ttadiintt think that they ebterre religion enly to 
the extent that when It Is beneficial and leaves It when It becomes hamfvl. 
Fartheri so far as visiting; to temples or sacred places is concerned} 
the majority of students are In favour of visiting temples and sacred places. 
Only 6% of the students does not llfre to visit temples, /bnong theve students 
who like to visit templesf the majority of them are uncertain about their 
frequency of visiting teazles. 
The observance of rituals was an import>«nt indication of status in 
the traditional Hindu society and)to some extenti i t is s t i l l so in ear 
modern society. In this study more than three fourth of the students of the 
whole sample) both boys and girlst are in favour of performing religious 
rituals before starting a new work. They also feel that consultation with 
religious Pandits before marriage and their presence in the performance of 
religious ceremonies are absolutely essential. 
It Is said that In the past* science and religion were in conflietv 
but not the two have come to compromise becoming actually mutually advantageous 
and reducing the contrndictlens between the two. In spite of this* most 
of the stttdentst both males aad femalesi to some extent} feel that the 
science which Is opposed to religious ideas should not be tauifht. It means 
they think that as the science will advance It will narrow down the range of 
religious experience and thus it will tend to reduce the importance of 
religion in the da i ly i i f e of common man. 
In the traditional soeletvt there is a general belief that all aatural 
calamities are due to r;ods will to punish evil deeds. But in modem society 
no one thinks in this way. Rewever^  In this study mostly the students are 
of the opinion that it is correct to say that all ealanitles are due to 
God's will to punish for evil deeds. 
Tt seems that) amonq Indian festivals) Deepawalliy Holly and 
Dushera are the popular festivals. A majority of the students eeleberates 
these festivals wUh least rellfrlous* and most social signiticwee. But 
there are also a few students who observe these festivals as religious 
performances. 
One of the Important feature of thfs study is thatt on the one 
handt students have a faith In reli^fion and fillow i t to some extent! butt 
on the other hand) they think that religion has now taken the form of 
hypoeraey. And) further) it is interesting to note that some more students 
prefer the performance of religious rituals and rites before starting a 
Bew Job and like to consult a Pandit before marriage. Thqr also appreciate 
to visit temr>les occasionally. On the whole i t means that the youth of 
today are not fellowinn their religion blindfoldedly. 
Changes In Stud«ats'Attitudes Towards Political Aspect of Life 
The acceptance of a democratic pattern of society by the nation has 
necessitated the participation ef people at all levels in the affairs of 
the government. Politics Is both a daty and a function of the modem man. 
With this in view) the nresant study h«8 ventured to assess the political 
ittltudas of the students. U Is discovered that very few of the students 
at the time have been members ef one or the other political oarty. Among 
these students not a single girl has been a member of any political party. 
At refiardt future participatIon* a najaiity of the studMts wanted to become 
the nenber of a polftleal party. Of thetof the pereenta^e of male students 
ft hfgher than the fetnales. Mostly* the boys are Interested in beeoning 
nember of a political party In fat«re» while najorfty of the girl students 
Is not fn favour of beeoaln f^ nenber of any polftleal party. /teonQ these 
studentst however* most of them desire to participate In the rightist or 
democratic socialistic parties. Tt means that leftist parties do not 
attract them much. This trend hns acftiin been noticed when the students 
were asked to tell which party they liked most. The responses to It are that 
most of the students are in favour of Congress and the Jana Sangh and» to 
some extent) other r i # t s t parties. Leftist parties again do not attract 
the students much. Regarding their liking for the political parties the 
students have given their own reasons. The majority of students who like 
the Conaress Party tell that they prefer this party for Its faith in 
democracy* socialism and secularism. A few of them have expressed the view 
that they like It bectuse i ts Idealogy is based on the principle of eguality. 
Those students who liked Jana Sangh are of the opinion that the party has 
always given {n^>ertanc« to the welfare of the public and has stood fira on 
i t s promises. 
As far as the active particfpatlon in polities Is concerned) the 
malority of students* both boys and girls* are of the opinion that the 
students should not actively participate in politics. However* to some extent* 
they can participate in I t . 
The objective of participation in polities in a dynamic society is 
eleetlens. Tn this ttvdjr the najorfty of ttudentt are not sgafntt 
eentestfnci t^e eleetfons. But» tn eamparison to qlrlsi boyt are more 
interested in contesting the eleetten. Amonq ttien najority of the students 
desires to contest the election for the office of the college anion as 
the president or secretary and some of them aspire to become Chief Minister 
of Priae Minister or legislator. 
There Is a general opinion in India that General elections are 
always fought on the basis of religion and caste. This opinion is s t i l l 
widely prevalent in our country. Tn this study alsOf according to the najority 
of students the elections are always fought in India on the basis of religion 
and caste. But there is some difference of opinion among the respondents 
regarding the extentio which the sentiment of caste and religion is exploited 
in India. 
Student unions in the modem world have emerged as the institutions 
of tratnina for the younger generation in dynamic ways of living and 
b^aviour. They also provide ameteuristie participation in politics and 
Opportunities for leadership to the youth and prepare them for the fipture 
l i f e . Only !I9.66% of the respondents la against the participation in 
student union activities and elections. Host of the students are in favour 
of participatisf in the activities of college unions. Howevert beys are 
•ore keen than girls In participating in the union activities. But they 
feel that the student unions have their Importance for meeting the requirements 
of the students as the representative bodies. Seme students feel that 
students union provides a forum for training for taking part In politics 
later in l i f e . Others feel that they serve as means for establishing students' 
solidnrUy and also help in laprovltifi the eondltlen of college adninlstratioa. 
The students «lio were averse to participation in student union stated that 
such wastage of time and ener(iy» i t also haapers studies. Sene feels that 
they lack the required ability for active partfelpation in pellticst while* 
according to some other students* it creates eanfliet between teachers and 
students. 
H is said that the students unions always spoil the peaceful 
atmosphere of the educational institutions. But through tfcis study* we 
have been able to realise that a Majority of the students Is of the opinion 
that i t can do so only to some extent and not totally. 
As far as voting in the college union is concerned* personal 
qualities of the candidate are given preference over traditional factors 
such as caste or religion. Tt shows a marked change in the ideological 
content of the young generation in relation to the qualities of a candidate 
at the time of election. 
Student unrest and student violence are universal and widespread 
phenemena of today and it has attracted much greater attention in all 
quarters. But who is to be blamed for this Situation - political leaders or 
teachers? According to the majority of students* (both male and female) 
political leaders are responsible for encouraging studmts to go on strike. 
Today there is a greater demand by the students and outside the 
student community that there must be a representation of students in the 
college or university.administration. In this study a majority of boys are 
iu favour of the student representation in the university bodies. However* girl 
ttndeats are s l i t t l e nederate in thefr views regarding student representative 
in the college er ttnitersity authorities. 
DeneeraejTf seeialisoi and seealarlsai are the reeent modem trends. 
Today freedom of religion is a part of Demoeraeyt that's why Tndia is a 
secular state. In this study majority of the students are in favour of 
demeeraey. Aeeording to them democratic fo'im of government is the best 
of all forms of government. However* 31% studalnts are* to some extent* in 
favour of this type of fovemment* while only 4.33?^  studdnts disagree with 
democratic form of governments out of them* very few are able to escpress 
their view as to what should be an alteraative to the democratic type of 
government. Out of 13 students 3 are in favour of dictatorship and ? are 
in favour of conrniunism. 
At present socialism is the principal goal of Tndian government. 
Youths have also shown their interest in this policy of government. Tn 
this study* mostly* the students are in favour of socialistic pattern of 
government* only 11.67% students have critisised i t . Among the two sexes* 
boys fully agree with the socialistic polity of the government* while the 
girls are in favour of i t only to some extent. Those studmts who do not 
approve this policy feel that in socialistic society public will net take 
interest in the workinn of the government and its consequences will be that 
the economic condition of the country will deteriorate. Seme of them feel 
that the absolute socialism will never come in India and that is why the 
eapatlists will take the advantage of i t . 
The most iaportant telentffle gift of the nodem world Is the 
Nuclear power. Today we are witnessing that there is a race of the 
nations of the world for manafacturlng nuelear weapons more In number and 
superior in lethal capacity than others. All the developed and developing 
countries of the World are trying to become a nnelear nation. That is why 
the world is facing a much greater problem ofsurvival in war and peace. The 
choice* today* before the worldt is a choice thnt which has a«NPve been 
posed before. It is a choice of self-extinction or survival. India Is using 
its atomic energy for the peaceful pumoses. Butt i t aopears that the 
yoangesters of India are in favour of halting the nuclear weapon and not 
limitino only to peaceful exploitation of nuclear energy. In the present 
study we find that more than three fourth of the students are in favour of * 
malting the atom beiabs. Only 1.34% students totally disagree with the opinion 
that India should make atom bombs. Among those students who agree that India 
should make atom bombs* the majority of students feel that for the security 
of our country it is necessary to make atom bombs. The next highest number 
is of those students who hold the opinion that if India wants to become a 
powerful nation in the world* i t is essential for her to malie nuclear 
weaoons. Seme of them feel that when there is always a danger to our 
country* then there is no reason for not making it* and when other countries 
are making it then why should we not make i t . However* few of them also feel 
that i t is a symbol of scientific advancement. Of those students* who 
fully disagree with making atom>bombs* have the opinion that i t increases 
the feeling of conflict between the two power blocks and i f India will make 
atom bombs the other countries will als* make it* with the consequence that 
International tension will further Increase and put Tndia into a nnmber 
of difficulties. 
These findlncfs reveal that there Is a remarkable ehange in the 
•ttitndes of the students from the one that existed in the traditional 
society of the past. 
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